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FOREWORD

This is the summary final report submitted in partial fulfillment of

-Contract AF 04(611)-1078ý. The program had two Air Force maagere.

M1r. Richard Weiss/AfWPL. ortgiza.lly, and Capt. J. F. neminnpr/AflL vho later

succeeded his. This report nostainh a stary of major accomplishments and a

discussion of tectnIcal pzogrets of Pheae I1 of the program. Phase I of the

program is covered by another final report, AflL-TR-66-6, and the experimental

H1202 heba-transfer work *panning both phases is presented in special report

AFRPL-TI-66-263. The period of performance covered by the Phase It final

report is from December 1,65 to July 1967.

The Advanced Propellant Staaed-Coubwtion Feasibility Program was con-

ducted bt the Advanced Storable ngiLae Division of Liquid Rocket Operations,

Aerojet-General Corporatiou, Sacramaeto. California, utdar the direction of

Mr. R. Beichol. Technical and mma'aerial adatrol vwa provided by

Mr. R. J. Kjnts, PE, Project Manager. Mr. 1. G. Sjogresn em th-i Projcct

ELgineer.

S *
Contributors to this report, in addition to thoon rv4d on the title

page. included the follwini Aerojet peamomnel:

Hardeare Desian: G. V. lreorton

Engine Transient Cooling Charactertivics: I. L. Even S

P. F. Farr

S. D. Mercer

Performanica Analysis: .1. I. Ito

Heat.Flux Analysis: W. J. Bailey

M. J. Ditore

H. I. Siegel

J. J. Williams

Combustion (Jability, D. A. McCalliater

K. K. Won&

Catalyst Pack Operation Analysis: C. J. O'Brien

ii
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In addition, ve would 11Ml to acknwledge the help of Mr. J. M. McCormick

of the Food Machinery sad Chmical Cozwratioo for supplying valuable techaical

eaisse cane with regard to catalysta for peroxda deaoimpoition°

This te.hn•ic.A report has been reviewed nd is approved.

SCapt. J. 7. ftestingor

us" Program Hagser

1
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UNCLASSIMtZD ABSTRACT

The major objective of this program was the definition of problemL aisso-
ciated with the use of 982 hydrogen peroxide (H2 0 2 ) and Alumisine-43 in a staged-
combustion rocket .ngine system. In the cooled version of the en3ine con.celved,

all of the H202 is used to regeneratively cool a secondary combastor (in which
Alusizine-43 is burned) before the H2 0 2 passes through the preburver catalyst

21 pack and the turbine. Conditions asoociated vith operating th12 engine cycle
that require investigation are (1) the ability of H202 to coal the secondary

j combustor, (2) integrity of the catalyst 'activity. durability) at higher •
temperature, (3) heat-transfer characterietics of 982 pmroxide, and (4) the
effect that thermal decompositinn of H,02 vapor my have on the engine design.

The program was divided into two phases. Phase I (of six months duration)
consists- of design end analysis, "6 H 202 experimental technology, end critical

hardware procurement for Phase II. This phase of the contract was conducted
Zrom June to Decevabr 1965. The results of Phase I indicated that 981 3 202

j would be a satisfactory coolant end oxidizer for an Alumisine-fueled engine.

Phae II was initiated immedately following the conclusion of Phase I • 0
and consisted of a series of 2,O,t1'O-lbf preburner ant staged-combustion evalu-
stion tests. The Phase I! technical achievements included the completion of a

H H202 experimental hece-transfer program, a preburner test program, and a staged-
combustion test program. Satisfactory operation of a 902% H22 preburner wlas

denonstratrd at throughputs from 48 to 108.2 paim for two ca-.alyet configure-
tions. Staged combustion at 3000 psi& with 982 HI2 02 1Alumizine-43 was demon-

strated aatisfactorily with two secondary injector concepts. Heat-transtfr
data on critical areas of the chamber and throat were obtained. The experime:ntail

performance of the propellant combination was determined over a range of mixture •
ratios with too different L* chambers. The performance of 90% H2 0 2 /Alumizine-43
wan determined and compared to the 98% H2 0 2 /Alumiaine-43 propellant combination,

* 4
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UCTION I

IMTRODUCTION

A. FROGRIM DUMUTI0N AND SACIGRWID

* (U) ILah-chamber-preeeure liquid rocket eagisee Incorporating the

stased-combuetion cycle and using storable liquid propellants such as N2 0 and

* 50% UDMI-51O hydrazisn have been under evaluation for soaw time. Mission and

growth-potential studies indicated that the performance of this engine system

Scan be increased sipificantly by using as propellants gelled sixtutas of

hydrazine and alumseum powder with either 9 04 or 986 1202 as the oxidizer.

1Further studies Indicated that U202 provides significant advantages over

because 1202 require* only a momopropellent, preburner (which reduces the

complexity of the propulsion system); provides "omnboard life support and

subsystem capability; and offers-the possibility of further performance

increases through the use of jelled mixtures of hydrasine with beryllium powder

or light metal hydrides.

* (U) In this advanced engine system, all of the N202 is decomposed when
passing through a preburuer catalyst bed; the decomposed N202 is a hot gas

I (oxygen and steam) that is capable of driving a turbine to drive the fuel and

ozLdiser turbopumps. The turbine exhaust thee passes through a secondary

Injector where the fuel is added to be burned is the combustion chamber. Tie 5
engine system may or amy not be cooled, depeading on design requirements, In

the cooled version, the H1202 first peasse through the cooilant jacket of the

combustion chamber before entering into the preIuruer catalyst bed. Other

cooled variations are possible (e.g. parallel flow circuits fao the coolant S
Jacket and the preburner). In the uncooled version, a tungsten-lired, 3raphite

heat-sink chamber would be used for the coebustor.

(U) The combinad use of H202 and metal-sed propellants in a high-pressur.
staged-combustior. engine system required further development in various areas of

Page 1
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1, A, Program Description and Background (eont.) 0
* 6

technology: a high-temperature catalyst bed for the dccompositior of 98% H1202

had to be developed; the ability to burn metalized propallants and to realize

high performance efficiency had to be demonstrated; and the feasibility of

absorbing anticipated high heat fluxes in the combustieon chanber had to be

established. An exploratory development program, divided into two phases, was I 6

therefore initiated at Aecojet-General Corporation under the direction of the

Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. 9dwards AID, California. Organization

and task structure of this program are shown in Figure 1.

* 6

(U) Phase I was primartily concerned with the evaluation of H202 as a

prospective oxidiser and with a comparison of problemis associated vith the use

of H1202 or N20 V At the conclusion of Phase I. it was determined that (1) H 202

can be used aa a regenerative coolant for a high-pressure rocket wngine.

(2) the prospective materials of construction for such an engine are compatible *4

with 98% H 202 having a temperature as high as 270*7, and (3) an qperimantal

high-temperature catalyst. under study at Food Mochinery and Chemical Corporation

(FC) is acceptable for use in the preburerA. The technical effort durtni

Phase I is summariaed in Ref. 1. p 0 6

B. STATCHMIT OF WOPR FOR PIUS 11

1. TAik I-Extoeded 9§2 _20i Convective Heat-Transefer Exuerimont

(U) Convective heat-transfer experietnts were to be performed to

evaluate the effect of tube material, velocity, heat flux, operating pressure,

and other parmteer on the reoenerative cooling charactoristics of 968 H202.

Tests were to be conducte. to evaluate the repeatability of tost dtta end to I S

determine the effect of duration on the heat-transfer characteristics of

98% H20 2 Long-duration tests were to be conducted for durations up to 10 min

of cumulative running time to determine possible chanses in the cooling

Page 2
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1, B. Stateoent of Wort. for Phase I. (cont.)

capability of 9P H202 ar a function of time. TnAsa tests were to be operated

at various levelu of heat ilput, covering the range of approxniately 55 to 80%

uf the short-duration burnout heat f11". Inconel 718 was to be used for the

tube tast sections except In those teats in which tube material was to 144

evaluated. Material evaluatiou tests vere to be conducted with Tyje 347

stailess steel. I

(U) The transient cooling rsquirameiats for start, shutdown, and

restart of a characteristic 11202 cooled .npno were to be evaluated t'o obtain •

design criteria and 'identify potential problem areas.

2. Teak I,-Pteburner ftalua --m

(U) Tests wore to be conducted with a preburner comeoment using

982 A202 as a monuopropellamt. Catalyst beds of two different throughput

(H 202 load) configuretions were to be evaluated during this phase of the

program, and an evaluation -s to be made of the resultant deco• osition gse

temperatures. SatisfactoMy operation of the preburter assembly was to be 5 0
demonstrated at a chamber pressure of approxi-ately 4000 psis as a prelude to

Tank IIl. The preburner was to be sized to permit pameag. af the total oxidixer

tlow requiied for a thrust chamber assembly wý.th a thrust of aprroxit.Ately

20,000 lb at sea level.

3. ak Ill-,:tad.obsi~g~5j

(U) Steaed-coseisstion tests wetr to be conducted &Z approximately

20,000 ILL All testing was to be conducted at a p prox/matnly 3000-psis chamber

pressur• in the secondary combustion chanber. A rtationary pressisrs dropping

dievice maw to be.installed between the preburner and secondary combustor to

create a preasure drop. The H2 02 monopriptlmau• preburaer from T&ak it was to
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1, B, Statement of Work for Phase It (cotit.)

I;* used to generate decomposed H1202 gas as the oxidizer for the secondary

combustor. The fuel for the secodary combustor was tq be Alumizine-43 con-

forming to the available military specification, MIL-P-27412. All hardware
was to be uncooled. At least two different injector concepts for the secondary
combustor were to be evaluated. The best injector from this testing was to be

used for evaluating the effect on performance with a different chamber

length (L*). Data waer to be obtained to evaluate specific impulse and
combustion efficiency performacel specific impulse efficiency of at least 87%
of theoretical was a program goal. The usembly was to be instrumented with

high-frequency transducers aod temperature probes to evaluate cembustion

stability and heat flux characteristics, respectively.

CC. SUt@AXY 01 ACC'LISMMTS
S

1. ZxteVded 96% •i60 ist-Iranafer Enerifients

j(U) The detailed results of the hea,-transfer tests cooduczed
under this task are reported in Rsf. Z. It waoý found that the short-duration S
burnout heat flux characteristics of 98% H 2 02 were independent of operating

pressure and material. owever, the long-duration burnout tests indicated that
the allowable heat flux, as a function of velocity, must be reduced t.o approxi-
mately 65Z of that obtained in short-duration burnout test 'ng. This pbenomenon
existed in high-pressure tests, and becaude of the Limitations of the test

program, it was not determined whethez a long-duration burnout phenomenon exists
at lov: pressure.

(M) The transi4eit cooling requirements for a H202 regenerativ-ly S

cooled chambTr at the lOOOCO-Ibf thrust lovel were evaluated. It was deter-

nined that a potential transient cooling problem could esdst during the shut..
down of atch an engine, and that the :squired propellant phasing and flow

Page 5
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. Skmary of Accomplishmenti (cont.)

::•ri for Lhia condition should be studied Co detesmiune the requirements for -

S.'.Lrt, shutdown, and restart. The study indicated that the shutdown transient

. the most severe but found that safe shutdown of such an angine :ould be

accomplished if the instantaneous mixture ratio for the engine vere zlio*ed

to shift toward the oxidi••r-rich side and the turbine flow vere controlled

independently from the jacket coolant flow.

2. Task IX--Preburmer Evaluation 5

(M) High-pressure decomposition of 982 1202 was demonstrated over

a pressure range of 41.50 to 4500 psi with throughpute ranging from 48 to

L08 psim. This was accomplished by using two different sized catalyst packs

made from A high-temperature catalyst material (compressed screen configuration) •

developed by Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation. It was found that

predictions for the catalyst depth, which ware made as a result of the subscale

c'talyst rest conducted undor Phase I ot thi* contract, vere valid. An active

catalyst depth of less than 1 in. successfully d.composod all of the H 202 at *
Lhe high operating pressure. It was also found that stable pack operation

could be achieved with relatively low pressure drop (approximately 50 psi).

From the temperature profile obtained during testing, it was determiatd that

pure silver screens can be utilized at the entry of the pack co initiate

decomposition without excessive silver mal.ing. This mans that the higher

cost, high-temperature catalyst can b& used In smallar quantitie, than

prcviously anticipated.

J. Task II--Sta~ed-Combustion Evaluation •

(W) Fourteen high-pressure staged-combustlon tests were conducted

ond Atumisine at pressures ragilng from 2650 to 3050 psi and at

r:,tios ot 0.49 to 0.83 (oxidizer to fuel ratio). The desired program

, :. goa ' of 87% •f tOeoretical I was exceeded during all valid teats ts

Page 6
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* ,, :_.:iary ot Accomplishments (cont.)

".Lit one. An 1 wfficiency ranK# of from 89 ro 932 was demonstrated for the

.-. x.urI retln range stuaied, and the peak at 93% I was achieved at a mixture

rat.o of 0.72 and at a chamber pressure of 3050 pal. Two basic injector

zonfiguratione were evaluated. One used a vane principle in which small tubes

were attar.hed to the trailing edge of the vanes, and the second type used

relatively large tuba* injecting the fuel axially into the combustion chamber.

Performan-ne information was obtained from all valid tests, and heat-flux

measurements were mvade to determine the transient heat-transfer charactaristics

of this propellant combination. The performance evaluation indicated that

performance efficiency incresee with higher mixture ratios, These data con-

j firm analytical predictions which indicated that a dreacer percenta&e of

theoretical performace can be achieved with mixture ratios slightly above the

optimum theoretical ixtura r4tio value. The performance data from tesats of 4

the two injector configuratione clearly demonstrate that high combustion

efficiency is achieved from fine dispersion of the Alum.Line 'into the oxidizer-

rich Sao.

(U) The tests conducted comparing 70-in. LV with 40-in. Lk * *
chambers tend to indicate that higher combustion efficiency can be obtained

with the 70-in. LA chamber. Hov*eer, two of the three tests conducted with the

40-in. L* chamber were at a lover mixture ratio and the injector poe~tni was

degraded by plugging of some of the fuel injection tubes. The highest perfor-

manne achieved during all ceoting was at a mixture ratio of 0.72 with a 40-in.

Lh chamber. Adjustments were made in the data of the two tests conducted at

low mixture ratio in an attempt to compensate for the maldistribution of the

propellant. It must be concluded from all of the tests conducted that 4 0-11.

L* is sufficient to obtain high combustion etficiency with this propellant

combination when a high performance injector is used. There are aleo i".•LA-

Lions that less L* is required at a higher mixture ratio than at a lower

mixture ratio.
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•., •, :u.ýn.ary of %ccomplishments (conL.)

Xt'•, The measurements made of heat flux in the eoobusticn chamber . 5

li•,t•.cdto good agreement with Colburn equations.

(U) The performance characteristics of 90% H2 02 /Alumizine-43 were

also evaluated. It was found that no performance efficiency degradation should 5

be anticipated by a drop in H' 0 concentration. I efficiency •f 90% wse
2 2 a

demonstrated using a modified version of the large tube injector.

D. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

(U) This report follows the general outline of the Statement of Work.

The three major tasks wore: engine transient cooling cheracteristics, preburner

evaluation, and staged-combustion eveluation. tach of these uections stands

alone with irs own introduction. summary, end technical discussio. . The S
conclusions drawn fros this Phsas IT of the contract can be found in Section V.

Recommendations, based on the conclusions, can be found in Section VI followed

by appendixes and references.
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SECTION II

ENGIN TRANSIET COOLING CHARACTERISTICS

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUWOAIY

(U) A higi--pressure staged-combustion engine using K1202 ^Ld Alumizine

as propellents, can be designod to use either a tooled or uncooled (heat sink)

combustion chamber. One of rhe cooled versions of this engine wou.l.d use the

S210 2 &8 A regeuerAtive coolant. The heat-transfer characteristics of 98%

SH2 0 2 were determined in Phase I of this contract. These studies indicated S

thai 981 H1202 can accept high heat fluxes, and the shoret-durption burnout

I heat flux is strictly % function of coolant velocity and appears to be inde-

pendent of the cool&at static pressure.

(U) Ragsnerativly cooled, high-pressure combustion clsuber desiagn

atudies were also made at the l0O,400-lbf thrust level. These studies indi-

cated that such a combustion chamber would require a thurmal barrier (coatirg)

to separste the tube wai.l from the hot c.ubustion gas aud thus limit the tube

wall temperaturt to an acceptable operatind level. for tore information

concernng this design amd the aeat-transfer characteristics of M2 0 2 , see

Ref. 1 and 2.

M(U) Hany liquid rocket aegines have been dev "oped in which a mono-

propellant has been used for coolant of the ciunbustinn chamber. Transient

Sco3ling priblems could occur because of fmproptr propellent phaninj during

the start and shutdown of tha engina. Such problems exist for two re.ons:

(1) the heat flux in the combustion chartbor during the engine transientu is

not diraztly proportional to the tzansient coolant veloLity, and (2) during •

shutdown, residual heat in the m-oling jacket can cause a bulk tumperature

rise in the coolant that can subsequently result in thermal decomposition.

These problams are furthar eggravated by the energy stored in the required

thezrial barrier.

Page 9
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iT, A. Introduction and Suammry (cont.) S

•[I) The purpose of this srudy was to analyze.the shutdoin translceiz

of a lO0,000-lbf engiae combustior. chamber, operating at a steady-state pressure

of 3000 psi, to determine the propellant phasing required to eliminate the

possibility of coolant tube failure. It was considered that If the ahutdown

transient could be accomplished satiefstorily, the start and restart conditionas

could also be solved. To thi4 end, a transient thermal analysis of thecona-

bustion chamber was conducted to indicate feasible modes of engine shutdown.

(U) Two types of anilyses were conducted as part of the shutdown

investigation. In the first type, various valve resistance transients were

assumed, the engine flows and pressures were calculated, and the results were
used for wall cooling analyses at the throat of a thrust chamber with a thin

metal-oxide coating. Tha engine was aeetued to have only simple resistance

valves in the fuel and ouidiser lines. It was found that the high thermal

resistance of the coating, which in required to meet steady-state tube weal

tenperature limits, forcea the ieat flux to the coolant to decay slowly.
relative to the coolant flow decay as long as the combustion gas recovery 1
temperature remiani high. As a result, a severe tube wall burnout condition

develops as the shutdown tranrient proceeds. To reduce the combustion gsl

temperaturt, an oxidizer shutdown dtlay kas used to increase the secondary

combustur mixture ratio. However, it was found that the oxidizer lag which

the postulated engine system can accommodate without excessive preburner pres-

sure and turbine speed during shu(Jown is not sufficient to eliminate the

buj'noiir prohlem. It became appareat that the simplified engine control system
would not produce the proper ilou control for a safe engine shutdowvr. However,

k rmodified control system, in which the turbine flow and coolant flow are

independently controlled, shouLd satisfy the requirements for tht shutdown

tra;nslent. Ihe flow requiteunenrs for such a control system were evaluated in

tile second parr of the c£udy. This investigation wau orivntod todard estab-

S -i5; th:, .i:<ture ratio Lransient required to solve the burnout problem.

PAge 10
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i1, A, Introduction and Sunuary (cont.)

• FFor this purpose a typical pressure decay transient was ausumed on the basls

of the previou-ut system studies without oxidizer shutdown lag. A mixture ratio

transient ranching 15 (oxidizer te fuel) In 0.5 jac wse.found which yields

ecreasing well temper~ture6 and no degradation of the burnout margin during

the shutdown for the thin coating. In addition, the coating surface tempers-

ture decay was such thae a critical temparatura-mixture ratio combinatiaon

''xists for only 0.1 sac, Therefore, the prescribed transient will cause

little or no erosion and/or oxidation of the coating.

• (U) Preliminary analysis of a tungsten-coated (thick coating) tube wall

revealed that the increased heat capacity of this coating significantly

aggravates the shutdown burnout problem, thus dictating that a faster increase

in the secondary combustion mixture ratio would be required than that needed

for the thin coating.

B. ThC)OIICAL DISCUSSIONIS *

(U) The shutdown transient analysis was accomplished in two parts;

• engine flow analysis and local chamber wail analysis. Fuel and oxidizer valve

Sresistance transients were ths forcing functions for the flow model, which

defines four engine flow rates: (1) the coolant or oxidL, ar flow, (2) the fuel

"]" flow, (3). th" turbine flow, and (4) the secondary combustor flow. At any S

Instant during the shutdown transient, the turbine flow exceeds the oxidier

flow, and the secondary combustor flow is greater than L..o sum of turbine and

fuel flows because of the pressure transients in the preburner and secondsry

combustor. A computer program was designed to determine these pressure transients,

as well as the turbine speed, using backward time diffarencos to represent the.

* - diffc'renriil equations involving thenm variables. The resulting engine Ayscem

A equations were solved iteratively at each time step using an outer iteration

loop which adjusts the two pressures sibultaneously and an inner iteration loop

Pags Ii
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HI, U, Technical Discutiaion (cont.) 0

* to determine the fuel flow r'ate. DotailL of the engine system model art given

in[ Appendix I, Section A, akid the cep-,ter program it deuctibed in Appendin I,

Section B.

(U) The results of the engine flow malysis •are used ar the inpat to

a local-chaulber-vall computer program. Analysis of local tube wall and coatiAg

temperatures and heat fluxes was tased on an approximate integral method of

solution of the corresponding one".dlmensional conduction equaLiona. Qu'adrak•ec

tea"erature distributione with timea-4epandont coefficients were assumed in both •

* the tube wall and coating. The reoultln4 transtent energy baiances were

written in terms of the average coating and tube well temperatures (see

Araendie 1, Section C). However, solution of these equations (1), coupled

with the assumed tesperstu'e dietributions, provided transient temperatures av3d

heat fluxes across the ch&aber wall at a given axi•al position. In thIn study,

only the throat wme evaluated because the moat severe heating condition exists

ir this area.

(U) Figure 2 sf.ows schematically the interrelation of the parts of the •

Sanalysis and the evaluation of shutdown criteria from the.. Two local thrust

chamber criteria were satisfied in detail in this tnvestigationt the coasting-

tube wall interface temperature muct not exceed its steady-state value, and

burnout-heat-flus: ratio 2) mset not exceed its steady-state value, As noted

in Figure 2, two additional criteria must also be considered. First, the

combustion chamber mixture ratio must be corr-ltesd with the coating surface

temperature so that erosion or oxidation of thq coating is negligible. Because

thi• criterion cannot be epecifted in detail at r ia tme,. the Inveetisation

I (1) Again thd- implicit backward difference method was unrd, as described it,
Appendi; I, Section D.

(2) Burnout-hest-flux ratio is defined as tsh predicted heat flkix divided by
the heat flux at which tube burnthrough will occur under the existing
f1ow conditions.

Plage 12
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H1, 3, Technical Discussion (cont.)

sought to minim~ze the coating jurfacu tcmperatura for mixture ratio* above

stoichiometric. Second,.the coolant bulk temperaturs must not exceed approxi-

mstely 270"F in order to prevent thermal decomposition of the H20 This

requirement was rot evaluated explicitly, because It is so closely related to

the burnout criteriou. Iasuwch as the burnout-he•t-flux ratio and the bulk

temperature rise are both controllad by the ratio of coolant heat flux to

coolant velocity, it es assumed that the thert.4 decompoeition criterion ts

met if the burnout is satisfied. () Sectit I of Appendix I indicates how the

transient bulk temperatures can be calculated for an explicit evaluation of

the thermal decomposition criterion.

WU) System limitations were also considered, because &4 increasing

mixture ratio in the combustion chamber copild result in en increase inr

turbine pressure ratio, thus causing an increase in turbine speed and

correspondingly an increase in preburner pressure. Several engine shurdown ,

concepts were evaluated, eassming various oxidiser- and iuel-valve resistance

transients. These cases clearly showed the interaction of the various system * 0

components durtrg shutdown and, particularly, the potential heat-transfer

problem areas in the econdary combustor dur.ng the shutdown transient.

(U) Two chamber designs, one vith a thin metal-oxide coating nnd one

with a thick tungsten coating, wpre considered in the analysis of shutdown

transients. A satisfactory eecondary-coshustor flow transient has beqn

determined for a thin (O.020-in.-thick) coating, but the more complex problem

of a thick tungsten coating (with s higl'cr heat capacity) was nrot thoroughly

analyzed.

(U) The engine flow system wid chamber-wall analyses conducted during

rhiq contract are discussed in the following parAgraphi.

1h) ihi consileration also permitted use of steady-state bulk temperatures

is a good approximation it. the local chamber-vail ai•¶Jysis.

PF.e 14
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1U, 3, Techni,.a/ Discuaeinn f.cont.) S

1. Enipinsi FlowI $Y !,,4 Analyois

(Ul Tte computer program was used to evaluate several engine

flow conditionS. In e4a:h c1ae studied, it wen assumed that shutdown is S

complete when the pressure in the cobustion chamber decreases to 101 Of the

nteady-state value. This assumptioo was necessae- to ensure that the calcu-

lated transicuts do n(.t approach zero and invalidate the syetem ejuationu.

(U) Although many transients have o*een 1%aetigated, only two

cases are discussed in detail in this report, because they clearly show the

system response during shutdowm end because they define the problem areas. In

che first case, both valves were closed simultaneowly in 0.5 see; in the

second case, the loesing of the oxidizer valve was delqed 0.10 see, but both S

valves were still cloeed by C.5 sec. The walve resistance ttansients for

both casea are shwa in Figurv 3. Because resistance was specified as a

ratio of values duting the trmuaent to values during steady state, the #eas

ratio vwe applicable to both the fuel and the oxidizer valve in the first case

considered.

(U) The results of closing both valves simultaneously are shown

in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the resulting flow-system trensients. As

3 will be noted, the transiento appear reasonable, and the mixture-ratio exctr-

sion in the secondary coubustor has been cotfined to a narrow region between

1.0 and 1.76. which is consistent with the coating erosion criterion. Of

particular interest is the fact that very little departure from steady ste.

occurs untiL about 0.15 sac; at thiA tisA. the reeistance of the valves

increases by a factor of 10. The assuod initial valve reisltances w.,ro very

sm.L,!i compared to those of the total system and thus a large chIaitg.) Qas

L.quitrsd to ufftct the flot oyssem.

Page 15
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31, 3, T.ý-'inlcal Discussion (cont.)

(.) Figure 5 shows the Lhe5a response of the econdary-

combugtor wall (at the t",roat) with the thin oxide coating. The plot of well

Lerperati4res indicates that the coolant-side wall teuperature (TL ) aP .oaches

i L *OOF, which couý.d produce H202 decomposition; the temperature .of the

coating (Tc ) decreases satiefa,itorily and the temperature at the interface
beo;men coating and tube (inte*race teed~rature, T r),eairi almost constant.

Another parameter of .,nteroet was the combustion chamber burnout safety factor

j(Firare 5, Plot B). It can be seen LU.o the curve that .& tube burnout in

predic| I although th# ineitis heat flux (to the coolant) appears tc be S
j droppLn4 satisfa:torily. The term "safety factor" is defined as the ratio

of t:'; transient burnout-heat-flux ratio normalized LO the steady-state

burnout-hzet-flux rago.

(U) Althotugh the above valve rasittansc e transients are stis-

j fac:ory for the flow system, the combustion chamber would fall because of the

4urnout phenomenon. ber suss of the high thermal resistance of the coated wail

,'ative to the gas-side and Uquld-.id* ronvaction resistancee, the heat

flux to the coolant "ecreased at a nuch slower rate than the coolant flow. O

j This can be altered by increnaing the sinture ratio early in the shutdown

transient until the coubuston,-get recovery t:meu-e.turo is reduced. Tha

mixture ratio is increased by simply discontinuing fuel flow and continuing

oxidizer flov (oxidizer lig on snutd',m).

S (U) As indicated abc•e, the come selected f3r discussion is one

I.n which the oxidizer valve Lu delayed 0.1 sec and both valve* are clok.&d at

0.5 sec. The valve resLitances durir|g the transittit for this case are also

shown in Figurp 3. Figure 6 shows the engine f•ic-systen r'Rspcnse to this

transient. It should be tcted thac the oxidizer flow, preburner pressure,

and turbine speed Increase above their steady-state valu*a during shupdown.

ThiUi abnormality was caused by the fact that, in the flow system considered,

Paso 19
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1, B;, Tecimical Uiscussion (cont.)
* 4.

ill the oxidizer passes through the turbine. Thus, since the work required

Lo drive the fuel pump is reduced with decreasing fuel flow, the turbine

tends to overspeed and pumps more oxidiver at a higher outlet pressure. !t

was therefore decided to confine both turbine overspeed and excess ciaamer

pressures to no more than 101 of the.c stesdy-stsle values. The particular

case evaluated, in which oxidiser flow is delayed 0.1 saec very closely

approaches these limits and is discussed to show the maximum effect on the,

assumed flov system that can be produced by valve sequencing. Modifications

of the system hydraulics are pQasible to permit bypass control, but such *
j variations were not evaluated.

(U) The thermal response of the chamber vail for the oxidizer lag

case is shown in Figure 7. It should be noted that vail temperatures and

safety margins are satisfactory until midway through the transient. A further

j shift to higher mixture ratios is necessary to control the remainder of the

trinsient.

(U) No modifications to the flow system have been investigated * 0 4

because the primary objective of this study vas an investigation of the

thermal aspects of engine shutdown. Subsequent effort was concentrated on

specifying a satisfactory shutdown transient purely on the basis of heat-

transfer characteristics of the combustion chamber. This transient, in turn,

may be used &a a guide to determine the flow-system modifications that are

required to achieve a satisfactory shutdown.

j2. AddftionAl Chamber-Wall Analyses

* (U) Two approaches to the thermal-barrier problem were evaluated.

The first, included in the initial shutdown calculations, considered a mixture

of intatl and mecal oxides with low thermal conduct.ivity. Tnashnuch as a

..oating with a specified thermal resistance ii required to satisfy the

Pagn- 21
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IT , ni-•a Discuas ann (cont .)

,teady-.tato cemperatrure ltmita.,iono of the tube wall, this thermal barrier

is quite thia and conmequently has a low heat capiclty. The second approach

considered the use o! pure tungsten. Since th* thermal conductlvity of

ruugsten is Uiigher than that of the oxide coatinS, thx tungsten coitng

rlust be thicker to limit the steady-state ,tsat flux to the cooldat jack.it.

Also, the thick tungsten coating i14 good thermal heat mink and thus

iticreases the required oxidisar lag on shutdown. The transient requirernents

for the thin cos:ting during shutdown wer determined first because they may

be evaluated r.ore tasily arl served as a guide do.G thum ore difficult task

of evaluating the thick tuagsten cua'ing.

a. Thin Ct'azing|
(U) A study was iuds to ditermine -he ntxture-ratio

j excursion required during th,, shutdown troanim t for & chamber uith a thin

coating. For purposes of this study, the asswsd pressure hranien.n was that

diecussod earliur for the •ase of clo•:-, both valves Limultaneously.

Neglecting the enera stored in both the tuZ~e wall and the coating, steady- •

tsate erjuaciona mb, be used to priedicc will 4en.e .retures, heat fruxts, and

safery iaargins for any . i otratilr g corditisns. These quuiau.-steady

czlcula'ions waro used to obtain &:i !.nitial actimate of the mixturr ratio

j excursion required fc', a rponctz..t nuosalized burnout heat flux safety fUctor

of 1.0; the ra•uILant curve oZ mubture ratio versus relativ chamber prtessure

S is sh.,*n in Figure 8.

(U) A pariseL-e~ t study was then conducted using the thermal

section ot thot computar prugram and the assua,-d pressurs transient, using the

0i quasi-s.teauy calculations of Figtre 8 as a guide, Th. final calculated

iulxcure ratio transient at shutdeon, wticth resulted in an essentially constant

burnout safety factor of 1.0, lo also shown in Figure 8. The magnitude of
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I1, 8. Technical Discussion (cont.)

3 the mixture-ratio shift required when changing from quasi-steady to transient

conditions sbouid W noted; It indicates tho effect of the tube vall and

coating energy storalt.

(U) Figure 9 shows the required flow conditions during the
j transient for the cosbuation chamber as well as i . thermal response of the

chraber wall. The floy during the transient (Figure 9, Plot A) indicates

j that a aixture-ratio excursion from 1.0 (steady-setat condition) to a final
value of 15 is required at the end of the engine shutdown. As indicated

abuve, th, normallsed safety factor related to burnout is essentially constant

at 1.0. Of particular interest is the plot of wall tepratures (Figure 9,
0 Plot B), which 1di.cates that all tesperatures are decreasing throughout the

transient. The surfere temperature of the coating is reduced to about 38009F
as the chamber: mixture ratio passes through stoichioustric, eWd r inaen

I between 2500 and .600eF for only 0.1 sec. Thus, the prescrtbed trainsient
* appears to be ecisfactrt and will eause little or no oroeoon and/or

J oxidation of the coating.

Sb. Thic0 (Tungsten) C..atiug

M (U) The thick coating we studied by using the fltw trvi- S

sient specified for tie thin coating,, the rasulta ere shown in .lgure .0.
It will be noted that thu chamber burrout-heat-flux factor reaches a peak of
about 1.6, which is not acceptable. The reason fov the peek is shown cfearly

Sit; the plot of incident heat flux and heat flux td the coolant during shutdown.

j The difference hztweea the two values is the rate of change of energy stored

in the wall; this energy is absorbed by the coolant during the transient.
To reduce the heat flux to ý.he coo).ant, the inciden,; flux to tie wall must

be reduced much earlier in the shutdown; this can be accomplished only by a
S anore r:ipid mixture-ratio e-cursion during the transient.
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I1, B. Technical Discussion (cant.)

(U) This study indicatea that a 100,000-lbf thrust level

H20 2 regeneratively cooled chamber with a thin protective thermal barrier can

be shut down safely if peroK1de coolant flow io controlled independently of

turbine flov. Hovever, the sepecfic conditions for the actual engine system i
require further study to accurately define the control system requirements to
obtain safe shutdown modes. I

|I.
II

I
I.

I
I

I

'I
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SECTICN III 0
PREBURNER EVALUATION

A. ?ROO•AN O&JKCTIVItS AND APPROACH

(U) The preburner evaluation portion of this program had as its

principal objective the demonstration of high-pressure (4000 psi) catalytic

decomposition of 9n6 2 0 2. Other objactivev were to evaluate the effect of

bed loading (throughput)( 4 ) os the catalyst behavior characteristics such as

temperature profile, stability, and pressure urop. The preburner evaluation

program was to culmtinate 'in the demonstratimx of a high-pressure catalyst

3 assembly capable of producing a stable flow of hmogeneous hot oxidizer gas

for staged coustion vith klumslsne-43.

(U) This section roafins itself to a discussion of the five tests that

were necessary to develop the preburner. Preburner results obtained during

the steged-coebuntlon evaluation are presented in Section IV of this report.

(U) The hasic intent of t.he overall program was to demonstrate, at a

thrust level of 20,000 lbf, the feasibility of a 981 H2 0 2 /Al-misine-43 propel-

lant system. The goal of this portit., of the program is to provide a workable

14202 preburner for subsequent staged-combustion use to aid in fulfilling that

intent. With these premises as guidelines the approach taken was to perform.

all the high-pressure tests with uncooled. rugged hardware and employ only

short-duration tests to obtain the desired data.

(N) In keeping vith this philosophy, hardware with at least a safety

factor of 2 yes designed (Ref. 1) and fabricated. The preburner desiin was

based upon existing high-temperature catalyst technology and incorporated dLoiign

(4) Throughput is it expression for flow rate through a catalysr, pac:k .•md i
expressed in palm: pounds of peroxide

square inches of catalyst pack frontal area x
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1I1. A, Program Objectives and Approach (cont.) I 6

features recommnnded by FMC( a!;, ceuted on a subscule basis during Phase I

of the contract (Ref. 1). It was the intent of the preburner program to conduct

a test evaluation to tertify, not develop, a catalyst material. Fortuitously,

the Ale Catalyst Company of Buffalo, Now York, in conjunction with FMC. had

developed the Ageite series of high-taemperature hydrogen peroxide decomposition

catalyst materials prior to the inception of this program. Therefore, this

approach could logically be taken and the unable throughput range of the catalyst

packs could be and vwte experimentally determined.

(U) in support of the preburner evaluation, certain supplementary

engineering investigations were conducted. These included a theoretical evalua-

tion of the probability of low-frequency instability occurring as a result of

system-coupled effects, the evaluation of an actual low-frequency instability I 6

occurrence (Teat 1.2-.1-AAC-005), a start transient and preburner operation

analysis, and analysis of catalyst performance.

A. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION * • *

1. Hardware

a. General

(U) In designing the preburner assembly, the governing philoso-

phy was to design components to obtain a maximua in operational flexibility and

simplicity. Also, because the program was concerned primarily with evaluation

of an advanced propellant system, not hardware development, hardware ruggedness

and depepdability were accented. These design objectives were implemented by

maintaining the name boit hole circles'aize, seal size, bolt size., and bolt

(J) Food Mi..,.ey and Chemical Company, supplier of electrolytic 981 HO(,.
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III, B, Technical Discussion (Nont.) 0@4
hngth throughout both the preburner assembly and the secondary combustor. Tlih

previously mentioned minimum safety factor of 2/1 was maintained throuRhout the

structure.

b. Preburnar Structural Design I

(U) Design paraeters for the prebunier assembly are shown

in Table 1. The preburnet configuration was designed to cover two different

throughput ranges. Them. throughput@ were nominally 40 pain (low throughput

configuration) and 80 palm (high throughput configuration). TIe preburner

assembly was designed so that the two catalyst c€ufigurationa matched the

interfaces of the adjacent comownts.

(U) The preburaer assembly in its ftnal form is showi in

Figure 11. Preburner design was based both upon recoessndations and consulta-

tion with MIr. McCormick of Frod Machinery and Chotical Coamany and upon the

data derived in the subacale catalyst program conducted during Pha&s I of thi-

program (Rsf. 1). The latter program strongly influinced pack design parameters * 0 g

such as pack length, screem orientation, and screen selection.

(U) Thi catal,,st pack is made up of an entrnnce maniifola,

entrance orifice plate, catalyst screen (active and passive), and an exit

orifice plate.

(U) Stainless steel (Series 347) was used as the material of

construction for all preburner components. rhis material was selected because

of its excellent structural properties at high temperature and its compatibilirt •

with H2 0 2 . The catalytic decomposition temperature of 98% 1U202 is approximaItely

1800*F. However, exposure to this temperature would produce only tran:iient

heating effects in the preburner structure, because of the shott duration
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pREBL'U,,R DESIGN pAW.ET£ES

(Low) (High)

Througt.put at MR W 0.(a) Tr pat(* 40 80s

(nominal detign plint)

Throughput at KR - .0 T Pais 61 122

(of t-desi'n maximum.)

Oxidizer flow at MR - 0.5 oIbm/sec 22.0 -

Oxidizor flow at MR 1,0 /0 33.7

Chamber pressure plis 4P00

(;ae temperature TCp 1750

( X9) .R refers to the thrust chamber mixt'ie ratio of total weight flows of .. 4 0

98Z H2 02 to Aluminine-4'
3 .

(b) Pounds per square ihch of catalyst pack frontal area times minutes."

-
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Utt, 5, Technical Discussion (coat.)

0

(5.0 sec) of the testa. The inlet ma•ifold*, catalyst housings, chambers, and

nozzles were all machio&d from forged CRIS 347. The remaining components werej

fabricatej frtm CRE$ 347 'late, bar, or tubing.

(6)
(U) aLgh-ptessure Conoseal Joints, were incorporated Into

the preburner as the flange oeals. This type of motal-to0metal "&l has pre-

viously been used euciz-esfully in other Asrojet hieh-pressure component test

progrens. Thus, no elastomer-type sals wre used in any of the liquid H2 0 2

circuits.

(U) As shown La Figure 11, a seven-orifice turbine simulator

waa designed using the compressiblIu gao-flow thtougb-rfrt.ice relationship

described in Ref. 3. The turbine simulator reduces the preseurs irou a level of

between 4000 and 4500 pate (depending on balsnce requirsents) at the catalyst

pack outlet, to a level of about 3000 peta.--the detired operating pressure for

the secondary combustor. The pressure dro- Le similar 4* that anticipated for

a turbino in an engine.

(U) To "rforr preburmer teirtag, a back-pressure no8zse was

also designed and fabricated (Pee Figure 11). This uoszle, in conjunction with

the turbiae simulator, allowed accurate simUlation of the stsged-comtustion

oxidiser flow and pressure conditions,
*

(U) The assembly also ilco"pOrated a Cha,,ber secCLon which

served as a gas flow straightening saction. Gas turbuelnce anticipated at the

outlet of turbine simulator could cause poor MR distribution sad oxidizer-rich

zonem across the face of the 4AnJector which in turn c•.ld produce' erosion of 4

f ,) Cnoseal is the trsa'.. name for a "etal gasket produced by the marman
D.v:ýHun oZ the Aeroqu'p Corporation, Los Angeles, California.
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. , Technical Discuqqfon (cont.)

downstream ablative and tungsten components. The inside diameter of the chamber,

5.0 in., was salectad to maintain a gas velocity of about Asach 0.3, in keeping

with current design practice for gas generators.

C. Catalyst Pack Design •

(U) The catalytic decomposition of 902 H202 is an exothermic

reaution in which the temperature of reaction is almost entirely a function of

peroxide concentration and teed tmperature. Preosure appears to have ll-tle

j effect although this has not been conclusively demonstrated. Figure 12 shows

the relationship of decoeposition tamqwrature to concentration and feed

temperature. Decomposition cteratures ia the range ot 1750 to 18001F any be

anticipated. If pressure has an effect, the decomposition temperature can be

expected to be closer to 1800*P. Therefore, pure rilver ecreens which perform 4

Svery tvll with 90% H 202 cannot be used as the sole catalytic material for i3%

H202 bec.|uso the meltink point of silver in 1760'?t. Other hlgher-tamperature

I catalytic screens must be used, particularly in the hilh-temperaturs cone of the

catalysL .ack. Silver may be used in the forward end of a pack to assist in the 4 O

j initiation of the decomposition since this portion of the pack remains relatively

cool.

S (U) Two azial flow catalyst pack configurations were designed.

Both of these incorporated high-temperature catalyst materials which effectively

resisted the temperatuese encountered from 082 H20, decomposition. "hese

catalyst materials, Agaite 220 and Ageite 225, are under a patent secrecy

order(i) and their composition cannot be revealed at this r'me. The two

configurstiors wa•re: (1) a low throughput pack to cover the peroxidn loading 0 0

U range of 40 to 61 psim; and (2) a high throughput pack to cover the range 80 t)

""CUrii•ud StaLes Patent Office Secrecy Ordercovering patent application Serial
N.. 473•326, Decomposition Catalyst, by Jaws C. McCormick.
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S

122 psim. They were 6.50 and 4.58 in. in diameter, respectively; (Nate: 40

and 40 psim correspond to an X. of H2 0 2/Alumizine-43 of 0.5 while 61 znd 122

psi,- correspond to an M of 1.0.)

(U) The design of the axial catalyst packs and certain other

Jfeatures of the preburner configuration were based on existing high-temperature

catalys. technoloSy provided by the Food Nachinery and Chemical Compar.y, the

supplier of electrolytic 982 H20 2 , and the subscale catalyst evaluati.on conducted

during Phade I of the program (Ref. 1). From these two sources, such parameters S

as catalyst depth, throughput, catalyst pack compression, pressure drop, and the

number of active screens were derived.

(U) Several important do- ., consideration@ were taken into

account based on the above cited experience. First, the introduction of the

liquid peroxide into the pack was found to be very important. Excessive volume

in the inlet manifold could lea to unstable behavior during the decomposition

reaction. On the other hand. excessive velocit7 in the inlet manifold could

produce unequal distribution of peroxide flow into the pack. These undesirable •

effects were countered in several ways. The kinetit effects of the peroxide

entering the mainfold at 21 ft/sec were elimina:ed through the use of baffle

plate located directly opposite the Inlet line (see Figure 11). Next, the

volume in the manifold was contoured to maintain 7 to 10 ft/sec H 202 velocity

scrove the inlet plate to the catalyst pack and to minimiz, manifold volume.

iFn-ally, the inlet plate was drilled in a uniform pattern of holes to yield

about 252 open area and give equal distribution of liquid peroxide as it passed

into the pack.

j (U) The catalyst pack itself was composed of a compressed mass

of die-cut screens corresponding to the diameter required for low throughput

(40 psim) and high rhroughput (80 psin), Details of the screen arrangement -xv
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be found in Section Tht,5. Th .-tive screovi, 70-maeh silver and 20-mesh -

Ageite, were placed in th2 forwvrd end of the pack to initiate the decomposition

reaction. These screens were alternately interspersed with 14-mesh inert

nickel-manganese screens. It was possible to use a fairly tight mesh size in

this part of the pack and thereby realize a relatively high catalyst surfac3

area, because the peroxide was still in the liquid phase. The lower portion of

the pack was made up of 12-oesh nickel and 14-mash nick@l -saeganese screens

which act as thermal catalyst to sustain the reaction. 'he anticipated pressure

drop was about 60 psi.

(U) The screens wure compreesed with a load to induce a

compaction of 4000 psi. Experience (as nreviously'noted) indicated that pack

stability was dependent on the emintenance of this compression during operation.

Cdnoequently, the length of the pack was measured while the pack was being

compressed in a precision hydraulic operated press. When the pack was inserted

into the preburner housing. Type 347 stainless-steel shmts were used at the

forward end to maintain the depth corresponding to that Leasured during the

compression operation. A soft .aluminum spacer was also used at the forward end

to absorb possible thermal growth during firting.

(U) The active screens uere interspersed with nickel-manganese

scr:ens to also prevent flow of the softer, active metals into each other during

compression and operation. This technique was successful in maintaining a high

catalytic surface ares.

(U) Two anti-channel baffles wore used to prevent channeling

-f the peroxide along the sides of the catalyst pack. Split rings made of 307

CRES, resembling piaton rings, were inserted between the screens at strategic

•iInts in the pack prior to pack compression.
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_* •U) The catalyst depth won &elected based upon a correlation S

,'iscussod in S:t±ion IIE,5. The test results indicate that the pack depth

seic.•ctod was propar.

(U) The pack use supporta4 by a drilled multiorifice exit plate

having an open area of 301 and a heavy 'wgon-whoel" support structure to resist

thermal and load stresses during preburner operation. Spacers war@ includud in

ui e design between the "waSota-wheel" and the exit plate to permit large changes

in catalyst pack depth.
- S

d. Inetrusantation Provisions

(U) The placement of iastrumaetatiou is shown scheaacically

in Figure 13. The prsburnaer we fully instrumented to meabvre thi follovixri

functions during e"ch test.

(1) Tierature Wguema nt-sheathed chromel-alunl TC's
at t

= I S 0
(a) Inlet sanitold to catalyst pack.

(b) At least fuur stations in pack ta obtain a
temperature profile as a function of catalyst
depth.

* (c) Pack outlet.

I (d) At leant thr** locacxons i0 chamber section.

(e) Entry to unotle.I
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, .. T, -2."*'a:'ical Di.;cussion (cont.)

(2) Prgmmure meamurement-7Taber(8 ) tranaducrus at:

(a) Inlet i1ifoli.
(;) outa.w - pack.

(c; At 4. v locations in chamber. W

(',' 'Dt " •, e.J10

. .. ~.v .tce.•x -- Photocou(9) Model 307,

wat .. . .A-f, capacitance-typo trans-
ducal,,'

j (a) lube• u-mf•ld.

(b) Two lcations in chamber.

I 1) Entry to nussle.

All instrumetation ports wetre lozatd In the upper

portions of the hardvare to obtain self drsim.n-g, and prev~mt accumulation or

trapping of perjaide.

2. Method Os Teciqna

a. Preburner Start Traenient and Optration Analysis

(U) An analysis to evaluate the otartinji rflqulremnts and

operation of the preburuer was conducted. This mulysi took the following

I factors into considoration:

Taber transducers, a product of Taber Inatruiment Corporation, North Tonawanda,
New York, 14120.

(9)Photocon transducers, a product of Photocon Rusearch Productv,
Pasadena, Cclifornia.
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(1) The servo-controlled intensifier system (Figure 14)

uses Lhe discharge pressure an the control feedback signal.

(2) The catalyst may fail to initiate decomposition of

the H120.2 with the predeteatised rising pressu:e schedule. •

(3) Pulse starting of the catalyst would not be feasible.

because the high supply pressure would produce excessive flow during the time

prior to initiation of decompositian of the K2 0 2.-

(U) Start transient malfunction-shutdown criteria were bdsed

upon the "no-ignition" factor. Because the feert system was on closed-loop

pressure control, the proburner was started at low pressure (about 300 pals)

and low flow rate (about 2 to 3 lb/set) by using a small valve and orifice S
that bypassed the main thrust chamber valve. The chaaber pressure ":hich would

result from H,02 decomposition was estimated, and a pressure switch was set

near this value to make contact within a specified time period so that chamber

flooding could be prevented. The pressure switch then initiated a timer that *
was programed to allow the catalyst to heat by decomposition of the bleed H2202.

Upon completion of the heating-up period, 2 to 3 sac in duration, the supply

pressure to the preburner was increased linearly from 300 psi to about 4500

psia. The main thrust chamber valve opened simultaneously. The pressure rise

(also called staging and raeping elsewhere in this report) was timed for 1.0 D

to 1.5 sec.

(U) A second pressure switch preset at 3500 psi& was included

in the system as an indicator that decomposition of the H202 was sustained

throughout the pressure ramp. Failure of this pressure switch to actuate within

"a spectified time period automatically Jnitiated the ohutdown sequence, Thuu.

"a flooding condition was avoided.
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(ii. B, Technical Discusasi3n (cont.)

*4
(:) The requirements for obtaining intensifier flow conzrol

r.ir-er rnan p).essure concrol were also ev4luatf.d. The analysis indicated chat

an analog simulation of the intensifier system would be no-idd to evaluate the

vwious m~thods of generating EA& flow feed-back signal to the servo-valve

syptem which coatrols nitrogen flow oan the gae side of the differentiai piiton.

(See next section for a description it the tort facility.) Costs were estimated

for completion of thiw analysis, for proeurement of a modified control network.

and for checkout of the system. Cost analysis indicated this modification tc

be significantly beyond the scope of the program. It wee also determined that S

this type of control was not necessary for the preburner tsoting since no throat

erosion would be expected. Throat erosion estimates for the secondary corkbustor

indicAted chat the throat diameter would change Insignificantly in the short-

duration teats planned. Therefore, the more sophisticated flow control system *
did not appear warranted. Test experie•ce confirmed this conclusively.

(U) Prebuuer ,operation was also examined for the flow

conditions needed to Increase staged-combustion mixture ratio from 0.5 to 1.0.

These oxidiazr flow rates were 22.0 and 3.1.7 lb/sec, respectively. The design, 5 O 6

as presented in 1a. 1, wes based upon a nominal ceatalyst pack throughput

preburner. At a mixtute ratio of 1.0, these throtghputo increase to 61 and

J.22 paim, respc4:tively.

(U) The poasibility of bypassing a ",rtion of the H2 0 2 around

the ?ack and thermally decomposing the peroxide in the hot-gas stream Pas also

coxuidereJ. This :eoncapt is entirely feasible and afforde a means of avoiding

excessivaly high catalyst bed throughputs. i1Lent testing in the Phase I

6ubscalv catAlyst program (Ref. 1), in which it was attempted to attenuate gas
rcmperaturo by injecting 98% H202 downstream of the catalyst pack, showed chat
tu'hpasoed f.ows, as high as 30%, would thermally d..-compose completely, A diluent

i.:'jctor, previously designed for the preburner system, would be employed to

1,:t th,, Fyp..-;,c prroxIde, if it became necesyary to resort to this method. •

U i not rc,:Lbixuy.)
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III. B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

(U) The pressure schedule tot the preburner testing considsred

a 4500-pial supply pressure to the 9202 manifold. Pack rressure drop depending

on througl'.put sad pack length wa expected to r•nSs from 60 to 150 psi, living S
a preburner chamber pressurn of about 4400 plea. The desired pressure downstream

of the turbine simulator was about 3075 psi&. A pressure drop of approuimately

1300 psi could be expected to occur across the turbine simulator. end therefore,

Clie H10 2 ranifold pressure we set accordingly. The muifold pressure wea

adjusted, based upon actusl pressure drop across the tuabisa simulator, tn

maintain the 3075-posi pressure level.

b. System Dynamics Aalysts

(U) "Chuggi8'", or low-frequenc combusti•n listsbility in

liquid rocket engines, is caused by the interaction of pressure and weight-flow

j os.o/illatioas in the combustion process and engine feed system. This analyels

ws conducted Lo investigate the stability characteristics of the preburner * * g

coupled to the 1-1 intensifier teed system and to identify potential problems

that would require system uodificatton. figure 14 is a schematic of the feed

j systs%, and Figure 11 shows the preburner with the bock-pressure ensole attached.

(U) An analytical sodol of the prseurner system we developed 5 0

1 astsing analog network& to represent the teed system ad catalyst to"ponents, The
concept of hydraulic impedance. htich parallels the concepto of electrical

transmission line theory, wes used to define the frequency response character-
iUtics of the feed system and chamber elements.. Flow or pressure fluctuations *
arc aithei attenuated or amplified in the wyestem according to the impedance
properties as seen froin the dec~sposition sons.

V*
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(U) Thus, the impedanc*8 that must be evaluated for the

s.ability analysis are (1) the upstream liquid feed system impedance, and (2)

the downstream gas-side 1pe)dance., These impedances are composed of equivalent

inductances, capacitances, and resistancee, which are, in turn. functions of

the feed system geometry and the fluid properties. The problem is thereby

laduced to the analysis of a linear electrical circuit c€aresponding to the

preburner system.

(U) A convenient method of studying the stability of this

systam is the signal flow graph (Figure 15), which is a graphical representation

of the #at of Laplace-traneform equations describing the circuit. The flow

graph is merely used as en aid in visualising the cause-and-effect relationships

between pressure oscillations in the circuit under study.

(U) A steady-state stability equation is derived from the

graph by reducin, the graph to a siaple gain from input to output. This

reduction of the flow graph is equivalent to solving the set of simultaneous S *
linear algebraic equations by successive substitution. The procedure for

graphical reduction is .ell documnted in lof. 4 and S.

(U) A single pin term, which it the ratio of output to input,

is obtained as a result of the reduction. A digital tomputer program is used

to evaluate this gain numerically as a function of frequemcy over the frequency

range of interest. The gain thus evaluated is a measure of the amplification

or attenuation of an oscillatory pressure originating in the decomposition lone,

transmitted through the upstream and downstream impedances. and then reflectod S

back to the decomposition zone.

(U) Not only must the maniLud*! of the gain be equal to or

,•;rt,.ter than one, but the input and output must also be inmphase in order for

the system to sustain oscillations. The resultant open-loop trv.'nsfer function
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iT, B. TechnLcal Discussion (cont.)

wa..• plotted on a gain-phaae diagram to display the results. For the signal flow

grip•hs uskd in this analysis, Nyquist's stdbility criterion states that a

closed-loop system Is stable if t~e open-loop gain is less than unity when the

open-loop phase is 0'. In coutrtl system analysis, stability is normally 4

ensured if th4 open-)oop pin is 0.5 (-6 db) or Iess at the 0' phase angle, and -

the open-Loop phase lag is 301 or more whom the gain is 0 db(00)

(U) The reosuts nf the stabilitv analrost are presented
graphically in Figures 16 and 17. Two cases were considered at an MR of 0.5 and

steady-state operations (') without turbine simulator and (2) with turbine

simulator. both cases display ain-phase characteristics which indicate

stability in accordance with Nyquist's stability criteria. Alec, in both cases,

the gain steuidily dscreases with increasing frequency due to the capacitance 4

of the chamber gases. With the additional resistanoce of the turbine simulator

(case 2), the pins are generally lower, Inicating a mare stable 7estem. From •.

these results, it was concluded that the J-l probureae system would be stable

over the frequency range from 0 to W00 cps.

* I

(1-0) In the signal-flob-graph method of analysis, the c.haracteristic equation
is one uinus the open-loop transfer function to equal to sero, whereas in
the block diagranm tjs of analysis, it is one plus the open-loop transfer
function Is equal to zero.
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JI, 3, rechnical Discussion (cont.)

3. -est Facilities

"(U) All Ehase I test activities vere conducted on Test Stand J-l. S

"ie test facility consists of a test bed vith thruat measurement capebility,

an inceasifier system to deliver propellants to the hardware at the required

prissures and flow rates, a gaseous nitrogen cas•ade storage and transfer

system, and a control room to which is housed initrumeatatLon, recording, and

monitoring equipment. Test Stand J-1 is part of a larger tast complex devoted

to altitude testing and the evaluation of exotic propellant sysem andj unique hardware concepts.

a. Test Stand J-1 '

(U) The test stand consists of a flemure-moumted horizontal

test bed isted at 20,000 lbf o;. thrust. Thruat is measured with a dual-

bridge load cell. The error in thrust mwauremmt is lees than O.UZ and

repeatability is 0.152 above 10,000 lit of thrust.

j (U) Propellants are supplied to the hardware mouwtud on the

test bed at pressures up to 5000 pai& by two dual-piston pressure inttnsifiers

iwich have a deliverable capscity of 80 gal each. The intensifiers have a

.3 to 1 mechanical advantage; i.e., the g&"-aid* piston has three times the

area of the propellant side piston. Therefore. for example. 1500-psig

gaseous nitrogen pressurization of the large piston will dewlop 4500-psig

prcpellant pressure. Figure 18 showe kAe intensifier in partial cutzvy. .

Figures 19 and 20 show tbe coxidiaer intensifier i.ntallstion. The fuel

iatensifter system is similar.

(U) The oxidizer side of the system is Class 2 with respect

to 98Z H202 service from the intensifier through the oxidiser thrust chamber

,alve. Class 2 is an arbitrary classifiuation Applied to certain materials
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III, 8, Technical Discussion (cent,) S

of construction that are saticfactory for repeated short-time contact with 98%

H202 (Ref. 6). The claasification of materials is based upon field results

and upon laboratory evaluation of materials exposed to high concentration

B420.. Typical materials which fulfill this classification ALM Jbn h•l±
2been proerly cl.ehUs , .&dUano. and jjg4y•gj intluds CKZS 302, 316, 321,

347, Teflon, and Rulon-p.

J (U) Ges•euo nitrogen is supplied to the intensifiers from 5

a 3S.•0-psig. 103,000-of cascade and storage system. Inlet pressures to the

intensifiers are controlled by servo-operated floot control valves with a

closed-loop feedback system on pressure control. tech intensifier is fitted

Swith two flow control valves which are operated separately to obtain a wide

range of propellant pressure rise rates, pressures, and flows.

I b. Instrumentation

(U) The J-Zone complez has an Instrumentation system S S
consisting of the following:

1 (1) Strain pgse--a strain gage channels with maximum

error of 0.5X of the imasured value are available. The high-pressure trans-

duceras used on' thio program were of the balanced-bridge wtrain-gage type.

1 (2) Thermocouple--468 channels, basically designed to

handle chrowml-alumul, with a maximu error of 12 of the measured value,

I operate through a temperature-controlled 32*F reference bath. •

(3) Flow measurement--Three methods of flow measurement

were used on this program:

(11) Rulon-P, a filled Teflon material. a product of Dijon Corporation,
Bristol, Rhode Island,
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4 (U) (a) Turbine-typa m~agneaic tiowmetets were amounted

directly in both the fuel and oxidizer delivery lines. The. primary purpose

of the flowmeters was to provide preliminary poettest data. The signals front

the flowmeters are conditioned with Integrator unite to convert from &a t o

dc for digital tape and strip chart recording. The so signal Is recorded on

the oscillograph,

(U) (b) Linear potentiometers. w ith a auiwmi error

of 0.4Z of the measured value. are mounted on each intensifier to measure

4 ~displacement of the piston. ?4eauransnt of an I~reussd dc volta&* io similar

to the methods used to measure valve traces, and the voltage change as a

function of time io directly related to flow. This flow measuremient method7

was used as a secondary or beck-up flow measurement system.

(U) (c)- Capacitance-type probes with a limited 24-in.

travel were used as the primary flow maesurmeaent system, and aILl performance

data contained in this report, unless otherwise noted, are based on measure-

ment. with those devices. Thes" probes are accurate to within 0.41. ProbesS

are ac excited and are converted to a dc output for digital recording.F

(U) (4) Time event measurement and control functions-The

timaers are R/C type. Valve no~vemmnt iso determined through the use of rotary

4 or linear potentiometers which have had a dc voltage impressed upon them.

Switch position changes are recorded thrournh the switch contact.

(U) (5) High-frequency miasuressnt and recording--A

32-channel Hinneapol is-Iloneyvull M~odel 7600 recoruer with a 0.4 to 20 kc

trequency response can be utilised with capacitance, sttrain gage and/or crystal

type sensing elements. For this program, water-cooled capacitance-type

traninducers were used.
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(U) (6) Recording devices-The recorders are divided into (er
two basic groups. amalog and digital. The analog recorders are strip chart

recorders, oscillographt , visual Saeps, ad time-eovnt recorders. The digital

system is the analog-te-digital coaverter (ABD) md the digital taps recorder.

The ADC is the primary mems of recording because of the high degree of

I precision (+0.12 one count) and data reproduction capability by a computer..

The strip chart is a low-response (1.0 cps) recorder used primarily for

I viewing"kill" paramstere during test and to provide preliminary poottest,

data. The oec~ilograpb a re used to record low m4d indium frequsncy parameters

3 (2000 cps) and meitor the occurrence of low-frequency instability. Visual
gages aLe used for obhervation of test stans paramters that do not have to

be recorded. Asagn the specific recording and monitoring devices used on this

program wyres:

I (a) Oscillograph--1 chamel

(b) Oscillograph-36 channel

I (c) Strip chart recorders-12

(d) Visual apEs-12

(e) 72-chamel enalog to digital convetson (ADC)

system

(1) Time interval counter, 10 channel (Berkeley)

S(S) TV closed circuit, 2 displays

(h) Not stylus recorder, 4 channel (Sanborn),3 setup of flow control end vrdve position.

(U) (7) All instru ntation is calibrated before and after

each zest by Limposing a de voltage in step incremints over the range of the S

transducer.I

1S
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4. Preburner lTet DetcriotiRo and ResullJ

(U) Three "I H202 preburner tests were conducted with the low-
throughput (6.50-in.-d4a) catalyst pack, and two were made wigh the h.igh-
throughput (4.58-in.-d•a) cetalyst pack. The objective of these tests was to
demonstrate satisfactory operation of the preburner at oxidiser throughputs
in each peck corresponding to staged-combustion azSture ratios of 0.5 and
1.0 for SIX 80 2 and Alwalsi e-43. The results of this series of tests are
suamarised In table It. Figures 21 through 27 ehow the results graphic111y.
The location nf instrumentation is shown ; Frigure 13. The instrumantation
designators correspond to thosa used in the legends of the graphic displays of
the preburner data. figure 14 is a schematic of the propellant circuit. The
preburner, with leak-test plate in place on the eaosle emit as it wes installed
n;.L1 tet steend, is shown in Figure 28.

(U) To mspure satisfactory start of the system prior to opening
of the main thrust chamber valve, a bypass valve was installed to ailow a S 0
smnll amount of flow (2 to 3 lbea/slr) to enter tht t.,talyst pack at a low
preset pressure (375 to 300 posi) of the intensifier. This low flow rate
permittod the initiation of H202 decomposition and the preheating of the pack
to a temperature between 1600 and .1700oF prior to staging (or ramping) to full
flow and pressure conditions. Table III suinrines the bypass operation. On 5
the first two tests, the bypass sequence wes controlled manually. M•ain flow
staging ws rnually Initiated when a caepereture Saga downetrean of the
catalyst pack indLcated 1000*'. In the final three tests, 0*e *ntire sequence
"aos controlled automatically. S

(U)' The flow conditions and p1'rameters for each test are 8uururized
belov. Tli.- c.i.~alyet pock operation i- discussed In the following section.
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Ii, B. Technical Discussion (cont.)

a. Test 1.2-03-AAC-Mol

(C) The objectives of this test vere to check out the system

A and to operate the Uonptheoughput preburuer at a eselial throughput of 40 psai,

eorreepoMIDA to an 120 2 1/ALJs•se-4" miture ratio of 0.5. LA uotod in

Table 11, a thwoughput of 46.3 to 46.7 pain w" achieved. A lawer-than-

desired pmeaeure drop (585 versus 1400 pal) through the turbine simulacor

accounts. for the Sacres•oM flow rate and for the higher secondary chamber
pressure (F ). Destred eewedat7 chamber preosue for staged-comuetou S

operation is 3000 to 3100 psli. A pressure of 3901 to 3845 peot was obtained.

Otherwise, peburer operation was satiafactory. A prevsure of 4400 psia and

decoaposition temeatures of 1771 to 1779*7 were achieved over a steady-state

period of 5.26 sec (steady-statue operatioa wes efined as tiwat period of time

over which the chaer pressure was o excess of 902 of full P ).I
(U) Staging of preburmer supply presser@ to the desired

operatLUS ihCrsure wae initiated manually after suffitient teperature WAs

indicated. mp (eAse) tim for this test wa 2.0 sec, snd rempig we • sI linear, as shome in Figure 21. IFebturnr perforuance 1rtor to ramping is

plotted Ln Figure 22.

(U) Figuare 24 shows the upstrea- side eo the turbia

esiluatot. The de~ooit of silver on the surface La a coms occurreace vith

?ach. contai•ing sIlvsr screams. Figure 30 ;6a as aft view of the interior of

the chamber juet docertream of the catalyst pack. Note the silver opattered

on the *nit orifice plate. Also, obeervo the theat ouplas that vrotrude

into the chamber to smasure the temperature gradient of the gas. 5

i
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1II, B, Technical Discussion (coat.)

b. Test 1.2-01-AAC-002

(M) The m-in ubjeotJ:ve *I the seedmc test vas to domusatrate

the capability of the lov-throughput preburuer to *e"ate at a throughput of
61 pain, oorreppoding to m S 202 /AIisLu*e"3 mixtu,! ratio of 1.0. This

objective we mat. Test results eae show in Table I: ad Figume 23 md 24.

(C) The probuwner wae sequenced in the sam manr as in

Test 001. A me turblAw uimulator, realsed for the increased flow rate, •as
used. A pressure drop of 1617 to 162S pei through the simulator was obtained.

This produced a secondary chamber pr~seun of k906 to 2917 psi&. Chamber

pressure dlwmsitrem of the catalyst pack tmaeoned at about 4533 patl, during

the 5.18 see of steady-state *peration. The siai.sm decompositton touerature
4v 17w8s 7 . S)

(U) The sligjhtly higher preesure dmug through the turbine

simulator a&lo accowts for the lower throughput obtained. Umover, a through-
* put of 59 psim (instead of 61 pots) is considered suifkisaL for demanstrating "

satisfactory prbuner operation at or sear a oxidiser flow rate correspondiog

to a mirture ratio of 1.0.

C. Test 1.2-01-AAC-003

(U) The objectives of this test were to cheek out automatic

opiratiot of the proburner firing enquawe md cc evaluate the uffecte of

location the turbine simlalcor closer to the catalyst peak. The test was
conducted sacLifactorily with the low-throv4hput parU, at a throughput of about

59 paie.

(U) Completely automatic operation iAcludis the lov-pressure

and low-flow bypass of the muin propellant valve in the engine saquenco. This
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bypass flow was sequenced to continue for 2.5 met after t".e thrust-chamber

pressure wuite.h closed at 240 pale. This time delay was selected on the basis

of results obtained in Tests 001 and 002, which showed that a pac' temperature

of at least 1600'? wea reached after this time Interval. This temperature

ensures that 3 202 decomposition exceeding OZ has occurred, thus reducIng the

possibility of flase-mut during staging to full flov and priesure.

I (U) The tutbiae simuAtor wse moved upetresm to a posttion

closer to the catalyst pack (at the bass of the catalyst-pack hkoeaig) because
of turbulence noted oe Tests 001 end 002 just dousetreem of tae orifice plate.
This turbdoe•ce could cause unfavorable recirculiat.o. patterns and poor

mixture ratio distribution In the secondary Injector during staegd-coubustiontesting. (

(C) DUcompeoitios teaeraturas of'1792 and 1796'? and chamber
pressures of "54 to "7I pal were achieved over a steady-etate period of
5.11 sm. nowever, secondry chamber pressure (POPC-2, Figure 25) increased * * J
from 2•19 to 3001 pile over the first 2.$ otc of steady-state operation
before stabilising. Pressure drop across the orifice plate fell correspondingly.

from 1581 to 1456 pal. Flow (10-1, FiPurv 25) als Lecreased from 31.6 to
32.7 ibose/c. As later demonstrated in Test 003, described subsequently, this
behavior we corrected by subjecting the turbine simaulator to a longer preheat
during the peroxide " ass cycle of the sequeec.. Apparently. dinensional

changes in the simulator orifices occurred during transient heating (Which is
still present during a portion of the chamber steady-state period) end caused
flow and presqure-drop variations.

3 (U) Following this test, the hardware wa disaseeabLed and
"examined. The turbine simulator and the catalyst aft orifice plate and irs

rupport vere plated with silver in a manner sistilar to that observed on
S S
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TasL 301. The inlet 01atc (Figure 31) shoved the eof -- cta of 41lawing the pack 4

to cool dowa by natural convectlon. Hea soak-beck occurred and produced i A,)

characterisrtic discoloration of the plate, Go shows. (After the pack was

cooled to about 300%, 10 gal of distilled vater was flushed throUgh the

preburner 'to remove residual peroxide, The Teflon 0-ring used to seal the 0

pack inlet plate to the housing va. not found, and probably mlted after the

first test. Abcence of the rino apparently did not affect the operation of

the prebumer on Tests 002 and 003. A poattest photog.-aph of the catalyst

pack is shomn in Figure 32. Note the flow of silver (light aread) around

the periphery of the pack and in the vicinity tf the mtL-cbehnel baffles. "

The pack slao bore evidence of son or.Ldation, evideatly caused by the water

purge and by coadensatiot . (The pack dismaetr is 6.50 in.)

d. Test 1.2-Ol-AC-04 S

Sd

(C) The principal objective of this test vaeeto denmistrate

satisfactory operation of the high-throughput catalyst pack at 20 pain. The

test wa saacsfactury, with a steady-state period of 5.3U sec, a pressure of * 4

4400 psLa, amd pack daoeiositiou temperatures 0' 1742 to 1752'F. Throughput

was About 82 pain, which would reeuit in a 98Z[2 N0 2 /ilhmiaLne-43 mixture

ratio of 0.5 for an advanced engine utilising these propellants.

(U) Preasuv'e-drop variations through the turbine simulator

also occurred in this tesc, but were not as pronounced as on the previous test

(see Figure 26, P0CP-7 and POPC-2).

(U) Ott this test, postteal purge with nitrogen gas (N2 ) fas

•u•it~uted for tie cooling down and dLstlled-vatar Durge used on the previous

three taste. The N2 purge was successful in elLminating overheating of the

pack.
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S

(M) Thermocouples wert locatAd in the chamber about 5 in.

dowmstreau of the turbine simulator (at depths equal to a quarter radius, a
hdlf radius, and a full radius into the chamber) Lu the eam radial plan

(TOPC-4, 5, and 6, Figure 13) to deteruAne if my temperatvire gradient cccurs

across the chamber. Th•-tepearatures at the half-radius and full-rdLus•

thermocouples were essentially equal thxoughout the run. During diassembly

of the hardware after the test, it vwa found that the quarter-radius ther=e-

j couple did not protrude into the chamber, sad tlerefore recorded only the

temperature of the metal vail. •

(U) Sea lov-frequmcy pertuftationa verG encountered during

this teat, as Ladicated by the pressure traces in figure 26. It was deter-

mined that pack compreisias. ya not aininaived when the pack was installed into

the chambar bectuee of a mechiaieg deficitecy in the housing a8 d manifold.

The Loss of pack compresaton v" cousidered to be the probab'-e cause of the
aild lwC-frequency perturbattoe3 obaer-ed.

e. Test 1.Z'o01-AAC-005 • 0 4

(C) Thic test was perfcrmd to demon•rate the performance
of the hih,-throughput catalyst pack at a thro-4hput of 122 ps•i., correponding

to & 98% ;1 2 a2/Aiatitns-3 nxturc ratio of 1.0, In a~dition, an attempt wvs
iwc.e to corract the pressure. orop vartation in the turbine-simtator orificie

plate by 1engthoning the duration of the bypass fleo of 10202 fro* 2.5 to

7.5 sec after actuation of the low-prcesure thrust-chamber pressure switch.
As mentioned prvlotosly, this produced an essentially constant pressure drop

(1458 to 1473 psi)'through the orifice psts over the entire steady-state

Speriod. Therefore, it non be concluded that thte turbine simulator requires

sornewhere bewren 2.5 to 7.5 sec of preheat to stabilize the orifice 4ize

and thuruby ensure constant floo and presaure drop.
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(U) During the test, tuo periods of low-frequency instability

(or chugging) were encoutered. The first of thssa occurver during staging t•

operating pressure (see Figure 27). The tiefguwftcy wes 45 cps, with peak-to-peak

pressure fluctuations of 500 psi in the inlet wnifold to the catalyst pack as

well as Just ownstran of t!oO peck. The instability appeared to have originated

in the catalyst pack, which displayed an lnordinately high pressure drop

compared to previous teat results (saw Traces 2 and 4 in figure 27). The

measured pressure drop au, the start of steady-etate operation was 550 psi and

thLi leveled uff to 300 psi approximately 2 sec later. At thLs point, a second

instability was initiated and continued for the remainder ji the test &t a

frequency of 100 cps. This is discussed in Paragraph 5.c, belay.

(U) The hLigh pressure drop through the catalyst pack was caused

by the inutallatlon of a greater number of screens (which had been added to the 5

pack to improve &ctivity), in combination with recompreessio of the total pack. V
Since the final compression was greater than that of a pack with naw screens

only, this inc.czased compression caused more flow restriction. Pack modifica-

tions and composition are discussed in Paragraph 5,e, below. S 0

(C) A throughput of 108 poin was attained over a steady-state

period ot 5.41 sec. Because of the high pressure drop through the catalyst pack,

chamber pressure was only 4145 to 4224 psle and secondary pressure was

correspondingly lower. 2681 to 2751 psia. The remAining parameters are

sumarizted in Table Ii and Figure 27.

5.. TUt Data Analyses

a. Catalyst Performance Results

(tU) The first three tests utilized the low-throughput catalyst

p¢ck shown hi Figure 33. ThLt pack uas compacted at 4000 psi. The. p.ck shUwu•
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III, B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

some drop-off in initiation activity (Table I1) but apparently lost none of

its operating activity, as indicated by similar decomposition profiles across

the pack from test to test. It is possible that the drop-off in initiation

activity may have bees caused by the presence of residual purge water. (Te.e

gallons of water were passed through the hardware after testing to remove any

residual 1202.) The water also left a deposit of rust on the chaber wall,

on portion* of the pack, and an the inlet and outlet plates. Figure 33 also

shows the tesperature profiles across the pack for the three tests.

(U) The pressure drop through the low-throughput pack was

very low and reiainned nearLy constant during operation. This probably was the

result of the pack's tnique design feature: all active screens, which are

ralatively soft. were alternated with relatively hard nickal-menaseoe screens.

This lamination apparently prevented any cohesion (or flow) of the soft ental

at the high operating temperatures, which would otherwise tend to plug the

pack mad result in increased pressure drop. Also, the absence of any low-

* frequency oscillations an the second mnd third teats indicates that pack

coupaction and integrity were maintained.

(U) The high-throughput catalyst pack used for Test 004 was

constructed " shown in Figure 34. It should be noted that none of the more

active Ageito-225 screens, which were used in the low-throughput catalyst pack,

ware used in this pack. These screens were unavailable when the test was

prepared.

(U) The pack performad satisfactorily with the low starting

flow, and a temperature profile was established with the maximum at Thermo-

couple 4. However, as flow and pressure were increased, temperature at tN*e

first three thermocouple locations in the pack declined. This continued over

the balance of the ateady-6tt4e period, as shown in Figure 34. It was
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111. , Technical Discussion (cont.) e

S#11eved that: had1 the more active Agoeite-225 screetas been present the chanese jm

in tem*perature profile d-zrin8 the steady-state period ot this tant could have

been avoided.

(U) Oecaufse of the decomposetloo-temparsture drop In the

active portion of the pack (as opposed to the experience vith tie low-

throughput pick), it wae decided to add five Ageite-225 scream. which were

reported by IM to be more active than AgeIte-220. Two mare Apeite-220 I
screena were also aided, bringiWn the total wmmb of active screams to 46

compared with 39 on Test 004 (see Fig•re 35). ]

(U) The now screeam together with the iused pack were re- -

compreased. In addition, a bolt torque in excess of that used on previous

assemblies was required to inatall the pack in the chanber. (12) Consequently,

the lncreased bolt torque together with the precomprossed condition of the

pack caused xceassive pack coepreesiou and resulted In an in--v.se in the peck-

pressure dropi the msuimum temperature station shifted to Theivocouple 3.

b. Catalyst Performance Awalysis

(uj Decomposition of !1202 in a catalyst pack is Initiated

at the pack entrance and pregressas to coepletion as a function of throughput,

pressure drop, static pressure, and catalyst depth. 7

(U) The location of complete decaeposit.4 cit be predicted

iii terms.f c JAtalyst logth as *hove it Equation 1,

2 T L 1( )( j (Eq 1)

(12) Note: For Test 004, the compression of the pack in the chamber was less
0 than 3000 psi because of an error in machining the seal-gland

surfaces.
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111, B, Technical Discussion (cant.)

where L refers to tha distance from the pack entrance to the location of

maximum gas temperature. TP is the throughput in psai, P is the chasmber pres-

sure in psi&, and subscripts I and 2 refer to two different operating conditions.

Other factors, such as pack compression, m modify the result of Equaction 1,

as described below.

(U) It Li Interesting to ompare the observed increase in

L durtog the test series, through the use of the relationship (Equation 1) 3
developed duriug Phase I of the prosram (Bet. 1). Complece dscowpoeition

occurred betweeu 0.5 and 0.7 in. (Tigure 33) in Tests 001, 002, and 003.

Decomposition in Test 004 ye collete betwee 1.0 and 1.2 in. (Figure 34),

andJ in Test 005, decmposition was complete between 0.75 and 0.9 in, (Figue 35).

The e"act point of cowlete decompoeltion is not known. Therefore, becamse I
Equation I is only am approalimtion, the location of the thermoouple reading a
muximma temperature was cho*As 4s the point of complete decomposition for the

calculatiou. Using the data from Teots 002 and 004, the predicted L for

Teot 004 is calculated to be 1.24 in.. *where L is in goad agrement vith that

found experimentally. Uowever, the predicted length for Teat 005 vws 3.8 in.

and is in considerable error from that found ..•erlmmstally. The following

table gives the ewe rtmntal data used in the calculazionst

(C) Toot N. P. pi ?0 psia aPy *psi 6 43

001 48.7 "26 3 0.7 '

002 58.9 453A 34 0.7

003 59.4 "54 27 0,7

004 82.1 4400 32 1.2

005 108.0 4209 298 0.9

1
!
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S 111, B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

(U) wo probable explanations for the discrepancy in

Test 005 can be found by again reviewing the results obtained in the subscale

catalyst program of Phase It (1) When :he length of the subicale catalyst was

less or equal to 1.2 in... the pack-plessure drop was essentially constant

between 30 end 70 pia; however, when the catalyst was longer or equal to

1.5 in., the pressure drop was 2GO to 500 psi. This Lndicates a discontinuity

in the relationship between catalyst length and pressure drop, that is, a

catalyst pack can be too long. (2) When the subscal catalyst pack was re-

compressed after use, the "effective" compaction of the acrees* was much

greater than intended, because of the softening of the screens with use. For

example, a 3.l-in.-long pack decreased in length 'qy 0." in. (14X) after one

firing and after recompression to 4000 psi. Thi pressure drop of the catalyst

jincreased twofold in this case.

J (U) The similarity between ths oubacale tests mad Test 004

lies in the fact that additional screens were eddad in Tees 005 to lengthen

the pack and that the used screens had been recoparessed. Ltfore Test 005 the

screens vere compressed to about 4000 psi. However, the effective compaction

of the used screens, as indicated by subscale test results, wes much higher.

A definite discontinuity therefore existed in the catalyst bed of Test 005.

"The s"ven new catalyst screens upstream in the bed were at 4000-poi compaction,

I whereas the remaining 39 screens vere at a much higher effective compaction.

The resistance to flow of liquid and gas through the pack thus increased in the

Initial portion of the catalyst, possibly aiding in the chugging observed.

" (U) The high pressure drop in Test 003 can, therefore, be

explained by on-• or both of the following factors: (1) excessive number of

c .rtlybL screens, and/or (2) hLih pack compression. The inconsistency in the

• leneth calculations is thus explained as a result of excessive changes in pack

ge'onmtry iand does not reflect upon the validiLy of the equation.
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III, B. Technical Diacussion (cont.)

S
c. Preburner Test Combustion Instability

(U) An nalyais wea conducted to iLestigate the cause of a

.low-frequency instability which occurred duritr Test 1.2-OlAAC-005. An

4 examination of the oscillograph records indicatad that the instability was .

coupled to the decomposition proces and to the feed system. During starting

at low flow and low chamber pressure, the obeerved Instability frequency was

45 to 55 cps. After the male thrust clam-er va2lve mw opened and a higher
I,

steady-etate chamber prest re was achieved, the frequamey increased to 100 cps.

The source of system excitation appeared to be located in or near the catalyst

pack where both parameters POJ-F and POCF-7, located on the upstream and

downstream end of the pack, respectively, showed the highest amplitudes of
oscillation. Both P0J-PU and PVCP-7 were in-phase and led the other monitored

4 feed-system pressures (POPC-2, FOPC-8, POPS-3, POTCV, and POT) during, the 5
100-cps oscillatio. (See Figure 13 for parameter locations.)

(U) To gAln mn insight into the problem, a simplified

analysis was performed assuming a low-frequoncy combustion stability model for •

the preburner. As shown in Figure 36, ZL represents the didtributed-paraemter

impedance properties of the chamber and noszle just downstream of the catalyst
pack and Yo represents the distributed-paramter, admittance properties of the

feed-symtem upstream of the catalyst pack. The unknown block in the loop is

assumed to be a catalyst-pack reaction gain and an associated transport time.
The chamber Impedance, ZLO and the feed-system admittance, T0 , were then
evaluated at the observed instability frequency af 100 cps. The gain and the

ph ase of the product ZL Y were then obtained. The additional open-loop gain

and the phase las necesesary to maks ths system unstable were assumed to be •
provided by the catalyst-pack reaction process, which Is assumed to have the
form Ke 1 S. In this case, K is the gain, S is the LaPlacian variable, and

is the trurasport-time delay required to yield a particular phase lag at
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zL • .32. 14-3 /2.3°
L _ at 100 cpO

Yo 0 4.SSL57.4

PARAMETER LOCATION

PoT • 4790 psia, TANK PRESSURE e
POJPB * 4470 poi& UPSTREAM OF CATALYST PACK

POCP7 a 4230 psi& DOWNSTREAM OF CATALYST PACK
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III, B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

100 cps. The product ZLY was found to be (1/66.2) 1.9% and thus the j
necessary gain, K, is 66.2 at 100 cps. Because the phase lag must be -180'.

the necessary phase shift to -185.91. The transport-tie delay, i t

corresponding to -185.9* at 100 cps, can be computed from the ratio of the

* phase (in radians) to the observed frequency (to radians/second). This -

results in a value for T of 5.15 x 10-3 vac, which is not unraeonable

since this corresponds roughly to the time required for the 8 2 0 2 to traverse

the catalyst pack at the observed steady-state flow rate.

(U) From the preceding calcLAtions It Is concluded that

preburnir chugging may be attributed to a mechanism similr to that which

sustains low-frequency instability In conventional bipropellant engines.

The necessary amplification of pressure perturbations may be a result of the

* decomposition pi'ocess, whereas the treamport-tI,2 delay was probably caused V,

by phase-shifting. A brief literature search disclosed little about the dynamic

behavior of decompositiou In a catalytic pack. Further investigations into

the dynamic response of catalytic reactions will therefore be required before

the above concepts can be applied in a stability analysis. In general,
however, increasing the chamber volume or increasing the feed system pressure *-
drop would be helpful in reducing the probability of 1my-frequency instability.
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SECTION IV

STAGED-COMBUSTION EVALUATION

A. PROGRAM OBJHCTIVES AND 7APPPROACH.

(U) The principal objective of the staged-combustion portion of the

program was to demonstrate (at 20,000 lbf thrust) the feasibility of the

staged combustion of 98Z H202 and Aliusine-43 at a chamber pressure of

.3000 psi. Secondary objectives included evaluation of twe injector concepts,I realization of at least 87X of theoretical specific Impulse (this vas a
program goal),, the gathering of transtent-heat-flux data in critical comias-

J •tion chamber areas, and comparison of performance at two characteristic

chamber lengths, 40-on. L* and 70-Ln. L*. Late In the program, when it

I became evident that the scope of tus:ing could be enlarged, an additional

objective, the demonstration of the combustion of 902 H 202 with Alumisine-A3,

Itwas also undertaken. S

(U) Uncooled hardware was designed and fabricated for the staged-

combustion evaluation become only short-duration (1 to 2 sec) tests were

planned. This permitted the construction of rugged and depeadahle hardware.

* I Ablative materials were used in the chamber section, in the entry section to

the throat, and in the exit cons. The solid and segmented throat as well as

j the heat-flux transducer rings were made from sllver-infiltrated tungsten.

* (U) It was the intent of the program to evaluate propellant combustion 5
performance and heat-flux characteristics, not hardware or materials.

Therefore, materials selectioa we limited to those materials which had aI proven history of aervice in similar metal-bearing and high-pressure combus-
tion environments.

! S
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i%, A, Program, Objectives and Approach (cont.)

4 (U) However, when it became apparent, through theoretical investiga-

tion of the effect of mixture ratio upon performance, that higher MR's might

cause excessive tungsten erosion, this phenomenorn was thoroughly investigated. -.

The investigation showed that the thrust chamber could be operated safely up

to an MR - 1.0 without significant erosion of tungsten. The performance

investigation showed higher performance was favored by mixture ratios in

excess of the thioretical optimum, 0.5. These two investigations are discussed

in the following section.

4 (U) Three i.njector configurations were designed, and two were "

subsequently selected for fabrication and evaluation. Each of the three

concepts employed widely diverse injection modes that were evolved Zrom

previous metalized piopellant and high-pressure staged-combustion programs

conducted at Aerojet-General Corporation.

(U) Performance data derived from the tests (diLitised by an analog-to-

digital computer program, ADC) were compared to theoretical performance values

(I c*ý C F) by an Aerojet performance comparator pregram. These values were

then further analysed by the interaction theory method to identify the I 0
principal losses attributed to such parameters as friction, geometry, heat,

energy release, mixture-ratio distribution, kinetics, gas particle flow, and

mass distribution.

ID

(U) Temperature data derived from the heat-flux transducers were also

analyzed to identify the heat flux at critical locations in the chamber and

nozzle.

4|
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B. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

1. HardyAre (Secondary CombustAr)

(U) The &ame philosophy of design as that used tor the preburner

governed the design of the secondary combustor compo-,nts. The same seals,

bolts, bolt bole circles, etc., were ued as much as possible to maintain a

J maximum in flexibility and interchangeability and to reduce the expense of

procuremnt and fabrication to a sinlm. Mha Coosehel joints used on the

preburner were not necessary on the secondary combustor, since the secondary

combustor operated at 3000 psi• or less. 0-ring joints were found to b:

satisfactory and resulted in & significant savings In seal cost.

(U) The harduwre designed and fabricated during this portion of

the program Included injectors, steel housings and ablative liners for the

chamber, throat entry section and xit cone, tungsten throats, and tungsten

j best-flux tramnducers.

(U) Thrust chamber assembly design parameters are presented in

Table IV.

a. Injector Design

(U) Three basic injector configurations were designed. Each

design was unique within itself and mbodiled design features that were evolved

from previous staged-combustion and Improved Titan technology (Ref. 7). Two

designs vet* selected for evaluation during Phase I. The vane-type injector

was the primary selection and the tubular injector the secondary selection.

The multi-nozzle injector was a backup design.

I
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i TABLE IV

21 ,O00-LBF STAGED-COMBUSTION ENGINE DESIGN PARAMETERS

H 22 0 2 /Aluitine-43

Parmeter SXbgtU Value.

Thrust F lb 20,000

Specific impulse I ee 302.8

Efficiency, specific impuwse % 94

Weight flow total *T lb/sec 66.05 1"
Mixture ratio MR -- 0.5

Total oxidizer flow 0 lb/ec 22.02

Total fuel flow wf lb/sec 44.03

Secondary chamber pressure P icai 3000

Characteristic velocity c* ft/ec 5755

Efficiency, combustion n c1 96

Efficiency, nozzle n 98 Z 9

Pressure rates Pe /P - 65

Area ratio 1-- - 0 [
Area, throat At in. 2  3.94

* Diameter, throat Dt In. 2.24 .

Thrust coefficient Cf - 1.69
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B, T, Tec•nical Discussion (cont.)

(U) The injector housings were designed to permit the

insertion of any number of Injector configurations into the housing with a

minimum of modik.ication. The fuel manifold was designed to b& removable to

permit irspection after firings and to allow removal of any residual Alumixine

depea~lts. Details of this arrmagemat ar shown in Figure 37.1 °
The Injector fuel circuits were hydraulically calibrattd

with water to determine their flow coefficients. The relationship used was:

Ssp.G x AP (zq )

where K a flow coefficient

A? a pressure drop, ps4

SpG - specific gravity

. - wight flow rate, lbm/sc •

The iK flow coefficient was then modified '' imul.iplying by 0.9 ta coanfers to

results that were statistically determined for use vith Alm'-time during the

Improved Titan Program (ef. 7). These results are presented in Figure 38.

(1) Tubular InjectorI
(U) The tuhular injector consistei of 44 constant-

3 diameter tubes through which Altumslno was axially introduced into the p

combustion chamber. Each Lube entered the chamber perpendicularly to the

chamber axis and then turned 90' to form the desired axial pattern. The

injector is shown in Figure 39.

S(U) Fuel velocity through each tube was 60 ft/sec; this

increased to 125 ft/icc at the injector face by using predrilled oriftca

ipluKs inmerted-in the tube ends. The total press ,_e drop was about 400 psi;

thus the Injector was adequately decoupled from the fuel foed system.
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IV, B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

(U) The fuel tubes vere supported and attached to the

outer structure to minimize thersal stresses during firing. These supports

also protected the tubes from direct oxidiser iUpingegent and remdtinS

heating. As shown in Figure 39, the fuel tubes and theit support structure

U offered 1lo blockage to gasoro oxidiser flow. The flow ar*& was 58.6Z of the

total available ara.

S (U) Mixture-ratio distribution across the face of this

p injector was designed to be uniforma at "a ozidlear-to-tuel weight flov ratio

J of 0.5.

(2) Multi-Nozale Injector

* (U) The oecond injector design, a malti-mosule concept.

g Is shown in figure 40. The beast philosophy, which infl•smsced the selection

of this concept, vms to provide a higb-velocity low-premsure-drop oxidizer

3 circuit to obtain decoupling of tbo secondary coaseator from the preburner,

• The face includes a convergent entrance *action and a divergent exit section. •

The gas velocity Increses from 47 to 760 ft/eec thrrugh the throat of the gas

injection nouzles. Pressure recovery we anticipated to be 972 at injection

because of favorable etcry end exit conditieos.

(U) The fuel side is decoupled by the pressure drop

S across the injector orifices. At the deailg fuel flow rate of 44 lb/sec, this

pressure drop was calculated to be 400 psi. The fuel manifold velocity was

S restimated at 60 ft/sec. The fuel to nanifolded by cross-drilling from the

0 periphery. The fuel is injected in showerhead fashion through tubes extending

0.25 in. from the trailing edge of the gas nozsles. Four tubes are located

airound each oxidiser-injection nozsle.
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3, Technical Discussion (cont.)

S

4 The cross section may appear to be quite complex

tor design and manufacturing. wovever, fabrication may easily be accomplished

by conical rxilling of the noastles. The overlap of adjacent cuts fatrs the

configuration. The structure sheuld mot present any thermal-shock or thermal-

4 expansion problems because of it* geonetric shape. Also, the structure is

cooled by the fuel flow.

(3) Vane-Type Injector

S(U) A vane-type injector similar to that tested in

another staged-coubustion proram was dosigned. This injector design was the

primary coufiguration for Phase-It etaged-combustion testing. The injector,

shown in Figures 41 and 42, coanistud of 36 cantilevered veils with 11 small

4 Alumizine-43 injection tubes l•cated on the trailing odge-of each van e. This 5

gave a total of 396 Alualuine Snjectiou tubes. Tie vms weve sited and

spaced carefully to obtain e op.t area of 33 to 402 thromgh which the

I oxidizer flove. The =tual calcujated open arlm obtained we a n ,minal 36.5%.

Oxidizer velocity cIMrough this a41 at 1750*7 and 3000 psi& wae calculated to * *
i be about 15 / './ w.

(U) The mixture ratio across the fwce of the injector,

as originally dasigned, was constant. This was acc.owiplished, by first dividing

4 the area across the Ajection plame ir;..o ten equal coucentri. areas. These

aress ware tu-thea divided geometrically Into subareas. Fuel ws distributed

by orienting fuel tubes to the center of each geometric subarea. The tubes

weree, in turn, sited acrordt|g to the percent of area at each respective
location and bent vhere necessary to reach the gtometric ceuter.

() The vanes were produced from castin~e made of

1.. "J7 stainless steel.
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:V., R, Technical Discussion (cont.)

(U) During hydraulic calibration of this injector, 7
it was discovered that the fuel circuit had an excessively high pressure

drop. The high L/D of the tubes had resulted in pressure drop that had not --

been considered during design. The pressure drop at the design flow rate of

44 lbm/saec, corresponding to a mixture ratio of 0.5, would have been 956 psi.

To lower the pressure drop to a more acceptable value(13) about half the S

tubing length was removed by electrical dischArge milling (Iloxing). This

reduced the anticipated pressure drop for the above stated flow conditions to

735 psi, not as low as was desired, but acceptable. Thermochemical calcula-

tLons and performance analysis conducted indicated the desirability of

operating at 4 mixture ratio of 0.7 which would bring the pressure drop down

further to 581 psi. This modified injector could thus be used with system

pressure limitations and the available operating pressure.

(U) The pattern was comprouised by the reduction in tube S
length as shown in Fiture 43. Therefore, it was decided to use this injactor

only in the inlactor concept sereeming tests and initiate redesign to realise

better distribution at a reducad pressure drop on later tests. Therefore,

two modified designs were developed, subsequently called Mod 1I and Hod III "

to differer.tiace thewe injectors from the original injector, Mod I. The three

designs are compared in Table V.

(U) The Hod 11 itijictor used surplus drilled vanes

from the fabrication of the Mod I injector. The size of the innermost seven

tubes was increased. This reduced pressure drop at a mixture ratio of 0.5 to

417 psi. However, mixture-ratio distribution in such a Mod 11 injector

suffered accordingly.

(13) Note" On the fuel side. the maximum possible system feed pressure Is

3600 psi because of tubing pressure capacity limitations.
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Rivort 10785-F. Phase II P

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF VAnIE-TYPE INJECTOR DESIGNS (u)

Inlector-
Mo-o d- d-I Mod-III

Number of tube. per vane 2 9 2 2 7 2 9

Outer diameter, in. 0.049 0.063 0.0*9 0.063 0.072 0.058 0.072

Wall thickness, in. 0.008 0.010 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.009 1
Distance from centerline of

vane core to end of tube, in. 1.20 0.90 0.90 1
Inj6ction angle, degrees 30 45 45

Area of tubes, In. 2  0.592 0.792 0.808 1
UP at MR of 0.5, pot 735 417 400

AP at MR of 1.00, psi 252 187 184

Injection velocity, ft/sc 125 93.8 92.0 P

I •

I

Is
I
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IV, 6, iechnlical Discu.slun (cant.)

(U) The MoA 1T1 injector was designed to produce an

Seven mixture-ratio distribution acroas the face and a reduction in pressure

drop. The vans drill patturn was changed to permit tubas of larger diamter

across the entire trailing edge of the vanes. The pressure drop through this

rxwel was 400 psi at a mixture ratio of 0.5. The injection angle was

incrased to 45 to shorten the tubes (which increases rigidity) and to reduce

tnd LID effect on preseure drop while keeping injection velocity reasonably

i high.

b. Secondary Combustion Clu sbe. and Nossle

(U) Since the firing duration was short (2 to 3 sac), an

uncooled approach was taken to the design of the secondary combustion chamber

and nozzles. The assembly consisted of a series of three cylindrical steel

vessels, stressed to at least a safety factor of 3:1. The vessels were lined

with cc.pression-molded silca-reinforced phenolic in the chamber and throat

entry section, silver-infiltreted tuagaten in the throat, ond silica phenolic

again it. the exit cone (Figure 37).

(U) The 15' Isalf-angla exit cone provided a maxitm area

ratio of 10:1. Analysis indicated that for this propellent combination, an

area ratio in excess of 8:1 would produce good data.

M (U) Two chamber sizes, VC 'nd 40 in. L*, were designed.

The 70 L* chamber was the baieline .as for this program and was selected on

j the basis of tesr results from IC?, Hi? , and the Improved Titan prograam

conducted at Aerojet-General. Improved Titav results at the 15.000-lbf-thrust

level shoved high-performance at an L* of about 100 in., demonetrating that

no more L* than 100 in. is required vith N2 04 /Alumisine-43. Correlation of
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4 IV, B, Technical Discuasion (cont.)

4 th.se and other Hi* results indicateu that the Lh requirsd for efficient SC

gas-liquid combustion wae at least 30% legs chan that requlTee- for liquid-

liquid combustion. Therefore, since the combustion mechanism is approximately

the same for H2 0 2 /Alumisine as for N204 A• xiadsie, a baseline L* of 70 in.

was selected. The purpose of damining ýAd fabricating the 40 Lk chaW)ers

wa, to detetmine the effect of L vriationa upon performance.

(U) A portiou of the che&uers and throats were also equipped

vwih heat-flux tramduce-s (FIg;are 44). The miss of these rings vwa determined

from heat-flux meaurement requirements. and the thickneec of the ablative-

chamber wall vas correspoodiogly adjv-ted. All of the r-flhl were fabricated
from silver-infiltrated tungoten. The location of each ri'r is shown in

Figure 45.
S

(U) A secondary-combumtor heat-flux-t ronadtsdcer s'.,adw vwa

conducted to sais the rings and t estimate the temperature profiles that

would be expected. Thoes rings. which have a "T" crees section (Figure 44,.

have chromel-altnal thermocouples installed at precije depth* from the inner
O surface exposed to the comustion ga. 'rhe result~at temperature/time curre~a

are used to determine the bwatdary-layer transient and steady-state ha&t-flux

rate from the gas to the wells.

(U) MIn the heat-transfer analysis, the temperatures predicted

for the hat-transfer rings were colculated aassuing a z-vo-disonsional model

of constant thersopLyoical properties. The method of calculation was oased

upon a finite differance method derived from the basti: . Dusinborre

translent-conduction sche. Thie method is in computer program form and Is

4 rfef..rrad ca an Anroj-t's Thermal Aualyier Frogram (No. 278). Boundary

cunditions at the exposed hot-gaw surface warto predicted from the DNttu..

Iu,'ltor correlation. Propellant combustion efficiencies cf W0 and 95%,
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Report 10785-F, Phase 11

TV, B, Technical Discussion (cont.) 6
S

demonstrating gas temperatures of 4633 and 5588"?, respectively, were

considered in the analysis, Results eZ this analysis are show graphically

in Figures 46 and 47. These curves show typical expected te reture rise

rates for two locations in the combustion chamber.

(U) Ablative-.mteri selection vas baeed upon past

experience with these materiale in high-pressure cad Al 20 3 --bearin4 combustion

environments and upon recomeedationo by kaovledbeable vendors avid Aerojet

material specialists. A building block approach to the imsertion of the

ablative liners into the chambers we taken, as shte In iFire 4.5. Bondinr

and sealing was accomplished vith RTY-60, (14) a room tsipeh'turs curing

silicone rubber. The materials usod included the follo4.ngi

0
(1) "Astroquarts" (J. P. Stewenm Co., New York, N. Y.)

impregnated with SC-100 phesolic (Noneato Chemical Co., St.. Louis, No.)

(2) MK-2600, a phemolic-improenated hiSh si@M:& fabrir.

(Fiberits Ct.p., Winona, Minnesota)

'(3) MXO-83. a p'mmolic-imprmgnated silica-reyoin fabric

(Fiberite Corp., Winona, Mlnesota)

(4) W&C-2230, silica pheno11: high-stremgth char

(Westeru dacking Cor.. Culver City, Calif.)

(i.) kTV-WU, .j product of t.e General-Ele.urtri Co., Waterford, New York
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IV. 3, Technical Discussion (cant.)

S
C. rnatruentation I

(1) Instability Monitoring

(U) The Photocou Model 307 water-cooled tranoduoer 5

we used to sonitor the poeesible occurrence of higb-frequency Instability. 1
The prebunne• (Figure 48) wee Lstruemeted with treanducers at the following

stationai (1) 1202 nl0et iNO oUd PWOJPI(P); (2) forward emd of iziing -

chamber FOPCI(FN)a (3) aft end of miniu• chamber PWOCM)(J. A transducer •

ae also Isetallod at the Lojector feel itlet PUJSCCPU). No attat wae sade

to install higb-frequency transducers ti the cubuastion, chamber, because such

installatious through ablative wateries have provd to be utnsatifeactory.

The tranoducer Istalled In the oxid'.ur smanfold (WPC9(Y)) would be

indicative of chamber conditions.

(2) Teapereture Nfosuramsat

(U) PrIleaioma were rode to coatimue the meanur•ne•t

of temperature at strategic pointm In the prebrneor (Figure 48).

(3) Pressure Neoaure mtn

(U) Preseuree were measured on the face of the injector

at two locations. inlet manifold to the injector, aid on each heat-flux

transducer. Taher tramoducers weare need.
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IV, B, Technical Discussion (cont.) 0

2. Method ,(f Teetipa

A. Start Tva.nsLent and Thrust-Chamber Operation Aynayis
"" I

(U) A transient sad steady-tate analysi* for the staged- -

combustion engine we conducted to determine the moat favorable engine

operating sequeance. The selected sequenc. consisted of five eents, each of

which had to be satisfactorLLy completed before proceeding to the next.

(U) The analysis revealed that, during staging to operating

pressure, t'e thruem-chamber valves could not be relied upon to control flo

because of their poor resistmncs versus opeIng characteristics. It mwe shon -

that staging (or ramping) should state before opening the main thrust-chamber

valves sad that tbh v•lves should be opened as quickly as possible. In this

my. by sim-ltaneoumly staging and quickly opening t•e thrust-chomber valves.

chamber-proseure oscillations end mixture-ratio excursions during the start

transient could be avoided.

(1) Initiation

(U) During this event, the main oxidizet thrust-chamber

valve see bypassed at about 3 lba/sec and at an oxidizer manifold pressure of -

900 psi&. This condition wa siallar to that used during the lest throe pro-

burner tests. A thrust-chamber pressure switch, set at ibout 240 psi., yes

used to sense peroxide decomposition and initiate the next "eoet.
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IV, B, Technical Dircussion (coat.)

(2) Pack Preheat and Injector Cooling

(U) This event ws time, for a duration of 2ý5 sec to

allow the pack to preheat to greater than 1600F. The timing was experimentally

determined during the probutrnr wvluatim and provided assurance that the H1202

decomposition was near completion. As we also found during preburner testing.

temperature conditioning of the turbine simulator wea required to endure a

Jconstant pressure drop during steady-state operation.

(U) In addition, aeter was passed through the secondary

injector at 2 to 4 lbe/seo and at 200 pate to keep the vanes cool and prevent

2 ingress of decomposed peroxlAe into the fuel circuit during the preheat went. S

Failure of the coolant water valve to open woud iitiate shutdown. The valve

was closed at the end of this event.

(3) Staging

(U) The copletion of the prehaMt event initiated

Sopening of the tbrust-chomber fuel valve and the start of staging. The

oxidizer valve opening. we delayed 50 to 73 millisec to compensate for the

difference in v -lv -'1 actteritice. The fuel flow ws controlled by a

Jemesbury (15) seIt valve while the oxidiszer side had used an' Anni( 1 6 ) globe

valve. The oxidizer bypass valve wae closed by a position switch on the main

thrust-chasbor oxidiser valve.

(15) M&nufactured by the Jamesbury Corp., Worcester, Mass.
(16) Manufactured by the Amnin Co., Montebello, Calif.
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IV, B. Technical Diccussion (cont.)

(U) The staging rate, psi/sec, was controlled on both

intensifiers to maintain a mixture ratio of 0,4 to 0.9 during staging.

Stagin; occurred over a 1.5-sec period. The oxidizer pressure was ramped from

a preset value of 900 to 5000 psi& at the intensifier outlet. The fuel.

pressure was ramped from a value of 850 to 3500 paig.

(4) Steady State,UI
(U) The steady-state event was initiated during staging
by a thrust-chamber pressure switch set at about 2500 psia. Steady-state
pressure was 3000 pset, and the duration wai set for about 1.2 to 1.4 sec.
Failure of the chru t-chember pressure switch to complete the malfunction

* S
detection circuit within a preset time initiated the shutdown sequence.

(5) Shutdown

MU) The valves wese sequenced to close in such a manner S 0
as to obtain a fuel lag of 50 to 75 millisec and thus ainimLca flow of oxidizer

over the hot tumnsten surfaces. Inittilly,'0itrogen at 1000 pai$ was paised
through the secondary injector to purge residual Aluaiuin"-43. Water was later
used as the injector purge. The chamber downstream of the cat-ilyst pack was V

also purged with nitrogen to prevent residual oxidizer from entering the
secondary combustor and to prevent a backflow of combustion gas and water from
the secondary combustion to the primary chamber a&W catalyst.

b. Mixture-Rastic Analysis

MU) An analysin was conducted to evaluate the delivered
pe.rPorwnce of 98% HO 2/Alumixine-43 as a function of mixture ratio. Results
of this analysis (conducted at the l00,000-lbf-thrust level), presented in
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a., ', rechnical Dincussion (cont.)

Figure 49, indicate that even though maximum theoretical specific ip•ulse occurs

at a mixture ratio near 0.5, the estimated loosse caused the desired operating

point to move toward higher .Lutiture ratios. A mixture ratio approaching 1.0.

appears to be the deeired operating point to daliver maximum specific impulse

for a cooled e"gine. (A lower mixture ratio would be acceptable for an

Iuncooled engine.) Therefore, the teat plan was designed to evaluate and
compare performance of 70-in. L* chambere with 40-in. L* chabers over a

range of mixture ratiov. *SI
(U) An evaluation of the effect changes in mixture ratioIi
would have upon flow dynamics of the systm revealed that both the oxidizer

and fuel circuit could hendle the correepooding reduction in fuel flaw and

increase in oxidixer flow which would reoult from an increase in MR from 0.5

to 1.0.

C. Effect of Thnemal Gradient and Oxidizer Upon
Tungsten Components • •

(U) Because one of the major constituents in the covbumtion

chamber, both for heat-flux transducer and throat sections, van silver-

infiltrated tungsten. an analysis wa performed to consider the effects of the

thermal gradient and oxidizer-rich gaea upon tngsaten components. 0

M (U) A thermochemi~cl analysie van conducted to define the

heat load imparted to these components during the start transient; i.e., to

examine the heating tlaracteristica and species of the gas as the engine starts S

with an oxidizer lead, passes through a stoichiomutric mixture ratio, ard

steadies at the operating point. Gas molecular constituents, recovery

temperature, and heat-transfer coefficients were examined as a function of

mrixture ratio.
0 4
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"'. f•. Technical DiscussLon (cont.)

(U) This analysis indicated that the gaa temperattre- at

•toichiometric mixture ratio is about 200'F higher than at the operating point

of 0.5. Hoveve,, the thervachamical awalysis shove a reduction in heat-transfer

coeffcient of th* gas at the higher mixture ratio. It appasre, therefore,

that during the start transient the heat load increases as a function of

decreased mixture ratio, and that the peak heating condition is achieved at a I
mixture ratio of 0.5.

(U) Tbe literature use revtewed to evaluate the ozidatton

rate of the tungsten ir the aecendary chamber, and two excellent correlations

were found. The correlation by Ong and Fassell (Ref. 8). for tesper4turea

between 1300 and 2400F and pressures bet-een 0.02 and 306 pasi. resulted in
the following expression for the regreaUo rate of tungsten, dL (W

M g) - 3.05 x 102 xl1*5'T 02 (ca"/h•) (Eq 3)
at

w "here

T - "

P0 2  - partial pressre of oxygen in atmobphere

(U) An extrapolation of thlb ralatinnship, shmm in Figure 50,

gives a rtigrowa/on rate of 1.6 x 10-5 in./se for the primary chmber exhaust

conditions.

P 4000G psi&

S~T 175607

P02 -1300 psS
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!V, B, Technical LýJscuse/ou (co~nt.)

(U) The c ungsten in the secondary chamber vill, therefore,

not be affected by a long start transient. The mechanism of tungsten

oxidation In this temperature regime involves the rapid vaporization of

tungsten oxide (WO ). An Ifcrease In pressure wil tend to inhibit the

vaporization of the oxide and thus reduce the amount of oxidation; the rate

equation does not reflect this effect.

(U) The mecheniem for oxidation under the secondary chamber

conditions differs significantly from that just described. As the temperature

is incruased, the free energy of formation of the oxide becomes more positive

until a' temperature is reached at which tungsten oxidation is negligible. A

correlation by Perkins, Price, and Crooks (Ref 9) wesulted in the folloving

expression:

* 20 x p 20'" a -24,500/13 (t/.l 2 -ain) (Eq 4)

where

3 £ gea* constant 1.987

T *

(U) The steady-state regression rate. Iv,, calculated from

this equation for the 20,000-lbf combueti,%n throat, gives 7.6 x 10" in./sec

Ia T - 5000'r, P - 3000 psia. and Po2 w 8.7 peia (MR - 1.0 for H2 0 2 /Al-43).

This regression rate to completely satiefacto.-y for operation of the 20,000-lbf-

thrust engine. However, it is a pessiaistic es•iaate because regression rate

at high teiperatures should dectease rather than increase vith temperature,

j as shown by the equation that represents the rate at temperatures near 3600"F.

"M (U) Predictions based on the above cited On&-Faseell equation

and the empirical regression rate data compiled from Minuteman and Polaris

solid-rockee firings correlated well.
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(U) Chemical-composition calculations also were made to

o.tablish the threshold for erosion of tungsten versus 981 H2 0 2 /Alumaine-43

mixture ratio. Standard equilibrium thermodynamics procedures were used for

tne system 981 N2 0 2 /Alumisine-43/W (tungsten) at propellant uixture ratios ..

from 0.5 to 1.2. The data are sumarized in Figure 51 at a temperature of

6000°F. Note that the amunt of oxidized tungsten is nesligible below a

mixture ratio of 0.65, and that the oxidatioe increases rapidly above a

mixture ratio of 1.0.

(U) The variation of the oxidation process with tempera-

ture is illustrated in Figure 52. It can be seen that less tungsten trioxide

(WO3 ) is formed as the temperature is reduced. The mount of tungstiL acid

(i 2 WO4 ), however, does not decrease rapidly until temperatures below 5000?.

are reached. Note that if the tunmaten vell temperature is reduced to about

4500'F, as would be the case rith a raeneratively cooled chamber, the

operating mixture ratio can be Increased slightly without increasing the

amount of oxidetion. -

* (U) On the basis of the material analysis, %ungsten appears

to be a iatisfactory chamber material for use with 98Z 32 0 2 /AlqaLsine-43. The '

analysis, however. indicates that the regreesion rate may be excessive above

a mixture ratio of 1.0 and at shutdown if there is a long oxidiaer-rich ..

,ailoff.

d. Treatment of Test Data

(U) Several types of data were obtained from each staged-

combustion Loest. These included:
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IV. B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

* (1) Slov-spe.* strip-charts vIL.ch pPermitted £ pre-

Ilianary poetteast evaluatioe of thrust. flow, pressures, and performance.

(2) Oecillogrephs which allwed examination and *value-

tion of such test parameters a valve phaling, low-frequsncy pressure perturba-

tioas; *ad pressure. flou and thrust transient*. T1hes data vere used miniy

La the qualicative seose.

(3) M1gb-frequency tape recording-to miniter the

* ] possible occurrence of high-frequency pressure parturbatioe. Oscillograph-

type recorda ware produced from the magsnetic tape for evaluaCion.

S(4) Analog-to-digitel c•aversta sy ites (ADC). This 5

system provided dinital data, which baomea the maun source of dexived

J quantitative data and plots. It wsa also used in coenjoctlon with a computer

program to calculate performance parameers. The remainder of this discus-

sico coucerns itself mainly with the trineamnt of the ADC dat4. *

* (U) Initially. a plot of partinen. test perameters was

prepared LO Make the seoection of the time period over which data would be

eva.luated. The test parfmater conesidered were oxidizer and fuel tlaecI0
maifold pressures (POJ-PI and PYJ-IIC), catalyst pack temperature (TOCP-2),

decomposed H202 tqerature (TOPC-5), thrust (1), oxidiser and fuel flow

-rates (WO and WT ), valve phasing (LWTCV and LItCV) anJ chmber pressure

(PCSC-l). Selectian was made an the basis of conmancy of thsee parameters

during the period of sominul operating conditions (approximsaely 3000-paie s

chamber pressure and 20,O00-Ibf thrust). This is contrary to the period of

* 1time usually defined as st•ady *tate (tim period greeater than 902 of

chamber pressure) vhKch was used priumarily as an indicator of test duration

and not for data analysis. Selection of the steady-state period by the
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IV, B, Technical Discuseeio (cont.)

method outlined was intended to rule out such phenomena as stand ringing (which

gives large swings in thrust) and flow and pressure fluctuations durir.s

transien-.4. Typical steady-state periods selected by this method ranged from

0.. to 1.0 sec in duratiou.
S

(U) The data for the selected time periods vere the¢n

averaged and used for calculation of both sea level and vacuum perforanes

parameters. Vacuum performance parinters ve•r used In the performance inter-

action evaluation discussed in Section IV,B,6. The use of vacuum performance •

parameters effectively rules out variations in chamber pressure for the range

of pressures obtained (2650 to 3050 psia) and allows a realistic comparison

of the data from teat to test.

(U) Characteristic exhaust velocity was calculated from the

following relationship: i

VT

where P c PlenuI total pressure, pot&

At - Iestantaneous throat area, In.

Re a Acceleration of gravity - 32.174 ft/sec 2 2.

W". - Total weight flow, lbm/eec

The instantaneous throat area was detevisned by seeuming that any change in

throat area that occurs during the firing it linear over the time period

corresponding to greater than 902 of chamber pressure. The pretest area

eurresponds to the start 90% chamber pressure and the poetiest area corresponds

to the shutdown 901 chamber pressure. The plenum total pressure was obtained

by "veraging the two injector face static pressures recorded during the test.
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1'R, Technical Dsr-ussio (cont.)0

Weight flow rates were co•puted from booster (Lntennifter) travel me•nsured

by a capecitance Vrobe, or secondarily (if the capacitance probe malfunctioned),

by a linear poteaciomatec.

MU) Vacuaum specific i1pulve was calculated as follows:

IF +P A
I . .. (lq 6)i %v

4T

I wtere: F - Thrust, lbi

P a Atmospheric pressure, pita
a2A 0 Kit area, in.IIL

UT Total Weight flow, Ibm/sec* I
(U) Thruat moasuremrsto were corrected to include a thrust

cell correction bias daetrmiLed during calibration. The exit area wes cal-

culated it the eawn meaner as that used for the throat area iot the c*

calculation. 0

(U) Theme values wero then copared to theoretical values

corresponding to the sawo chamber pressure. MR. and exit area ratio by the

perforumice ccuparator program. Coetffciet of thrqat, Cf, Wea also calculated, p
4tj but has been accorded less significance in this report.

e. Secondary Injector Cleaning

(U) AlumLsine exposed to air vill decompose and leave a

residual solid material whiich can block esmall tubes and pasageVays and ev"n
coat ulne and smifold eurfaces. It was necessary to remove the injector

Sarfter each firing t.o eliminate the residual AluaiLne. Past experience had

P
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Shown that posc£fire nitrogen and vater purges, while helpful. were not totally

effeccive. Consequently, the injector wa" removed after each firing and

immersed in a hot 52 sodium hydroxide bath for a m•iatn& of 4 hr. Following

this "emsrsion, it wea placed in 20X nitric acid for 30 at*. This procedure

proved effetive in removing decomposed A• uaise•n frote Che Injectors throug-

out the progra-; drilling was required, to remove decomposed Alumsine (not I
dissolved by the caustic and acid) from esm of the small tubs".
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IV, B, Technical Discusaoin (cant.)

3. Stamd-.o,,usti, out Descrtion a'd Results

(U) Fourteen tests were conducted during the stagd-comustion

evaluation program. In general, the objectives of these tests vere to evaluate S

two secondary injector configuratio a end select the better of the two for

subsequent testing; to determine transient heat flux at strategic locations in

the chaeberl to coqpare the performance of 986 H2 0 2 /Aluiaaine-43 at charac-

teristic chamber lengths (La's) of 40 and 70 In. (baseline) over a range of

mixture ratios; end to deterndae the performance of 902 R2 0 2 /A.Luaed4.ns-43.i
(M) All of the objectives of the teat program were satisfactorily

J arttaied in three aerides of test*. TA the firta• eorties of four toots

(1.2-02-AAC-O01 through 004) two Injector configurations were evaluated. Ass a

result of this series, the 396 tube-w type secondary Injector vwa selected

to perform the subsequent two series of evaluations. This injector demonotrated

greater than 892 of theoretical specific imiplse on its first two firings (see

Table V7). thus exceeding esaily the .rograft goal of 862 of theoretical Is, . *
The tubular Injector, consisting of 44 axially directed tubes (a such coarser

injection system), gave only 8$4.32 of theoretical Ia.

(U) The teat program wasn teqmorarily discontinued at this point

because of major damage sustained by the oxidizer Intensifier and feed system S

due to a test stand malfunction. The affected coponemto ware restored to a

Class 2 condition (see Sctico 111,1,3), and the test program was resumad.

(C) During the second series of seven tests, 1.2-03-AAC-001

through -007, the performance comparison sad heat-flux determlnation were

satisfactorily completed. Tvo of those tests did not produce useful data

because of malfunctions. Results are presented in Table V1.1 The test results

* confirmed the theoretical analysis which predicted that higher performance wan
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YV. B, Technical Discussion (cout.)

favord by higher mixcure ratioe. Figure 53 shows the delivered specific

impulas at sea level for the baae•nee 70.i. L* chamber and vane injector

plotted ngainst mnixture watio. Area ratio wes constant at 10/1. For compari-

son purposes. the thaareticel specific impulse againac mixture ratio is shuwn

w Figure 31. At 0.5 MR, about 91 1a is realised and increase to about 93%

I at 0.8 MR. These plot# shoy the need to optialse the operating point for

an engine using this propellant combination. The relationship of L* to perfor-

* Mnce is discussed under Section IV,B,4, Performnce Analysis. The heat-fliwt

data obtained during this teat serise are discussed in detail in Section IV,D.5,

(C) TPhe third eri"es of three tests, 1.2-03-AAC-008 through -010,

Sdeaan trated the 901 H2 001 -/Ai•snia"-3 staged-combustion cycle. Two of thee.

teats produced useful data (see Table VI). The performance levls, in terms

of the percenta#e of theoretical specific impulse, wett lower than those

achieved with 98Z 112 02 /Alsmixice-43. largely because a modified Mod I1 vans

injector end a sodifted tubular injector were used to perform the tests. The

modification to the vane injector is explained in detail below in the diacussionr

cc T~st 1.2-03-AAC-00. However, the tubular injector, modified by incorpo-

J rating thraq to foaux weld beads in each tube outlet to increase Alum-iine-43

dispo.vion, e.g., surface exposure, produced a radical increase of 61 In

performance over the original version evaluated on Test 1.2-02-AAC-004. This

Ls extremely valuable data in that It shove the uigi•ticanca of fuel surface

exposure area. The injector pressure drop was also increased resulting in a

higher injoction velocity; however, pest staged-combustion experience has indi-

citted chat injectiou velocity 2 ne ha. little or no effect on performance.

tU) Figure 55 shows the flow *ýhersttc for the system. The staged-

c ombustion TCA tv shown in Figure 37, and the location and identification of

instrumentatlon palramiters are sho•u In Figure 48. The teats are sumaurized

in the following varagraphe 4I
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IV, B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

a. Tea 1.2-02-MkC-001

(U) The objectives of thiL test, conducted with water floving

through the fuel circuit instead of AlumLsine-43. were to check out preburner

operation and the staged-combustion firing and shutdown sequences. The flow

sequence used is described in Section IV,5,2. The water *idausted to ambient

pressure through orifices sied to reproduce the pressure schedule in the

injector of the 4ecoudery chamber. Secondary chaer harduare wee not used in

this simulation test. Oxidimer and fuel sequencing was satisfactory (Figure 56).

Preburner catelyst' performance is su rised in Table V1 end in Figure 57.

(U) The catalyst performed satisfactorily in this teot as

well as in eubsequent tests. The catalyst pack had been repacked by using

eight Ageitse-225 *creen from the original .2o-thbrougput pack. New silver

screens and ten now Ageite-220 scra-ms vere incorporated, 4s shown schematically

in Figure 57.

b. Test 1.2-02-AAC-002

(U) The objectLves of this test more to evaluate the first

of two injector concepts end to determine staged-combustion performance at a

chamber pressure of 2S00 pal *ad a mixture ratio of 0.7 vith a chmoerL LV of

70 in. This mixture ratio was chosen because (1) the perform ce analylss had

indicated that at least thia mixture ratio is required to essure ignition of

"" t- alumi•um if the hydrasiae (W2 H4 ) La assumed to burn with the peroxide and

tho resulting flame temperature eaceeds the malting point of aluminum oxide

(Al 203), and (2) the ow-dation of the tungston in the silver-infiltrated-

tungstme throat insert would be minimal at a mixture ratio below 0.7.

I

IJ

II
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IV, B, Technical Diecu~siiun (cont.)

(U) The chamber pressure yes lovered from 3000 (nozinal) to

2.600 poia because of: (1) au excesuively high pressure drop for design flow

rates in the IU4 I vane-t"pe secondary injector, and (2) a facility limitation

(mamam operating presure of the fuel system, 3600 psi&). hen the high h

U pressure drop was discovered during hydraulic calibration, the length of the

tubes an the Injector face was reduced from 1.0 to 0.65 in. through ECoxfrg-

(electricali-diucharge mLlling). Figure 43 showe a view of the modified injector

face. The two Urger tub*s are pressure tape. Theoretically, shortening of

the tubes degrades the flav-,1LatriLution pattern. However, vith 396 tubes,

this degradation wes uc considered to be appreciable. "

(U) The start-transient sequence wee modified to include a

watar purge to keep the Injector vanes cool during preburiwr starting operaticn.

lather than use au injector fuel-fill event (through bypass of the amsi fuel

valve), water flaw of 4.2 lb/sec was initiated whem the preburner reached

240 psia and was discontinued at the initiation of staging to full H1202 and

Alumizine-43 fluw rates. The event was incorporated into the sequence to pro-

vent any possible failure of the injector wanes due to autodecompoeition of

Alusizine in contact with a hot surfaer and, also, to prevent decompoeed H 202 2 *
from flowing bauk into the fuel injector.

-I

(U) The TCA installation on the test stand is sh into

Figure 58. Note thermocouple connectors protruding from chamber.

(U) The chamer heat-flux trmanducer did not respond during

testing because the thetiuoouples ware inadvertently sheared during amseubly

of ablative comsi, oante into the chaer.
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IV, 3, Technical Discussion (coot.)

(C The teat was satisfactory. A specific-impulse efficiency

of 89.3% at gea level ws achieved at a mixture ratio of 0.65 and at a chamber 1
pressure of 2750 psis (Table VI) thue exceeding the program goal of M7l. The

injector face yeas undamaged end the tungsten th•oat shoved no erosion. Steady- j
state duration was 1.57 sec (at greater than 901 P c).

(U) The fuel flowmeter readings were erratic (Figure 59),

but fuel capacitance-probe easuremits were steady. The catalyst pack heated I
up slowly and required about 9 sac for a sigpiflcant temperature rise (Figure 60).

During this teat and during the preceding checkout test, the readings on the

first thermocouple in the catalyst pack were appreciably lower than those

recotdad during tests with the original low-throughput pack in the preburner

test series (Figure 57).

(IT) After testing, Lhe fuel injector was purgpd with 1500-psg I
nitrogen and deicaised water. Four of the 3V6 tubes required drilling to

rewve residual dacoqwoued Alumiinsai, It should be noted that the fuel manifold T
has been designed to facilitate removal of residual Alumlaine; however, the

bent tube in the vaned injector are difficult to clean. The purge cystee was

not successful to resving all the resduwa Aluedsine after shutdown.

(U) Upon disasoembly it was noted that the chamber was coated

with AlumezLne (Figure 61)o indicating that the desired shutdown sequence had S

been achieved; i.e., the oxidizer and the fuel valve had closed siultanecusly. I
Ablation of the chamber phenolic caused the chamber heat-flux transducer to

protride about 1/16 in. into the chamber. IT addition, erosion just aft of the T
tungsten throat was also noted, es empocted. This erosion was very similar to

that observed on Polaris and Minuteman noazles. I

T
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Report 10785-F, Phase II

IV, B, Technical Discuwsiou (cont.)

(U) The performance criculations, autzurived in Table VI,

are based upon oxidizer flow rate (meanured with a 2-in. turbine-type flowmeter),

fuel flow rate (meaured by a capacitance probe), and thrust (measured with a ""

calibrated load call). *

a. Test 1.2-02-MC-003 I

(U) The principal test objeatlivs of thie test were to verify I
the performance achi4ved on the first tet ad to determine the effect of S S
mixture-ratio cheap on specific Impuse afficiency. The test setup remained

unchanged except that the targt Hi ws• inao•*aed to 0.8. The hardware was

identical to that used fto Test OOZ.

* 6

(C) The test wae satisfactory and proceeded as programed. IT

Specific-ipuJJae efficiency prowvd slightly to "P.92, which confirmed that _

an efficiency exceeding 87.0X my be obtained reproducibly with this injector

concept. Mtixture ratio wan 0.75 emd etamber pressure wan 2655 pael, both &ome-

what lower than desired because of the high pressure drop across the turbine S

simAlator (2031 pal).

(U) As shows 'a Figure 62, the Alumirine-43 flovuetir again T
behaved orratical:ly. but flow measurements by monitoring displacement of the * g

Intensifier pLston were steady. All other traces were smooth, indicating stable

and even combustion.

(U) A potfire inspection of the hardware indicated that

eig•ht injector tube" had been damsged; three tubes were split and five werea

burned back to the vane. Neeldual, decomposed Aluisizne-"3 from the manifold T

apparently plu8ged the tubes on startup and thus allowed stagastion and subse-

quent autodecoupoeition of the hydrauina. All tubes were free of obitructions
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IV. B, Technical Discussion (cont.) 0
prior to firing. Figore 63 shows the postfirj condition of the injector face •

and the damage tc, the tubes as otdwrved after the two tests.

MU) The erosion of ablative cosonents is diagrammatically

shown in Figure 6A. This erovion Is typical of that which oco..tred on later

tests. Appreciable evreLon occurred in quartz-reoWtorced phenolic conergent

chamber section. The fozward statalees-steal reood"t ring for the silver-

infiltrated-tunpten throat wes emposed by the loss of ablative material and -

had malted and burned in placos. The burma eand zxlted steel caused erosion

of the forward seitLon of the throat. - ,

d. Test 1.2-02-4AC-004

(U) The van objective of t•is teot v to evaluate the .

second injector coacept. I.e., the 44-tube injector. This injector, with it.e

tubso directed &zsilly to ohowerhead fashio•, is representative of teshnoloby

de•eloped during the Titan ILA progsa. Move.er, fuel distribution is s*es-

what sore coarse than with the final injector concept adopred on that program

(Ref. 7). 0

(U) The ablative 1LJor In the adar7 chaber (,* 70 in.),

the tungsten throat, md the exit cone were replaced, and the chamber oes

instrumented with a heat-f.lux transducer at the location A;%&~ in Figures 37

and 45. The turbine simulator was replaced with one having a lover pressure

drop to reduce the required supply pressure fron the Intensifier. (On the

previous test, the outlet presaure of the intenosiLeor vo at its madxium and

still the desired flow ol 8 202 was not obtained.) The catalyst pack and the

preburner remained the saw am in previous tests. 5
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Figure 64. Poatfire Contour after Tests 1.2-O02-AAC-0O2 and -.003
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TV, 5, Technical Discussion (cont.) 0
(UY) The fuel and oxidizer flow settings for the test were for'

a maixture ratio of 0.7 and a chamber pressure of 2800 pale. The test sequence

and the timer settings were the same an for Tests 002 and 003.

(U) The test vwa characterlsed by low performance and rough

combustion (pressure oscillations). Thane oscillatioen are discussed in

Section IV,Be.

J (C) A epecific-ispulnse officieay of $4.32 at sea level vas

achieved at a mixture ratio of 0.60 and a chamer preenure of 2793 psi.. This S

I af ficiency is less than the program gol of 87% and leose then that achieved

with the vane-type injector. The vaned injector vas therefore chosen an the

.confiSuration for the remMnaing tests. Figures 65 and 66 summirse the

pressures. floes, and tWeersturen obtained.

M(U) £ianmt particles were collected on this tost vith the

device shom in figure 67. The device vas placed 150 feet dovustream in the

exht. it plume. A shutter (not ohbmu) opened the inlet' f the device during

the steady-state period and blocked it during the reminder of the firing40

Ssequence. Thin ensured that the particlan collected were representative of

particles produced during nominal operating cuoditionn. The device vas

developed on the Investigation of Heterogeneoua Propellant Two-Phne nlow

Criteria Program (iRef. 10) recently completed at Aerojet-Generel Corp. The

igunificance'of particle @ise and distribution is discunsed in Section ZV,3,4.

(M) The injector was undamaged (Figure 68). but the tungste

throat and the ablative chamber material shaved considerable grooving.

Figure 69 shoes the grooving sustained by the throat. This fact tend& to

verify the theoretical dependency of tungsten upon a homogeneous Sea, since

poor propellant distribution and mtxinS cicurrad and corresponded to the low

specific impulse efficiency.

S
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IV, B, Technical Discussion (coat.) 4

(U) It will be noted on Figuce 68 that one side of the

Injector vwa more heavily costed vith residual ALumsaine than the other. The

heavier coating was located ou the tubes that wara opposite the fuel inlet.

The presence of the coatin8g confirm that the shutdomw sequence wee fuel-rich. S

Purging with we respoesible for the notsymmtri4 coatia.

a. Test 1.2-O3-AAG-001

(U) The objectives of this teat wete (1) to deterine

performace (in term of speitfia ipeple efficiency) at 70 L* with the

Improved Mod III vnse-type injector design (see hardvwre section) at 0.7 MR

and (2) to determine heat flux is the csmbustla daumber, throat entry section,

and throat. The 0.7 mixture ratio vas chosen ae a starting point hecause it 5
was representative of previous operation with the Wod I injector and would

serve as a compariot bet IMod III ead HodI Injector performance.

( U) The engine sequence was essentially the same as that. •

employed during the previous teat sorits. Water was passed through the fuel

injector during the 2.5--ee catalyst pack heating period s a coolant and

purge. This flow was discoutinuad during staging to the full opetatin8

peeesure. The catalyst heating period wee controlled by a timer iLanitted by

a pressure switch eot to enrgize at 270 paia during the 11202 start sequence.

The H2 02 preheat flow rate was about 3.0 lbm/sec. Steady-state duration (time

at PC greater than 902 of desired) was established at 1.2 sea.

3 (U) The catalyst pack wee similar to the pack employed on I
the pre'ioua test eerie, except that five silver screenm interilaved with Live

7 nickel-muangenes screfts were added to the front end of the pack to increase

- activity. This modification resulted from disciesions with hr. McCormick of

FMC in which he inJicated that their test results showed better peck starting
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6, fechnicai Discussion (cont.)

characteristics with the higher silver loading. Ten nickel-manganese screens " S 0
were removed from the downstream end of the pack to compensate for the Jldi-

tione to the front end. Pack dimenslons and compression were identical.

(U) Only thr•e of four heat-flux transducers ware instrumented

because of a limitation in the number of chromIl-alumml instrwntation channels

available in the test facilityl. Duplicate positions on each transducer (four

pairs) were wired In parallel to obtain an average transient temperature profile

for the corresponding depths.
- 0

(U) The thrust chamber is shown installed on the stand in

Figure 70. Note the thermocouplei emanatinS from heat-flux transducers.

(C) The test was satisfactory. A specific impulse efficiency

of 91.3% at sea levI was achieved at a mixture ratio of 0.67 and a chamber

pressure of 3061 psi& (Table VI). This represents an increase of 1.5 to 2.0%

in performance over that previously achieved with the Mod I injector. Steady-

state duration was 1.32 sac at greater than 902 P . Performance parameters

are plotted in Figure 71. • O

(U) The injector face wag damaged in the center and on the

outer periphery. An examination of the records revealed that the fuel valve

closing was delayed significantly beyond the time originally planned as indi-

cated by the lg in LFTCV vs L0TCV in Figure 71. This caused a heavy surge of

fuel through the chamber after the oxidiser valve had closed. The high-speed

motion pictures of the test showed several pronounced pulses of flame from the

chamber corresponding to the time period. It is probable that this uncontrolled

bucning was responsible for the damage to the injector. The vanes were sub-

sequently removed from the injector, and the injector was converted to Mod II

because of the immediate availability of Kod I1-type vanes.

• 6
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1'.' 0,11:hiCdl Discussion (cont.)

(U) Low-frequano-y oscillations at 70 cps occurred in the

preburner. In addition, the tewgerature profile through the catialyst pack

showed the highot temperature occurring deep in the pack at the No. 4 thermo-

couple position (TOCP-4 in Figurn 72). Tempersture at the No. 2 (TOCP-2) and

3 (TUCP-3) positions dropped during staging to full flow. Upon disusebly,

it was discovered that the peck had been inverted during installation. The p

turbine simulatot plate and preburnar chamber were heavily coated with silver.

It was concluded that the improper installation of the pack was responsible

for the low-frequancy oscillations. Fortunately, the oscillations were not

reflected in the staged-combustion operation. The silver-bearing portion of p

the pack required subsequent replacement.

j (U) The throat diameter did not change, but three fine-line

longitudinal cracks were observed (see Figure 73). Cracking of tungsten

J throats is caused by racrystellizeatlov. durtng cool-duwn and is norval based

upon previous Polaris and Ninuteron experience. Heavy deposits of Alumisine

were found throughout the chamber, au shown in Floure 74, and soem moderate

grooving af the ailative material occurred. The exit come wee very smooth.

The chamber, throat, and exit come were cunaidered to be refireble. * 0 t

(U) All heat-flux transducer thermocouples, except one on

t he traneducor located in the combustion chaber, functiceed during the test.

These data air presented and discussed in Section IV,2,5,.

f. Tea•t 1.2-03-AAC-002

(U) The objectiev- of this teat waA to determine the perfor-

rance of the 081 H2 0 2 /Alumixine-43 system at 40-in. La. No heat-flux trans- •

dueers were inclutdeJ on this teat. A solid silver-infiltrated tungsten throat,

with ablativa chawder, entry section end exit cone-was used. The Injector
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r•port 10785-F, Phaue I1

IV, B, Technical Discuseloo (coat.)
I

used vas the Mod III vane-type injector (SN 002). All other operating conditions

were identical to Test 001. The catalyst pack from the Initial test series was

used in the preburner. The TCA Ia shown installed on the test stand in

Figure 75.

(U) The sequence wes altered to improve the valve phasing.

The amont of fuel valve land during the stat trimaieut sd fuel valve lag

during the shutduow were shortead. The fuel vealv opaming and clooeng time

were also increased in an attempt to redwe the gerp of fuel flow that had

characteristicaLly.occurred on start trmaet In preous tests. In

particular, a" Trace 9 in Fi, ire 71 -m pzmviLu test.

(C) The test we satisfactory. A specific imulse efficie•cy
of 93.12 at sea levl was obtane at a djmixur rtlet of 0.72 med a chamber

pesr of 3053 pi.(Table TZ). Performeas aaeer r latd

Figure 76.
I

(M) The injector face received only adaor tube damage and

did not require eatemsive repair (ligute 77). fowever, because of delay In
caustic cLasning the injector after the teat, the tumlstme-.3 residual

material decomposed and plugged the tubes. The tubes were drilled to remove

I the hardened residue.

(U> 2imilar to Test -001, the threat dImeilose did not

change. Several hairlime cracks appeared in the threat me In Test -001. The

chamber ablative in4ert was moderately grooved. Aluntaml depOsit. were con-

1iderably reduced compared with thboee resulting from Test -001. which indicated

ctiat the altered seq• nce was beaeficial.
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Peport 10785-F. Phase II

IV, B, Technical Discussion (coat.) (
I

(U) The preburner was slow in starting and dropped in pack

temperature during steady state. This catalyst pack had been stored for A0

months and probably required rejuvenation. It contained three silver screens

as opposed to eight screams in the pack wed on Test -001. lrirs 78 presents 4

catalyst pack performace.

I
(U) Some low-frequency oscillationa in the reane of 800 to

1000 cps at amqplitudes of lees them 3Z of steady state also occurted in the

preburner on this test. These oactUatioms were random in nature, a en a

instability analysis did not indicate the existence of an orgenised low.

frequency Instability.

j g. Test 1.2-03-AX-003

M (U) The objectives of this test were (1) to 4eteraine

performance at high M with the 70 LV configuration to further define the

perforsence/U nap. nad (2) to obtain transient heat-flux data. The chamber.

throat, and exit cone had previously been fired on Test 1.2-03-AAC-001. The • 0

injector used was the Mod dI vme injector, aN 001. The pretest setup
a ppaatrtd ciaLtlar to thbat sabos In Ftgure 70.

(U) The use of this injector on this teot influenced the

choice of the mixture ratio. The injector had been flow tested with water,

j an- the data revealed that the injector bad a higher pressure drop than the

4od III injector. Therefore, a low MR was selected for this test condition.

Also, it should be noted that the injector wee opelated with owly 26 of the.

36 center tubes. The other ten had been reved asd sealed, because they had

become filled with bras. material during the furnace brazing cycle.
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1,, 3, Technical Discussion (cont.)

(U) The catalyst pack, used on Test 1.2-03-AAC-001, wes

rebuilt, and the silver ecroems were replaced vwth one 6.50-in.-di4 silver

screen and seven 4.58-in.-dia 'ilver screenm. (Additional 6.50-in.-dia silver

screens were not available.) The latter screens were sted for use in the

high-throughput pack; however, they wer, usable in this pack by placing them

in the pack in a clover-leaf pattern. Ll of the silver screens were inter- S 4

leaved vith 12-Hmh aickal-gsanese screens.

(U) Adjustments to futnher reduce fuel valve opening Iled

and fuel valve closing ag on startp and sbutdows, respectively, were again

sade Ln the eagine mequmcs. The plamed fuel valve l4d on startup for this

test was 30 milisec coqmared to 100 mdlisee on the previous test. ChAnges

were desirable in this sequence to reduce the surge of fuel floy during staging.

The fuel valve laS on shutdown wva reduced from 200 uIlUaec experienced on the

previous test to 100 millimsec on this test-saafa, for the aaN reasons as •

mentioned on Toest 1.2-03-AAC-402. The thrust chamber presure svitch setting.

which start* the steady-state timer, was increased from 2270 to 2500 to obtain

a longer steady-state period. This had the tet affect of Increasing the

steady-state period by about 200 millisec. It addition, the fuel injector • *
water-coolant purge flow was increased from about 1.25 lbo/sac to 4.2 lba/sec

during start end wasn ubatItuted for the 1500-peig nitrogen purge of the

injector during shutdown. This was done to cool the Injector vanes and tubes

more effectively.

S '
(C) The test was satisfactory. A specific Impulse efficiency

of 92.7Z at sea level ias obt&lmed at a mixture ratio of 0.83 and a chamrer

pressure of 3007 pats. Perfortoace parameters are shown in figure 79.

(U) Examination of oscillograph and high-frequency tape

records revealed that all pressures were smooth and stable with uo evidence
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1.', B9, Technical Discu•sion (cone.)

of oscillatory behavior. This is esiniificant because It shoe that high. S

performance may be achieved with this propellant system under extremely stable

steady-state conditions.

(U) The injector received minor erosion on it, periphery at

a location between 6 and 9 o'clock (with respect to the heasLIag lug at

12 o'clock). See Figure 60. Four small peripheral tube. adjacent to the

Sall, three center tubes, emd three tubes in various other locations wvet

eroded. Theso were subsequently Intentonally aseled. The refstling tube@

were found to be generally free of residue. Thus, the water rue oen shtvdome a
was found to be beneficial and was used tot the remeeing tesat.

(U) The ablative linor tn the cbhaber to addition to-ablative

lose of material was aIso grooved over tht first 4-L/2 in. just beolw the

injector. The heat-flux tramfducer in the combustion odeier was expoed from

1/8 to 3/16 in. because of the lose of phenolic edjacent to It. 8ur groovfng

of the throat also occurred In the crackod areas which were observed after the

first "firing (see Figure 81). The exit eowe eroded to a depth of 1/8 to 1/4 in.

just downstream of the throat. This behavior is typical of what has also been

observed in solid motor firings.

(M) The catalyst pack started about one see atter Initiation

of start and functioned smoohly throughout the test. A maxima. steed.-state I

temperature of 18057 was recorded by the TO4-2 thermOoomple posteion.

Fiture 82 showe the toeperature profiles.

(U) The four teeperature proflteo re dod In the throat

heat-flux transducer appeared to be valid sad are proeonted belo. 0y two

apparently valid temperature profiles were obtained L the asoile entry and

nozzle exit transducers, rerTectively.

* S
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IV, B, Technical Discussion (coat.)

Sh, Tests 1.2-03-AAC-004 and -005

(U) The objective of these tests was to determine pQrformance

at or near 0.5 MtR •ith the 40-in. LI chamber. The chamber, entry section,

throat, exit cone, and injector were the same hardvare as that used on Test

1.2-03-AAC-002. During repair of the injector three tubes were intentionally 4

sealed, because drills were broken off in then during a drilling operation to I

remove residual, decompoend Alu•iaine. However, it Is felt this vould not

aignificant1 ; affect performace. The test setup was similar to that shown in

* Figure 75.

(U) Teat 1.2-03-AAC-004 was terminated during the start
transient by a malfunction detection circuit. The fuel valve failed to open
beyond 20Z. The sequence requires that a valve switch on the fuel valve make •

Scontact before a valve switch on the min oxidizer valve. (Mote: Prior to

this test, during the sequence check, the fuel valve vas inadvertently opened

with Alumisint-43 present under pressure just upstrem of the valve.

Alunizine-43 passed into the injector and the injector had to be removed and * 0
4 cleaned. )

(U) T1 malfunctioning fuel valve wes replaced, And Test

J 1.2-0,3-MAC-005 conducted. No changes in sequence were made.

(U) Injector operation on this test was unsatisfactory and

produced questionable performance data. The two vanes at a location of

S6 o'clock clogged with residual, decomposed Alumi•ine sad eroded during

the firing. The clogging caused a nonsymmatrical distribution of the I
4 flame front and resulted in crosioa of several adjacent vanes, as weil. 7he

unbalance in the oxidizer flow had resulted in a significant mixture ratio

distribution los.. For this injector design, under normal injector operation,

this loss is considered negligible.

4S
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B,, U, Technical Discussion (cont.)
S

(U) The performance data were, however, analysed by the

performance interaction technique and are discussed in a succeeding section.

Test parameters are shown in Figure 83 and Teble VI.

(U) There are two possible canses for this occurrence.

Either or both of the causes could have been responsible for pluUing of the .

vanes, and subsequently, the burnout. They were:

(U) (1) A leak was found in the fuel select valve,(17) a

2-in. ball valve about 2 feet upstream of the fuel valve; this was evidenced

by a thick (1/8 in.) costing of decomposed Alunlsiuo that was found on the

inner surface of the line between the two valves. It is considered that the

select valve began leaking prior to Test 1.2-03-AAC-003. A system hydraulic

analysis was made end tended to verify this hypothesis. It yas found on Test

1.2-03-AAC-003 that pressure drop in the fuel system between the intensifier

outlet and the fuel manifold Increased slightly, from that observed in

Test 002. This indicated that decompobea Alumi.ine had reduced the line area. [
During the st.rt transient, chips of dried Alumitsine could have been carried

into the injector and caused the blocking of the two vanes. Note: The line

between the two valves is normally purged with nitrogen during prefire check

of fuel valve sequencing.

(U) (2) Alumitine could have entered the injector manifold

during the partial opening of the fuel valve during Test 1.2-03-AAC-004 and

flowed to the bottom of the manifold (6 o'clock). There it way have remained

and dried through evaporation of the hydrasine component while preparations

were being made to conduct Test l.2-03-AAC-005. This test was conducted about

4 hr after Test 1.2-03-AAC-004.

(17) The purpone of the fuel select valve is to keep the line from the
intonsifier to the valve filled with Alumizine, thus minirizting cleaning
be:tween tests and permitting prefire sequencinZ of the fuel valve.
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NV, 6, Technical Discussion (cont.)

(U) The catalyst pack functioned satisfactorily oan both

tests. Catalyst pack performance for Test 1.2-03-AAC-005 to shown in

Figure 84.

(U) The injector vma removed, and all the vanes were replaced.

I. Tests 1.2-03-AAC-006 and -007

iS

(U) The objective of these tests was to determine rerforntsnce

of 98% H 20 2/Alu•aixn-43 at or nesr a 0.5 M withr a .chAber charact'rinstic

length (L0) of 70 in. The chamber, entry section, throat, and eIIt cone had

not been previously tinted. The throat areebly was instrmeted with three

heat-flux transducers. These data were suppleumtary to those collected during "

Teets 1.2-03-AAC-001 and -W03. Thase data vould be used to calcu•ste heat flux

if the date from those toots were found to be inadequate.

(U) A dad (rebuilt) Had III injector vwa used for the tests.

(U) The aequoucee were the smam &6 those usm.4 for Test

'.2-03-AAC-005. The teat setup was similar to that shown in Figure 70.

(I) Tet 1.2-03-AAC-06 vwa discontinued after about 20 eec

of H202 bleed (preheat) when the engine failed to stage to operatiug floes and

pressure. A postfire Inspection indicated that the thrust chamber pressure

switch, which initiates the oiatalyst preheat timer, had not actuated. The test

'ecords indicated that the switch vas set to actuate at a pressure above that

achi,'red during the rreheat flow coudition.

(C) The thrust chamber pressure swi.ch vwa reset, and Test

1.2-03-AAC-007 was then conducted. Thiv test was eatisfactory, and a ipecific

impulse efficiency of 91.1% was obtained at a 0.49 M and a chamber pressure of 5

;:977 p.la. Performanc• ,lac are plottcl on Figure 85.
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iV. B, Technical Discussion (cont.) •

(U) ixhaust particles were collected on this test with the

sa.me device used on Test 1.2-02-AAC-004. Analysis of these particles is

reported in Section ZV,5,4.

(U) A postfire inspection of the hardware indicated that the

cuter periphery of the injector was eroded over about 602 of its circumference

and 14 of the outer tubes at the wall were burned. Several other tubes on the

main face of the injector v.Cu damaged. Soam plugging was also evident. It p
tie determined that 16 of the 36 vanes would have to be replaced to restore the

injector to refirable condition.

(U) The ablative liner material on the chamber, exit cone,

and throat entry section were in excellent condition, similar to Figures 73

and 74. The throat retained its original dimenuions, but apin showed soms

hairline cracks. Such cracks have been observed after each test with a new

throat. In general, the ablative and tunpten hardware wae in excellent con-

dition after the first exposure to the combustion environment. •

(U) Again, as in the previous valid tests, all oscillograph

pressure traces were swmoth and stable, and no abnormal oscillatory behavior

was evident. *

(U) The catalyst pack started quickly and functioned smoothly

througho'it the test. A peak steady-state temperature of 1812F wea achieved

at the No. 3 thermocouple position. The pack parameters are shown in

Figure 86. •

(U) Three valid temperature profiles were obtained on each of

the heat-flux transducers. These data were held for possible calculation of

hcat flux. The temperature profiles are shown in Figures 87. 88 and 99.
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,,chn~cal Di.c f• toin (cont.)

j. Test 1.2-03-AAC-008

(U) The objective of this test was to determine the perfor-

nance 3f 90% H202 with Alumizine-43 at a mixture ratio of about 0.5. The I
chamber (40 L*), entry cone. throat, and exit cone w~are new. The injector used

was the modified Mod I1 vaned injector previously uaed on Teat 1.2-03-AAC-003.

Twenty of the 36 small :enter tubes and 7 of the other injector face tubes had

been plugged. It was realized tkhat these modifications might reduce perfor- i

mance; however, this injector was the only wvred unit remaining for test. No

heat-flux transducers were tnstrumented; and the engine sequence was the same

as that used £oi Test 007. The catalyst pack was the sams as that umed during

all tests since Test 1.2-03-AAC-003.

(C) The test was satisfactory, and a specific impulse effi-

ciency of 88.8% at an MR of 0.55 &ad chamber pressure of 3,068 p&Ja wee I
achieved. The relatively low Ia efficiency, compared to results with 98. 2029

was probably a result of unbalanced MR distribution across the Injector face T
caused by the elimination of some of the injector tubes. Performance parameters

are shomi in Figure 90. I

(U) The injector eroded on the periphery at a location of

9 o'clock (with respect to the handling lug).. The injector was Lmereed in hot

caustic imn;distely following the test. and the procedure cleaned virtually all

the tubes. Only two tubes required drilling to remove decomposed Alumizine. I
Several erdea tubes were intentionally sealed prior to Tent 1.2-03-AAC-009. I "
(U) Miior erosion of the throat occurred, on this te~it. as a

result of unequal MR distribution and oxidizer-rich zones occurring across the I
f ace of the injector. However. it was difficult to measure the extent of

throat erosion, since there was a heavy deposit of Al20- and residual Alunizine
2 3
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IV, B, Techonical Discussion (conr.)

on Lhe throat after the test. ALl the ablative components were in lood
con~i•i~ion.

(U) All pressure traces were smooth and there was no evidence

of unstable behavior. The catalyst pack started easily (Figure J) with the

loer concentration peroxide. The maxima decomposition temperature in the

pack was 1450'F.

S

k. Test 1.2-03-AAC-009

(U) This teat had the objactive of determining performance

* of 90% H 02 with Alumizine-43 at or near an MR of 0.7. The hardware used on

this test wis the same as that used on Test 1.2-03-AAC-006.

(U) The teso was terminated during the-start cransient by a

malfunction detection circuit. Thus, no steady-state data uei'e obtained. A

thrust chamber pressure switch preset to initiate the steady-state period at S 0
about 2600 psia ,h aber pressure failed to actuate vithin the prescribsd time

limitatioq of 1.4 sec after staging began. In all other respects, the test

appeared to proceed as prolramed.
II

(U) The injector eroded more extensively on the periphery.
and tubes and vanes were badly plugged. Repeated exposure to the hot caustic

solutioi was unsuccessful in cleaning the injector. Major repair would have

been required to permit retesting of i'is injector.

1. Test 1.2-03-AAC-010

(II) This test had the same objective% as the previous teSL,

i.e., pertornmnce or 90% H202 f/Alumzin,-43 at about 0.7 MR. The 70 L* ch.bber-
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IV, B, Technical Oiscuasion (cont.)

and the tungsten throat remaining from Test 1.2-03-AAC-007 were used. The

injector was a modification of the tubular injector (44 tubes) which had been

used on Test 1.2-02-AAC-004. Three to four weld bead* had been added to the

outlet of each tube to obtain greater Alumitti.-43 surface exposure and dis-

persion as it is Injected into the chamber.

(U) The thntat chamber pressure switch was reset to a lover

actuation pressure of 2.350 poLe to ensure initiation of the steady-state 5

period (reset to a value of 1.4 sec).

(C) The test wae satiefactory sad a specific iuulee effi-

ciency of 90.0% vwa achieved at MR of 0.71 and a chamber pressure of 2,737 psia.

The chamber pressure was semwhet lover (Figure 92) on this test because the

treasure drops across the fuel injector end the turbine simulator were higher

than anticipated.

(C) A poetfire inspection of the hardware indicated that the 5 *
injector was in perfect condition (Figure 93). However, the throat was severely

eroded in a manner similar to that experienced during the first test of the

injector. It should be noted, though, that performance of this injector

*increased dramatically from 84.3% m1 Teat 1.2-02-AAC-004 to 90.0% 7n this test

oimply by incyeasing Alumisine dispersion. The throat dmage further substanti-

ates the need for fine injection and the elimination of streaks to operate with

tung8ten.

(U) The catalyst pack started smoothly and functioned

perfectly, and produced a maximum decomposition temperature of 1489*F. The

gas; temer..ture downstream of the pack was 1433"F (Figure 94).
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1V, B, Technical Di.cunion (cont.)

4. Perfor• a•ce AnA lvsi

a. General

0 S

(U) The performaxce technique used for this program was

the Interaction Theory method as described in Appendix II. In order to apply

the Interaction Theory, the see-le*vl test data were corrected to vacuum

conditions and magnitude* of individual performance losses were established. g

Separation of the total engine performance losses into individual losses allows

the sources of performance degradation to be isolated And minisised. A more

accurate extrapolation of the sea-level test data to altitude conditions or

to another thrust level can be'achioved by using the interaction theory.

(U) Two basic configurations of secondary injectors were

tested. The 36-vane injector cansisted of 396 fuel injection tubes which were

designed to uniformly disperse the fuel across the injector face for maximum

performance. Three fuel injection tube modifications of the vane injector S * "

concept were tested with their major differences as described in Section LV,0,1.

Two variations of the 44-r,. injector assembly were also tested. The

original design consiste st o.'4 tubular orifices; whereas, the modified

ilijector orifices include d a pattern of weld beads to improve atomization

..haractertstLcs. The injectors were tested with chambers having characteristic 5
chamber lengths (L*) of 40 end 70 in. with 5:1 coatraction ratio and 10:1

nozzle exit area ratio.

b. Overall Engine Performance Efficiency 5 5

(U) Ihe uummarized test. performance data are tabulated in

I l.. VIi. Enginc efficiency is plotted versus mixture ratio in Figure 95.

.,I; Lt .L• 'ere• _undu-ctd during€ this program over a mixture ratio rangc of
* 6-
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from 0.49 to 0.83. Eight tests were conducted with 98Z H 202 and the last two

tests were with 90% H2 0 2 . No discernible difference in engine efficiency could

be noted with the change in H202 concentrations.

(C) Nine of the ten tests exceeded the 671 minimum program

performanca goal. It was determined that energy release l,eu. wes the major

performance loss of the Advanced Propellant Staged-Combustion System anJ that

the lose could be influenced by injector design and to a lesser extent by Lk.

Only the overall results will be presented in this section with further dis-

cussiot of individual losses to be followed in Section 4,c, below.

(C) Initially, two 70 La tests were conducted with the Mod .

vane injector. An engine efficiency performance of 89.7Z of theoretical was I4

obtained nad exceeded the winimum program perforamace requirement. However,

the Nod I 'injector had been modified to reduce its pressure drop at the

expense of its potential performance. Changes were made to the Nod IX and

Mod III configurations to obtain more uniform fuel distribution and the engine *
performance efficiency isrvead to approximately 91.71 of theoretical. Three

additional tests of the Hod 1I and III injectors were conducted with the 40-Lit.

L* chamber. Two tests indicated approxf istely 2.5Z decrease in efficiency..1

Howver, one test indicated a 93.2Z efficiency (1.52 increase) which vw" the

_- highest indicated efficiency achieved in all the etaged-ci.mbustion tests. This

high performance was unexpected with the reduced L* (4O in.), and the test

j" data were subjected to an extensive analysis. No errors could be found. It

is felt, therefore, that the data point is correct, and the hilh petforisance

j can be attributed to the increased mixture ratio and the improved fuel m

distribution.

(C) Only one of the ren valid tests did not achieve thb 87%

minim=m performance goal. This test was condu6cted vith the original 44-tube

injector. Because of the coarse fuel injection distribution, the fue: S
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i,.::dzation and dispersion were not as fine as that achieved by the 396-tube -.

,..u injector and only 83.9% of theoretical specific impulse was obtained. To

tve the atonization characteristics of the tubular injector, the fuel

injection tips were modified by a pattern of weld beads and 90.2% engine

efficiency was obtained with the modified 44-tube injector. The injector was

uperated with 90% H202 and Alumisine; however, the performance efficiencies of

the 90Z H202 and 98% R202 are comparable.

C. Detail Performance Loss Analysis 4

(U) Not all of the ten possible performance losses considered

by the Interaction "heory method of analyAis were significant enough to warrant

consideration sin the 98% "2021Aluntine-43 system. The magnitude of the noszle

heat loss was estim..ted to be only about 0.12 or less of vacuum specific impulse •

and was therefore neglected. Kinetic losses were also negligible at the high I
chamber pressures and moderate eitr-area ratios considered for the advanced

propellant system. Mass-distribution effects were likevise neglected because

mass distributLon at the face of the secondary injector was essentially uniform. * *
Thus, only nozzle-friction and noxzle-Seomtry losses; chamber heat and friction

losses; and energy-release, mixture-ratio-diatribution, and &as-particle

performance losses were considered potentially significant for this analysil

and a discussion of the resulting detail analysis follows. I * I

(1) Nozzle Friction Loss

(U) Nozzle friction loss was calculated by uoing Aerojet- I
General's Computing Services Division Program P-133, which is based upon the 5

extended Frankl-Voishel expression for average skin friction. Nozzle friction

ioss is primarily determined by nozzle length. Friction loss for the smooth-

.•alted nozzle of the Advanced Propellant Staged-Combustion engine with an
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exdt-aroa ratio of I0:1 and an exit half-angle of 15 de•,aees was found to he

less than 1% of theoretical vacuum specific ijpulss. A slight roughening of

the nozzle surface, caused by minor ablation of the nozzle wall during teitin<,z

was not consid.tred significant enough to require correction for rough wall

nozzle friction loss. S

(2) Nozzle Geomtry Loss

(U) The nossl. geometry loss Oas calculated on Aerojet-

General's Cw~uter Program 10036 to be about 1.7? of the sum of delivered I
specLfic impuloc ane noasle geometry loss. I

SN.G. 1.7 DL N.G.J

M) Chamber Heat and Friction Loss

(U) The effect of chamber boundary layer (heat and
fricrion) losses on the performance of a large rocket engine is insignificant

because the cthamber surface area per unit of propellant flow rate is low: 5

therefore, these losses are usually combined vith the energy release Loss.

However, in smaller rocket engines these losses becom siguitLceant; if summed

with the entr•y releuse loss and then scaled to the losses of a large engine,
the error in thui extrapolation may becoup quite large, predicting higher-chan- i a
actual performance losseas for larger engines, and conversely, lover-than-actual I

losose for smaller engines. Since the Advanced Propellant Staged-Combustion

engine is of intermediate #Ise (20,000 lbf thrust) these losses vere identified
separately.

(U) The heat transfer to the atmlative chamber liner was

found to be minor due to the low thermal conductivitl' of the ablative material.
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However, the heat transfer to the silver-infiltrated-tungsten throat insert

was signiftcant. The mean bulk temperature within the thermal boundary layer

was c.Iculated to be reduced by about 1. ;,,•cause of chamber heat loss. The

effect of this heat lose upon engine performance was to decrease overall

speific impulae by about 0.5 sec. Of this performance loss, about 75%

occurred upstream of the throat and the remainder (an interaction loss)

occurred within the nozzle expansion cone. Viscous effects in the chamber

resulted in a drag of about 39 lbf, corresponding to a performance loss of

about 0.5 sec with the 70-in. L* chamber.

(U) The mttbode used to calculate chamber heat and

friction losses are presented in Appendixes I1 and I11, respectively.

(4) Mixture-Ratio Distribution Loss

(U) The theoretical specific impulse of H 2 0 2 /Alumisine-43

decreases almost linearly vith increasing mixture ratio over the rtnge of from

0.5 to 1.0. Therefore, for small perturbations in local mixture ratio the

decreased theoretical performance in a stream tube with a higher-than-nominal

mixture ratio is almost exactly offset by the inceease in theoretical

performance in an adjacent stream tube with a lower-than-nominal mixtura

ratio, Thus the performance loss attributed to mixture-ratio distribution •

was zero for all tects listed in Table V1I with the exception of

Test 1.2-03-AAC-005. On this test, two adjacent vanes of the 36 available

vanes were completely plugged and restricted to fuel flow prior to testing.

A pure oxidizcr sector resulted with the remainder of the injector face being

fuel rich. The resultant maldiatribution in local mixture ratio was reqponlible

for the 2.6-Gec perforance loss noted. Only with such gross deviations are

.:iixcure-ratio distribution losses possible with H2 0 2 /Alumizine-43. Several

LrIsV, were cotiducted with the v.ne injector in which several fuel injection

tb•. at the iiiju~tur axis were removed and sealed without additional Loss. •
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S

(5) ,as-r'.rttcle Two-Phase Flow Losses

(C) Particle samples were collected in the exhaust plume

and anialyzed for both the vane and tubular injectors. Oaly particles having
diameters of 0.1 micron (u) and larger were considered. The ctoulative sample

weight Ls plotted versus particle diamoter in Figure 96 for both injectors.

The following statistical average@ were computed *ith the two samples:

Intiector -T. Vans 44 Tubglar •
4 3Number of Particles Counted 972 1551

Test No. l.2-03-AAC-007 l.2-02-AAC-004

Mass Median Diameter, microns 1.83 2.59

I Mass Mean Diameter, microns 1.21 1.33 S
4 Number Mean Diameter, microns 0.93 0.74I,

1I was noted that the 396-tuba vane injector yielded a finer particle size and
a more uniform distribution with fewer small and fewr large particles. This

was attributed to tho finer and more uniform secondary Alunizine injection

distribution.

(C) It was shown that representative g8s-partLcirn

performance losses can be calculated by using tIhe measured maos median particle S
diameter instead of the actual parLicle-site distrtbution. Figure 97 shows

the effect of particle diamter upon ttwo-phoes flow losses for the mixture-
ratio rangi. of 0.5 to 1.0. The pe,.formance loss iacreases with increasing

jarti-le Isiamater because of tha greater thermal and velocity lags for larsor

4 particl~e-. The loss also increaseg with decreasing mixture ratio because of

increasing mass fraction of particles ac the lower mixture ratio. The two-

phase flow 1oss0s presented An Table VI1 are based upon the measured 1.831.

m.jss niedien particle diaiaeter for the vane injector and 2 .5 6 u diameter for tne

4. tuuu)j-r injector, The resultant two-phase flow losses ranged between 1.2S
t,' 2..3. o< theoreticaI specific impulse.
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(6) Energy Release Loss

(U) The performance degradation attributed to energy

release lot Vas the single Uost significant performance loss of the Advanced

Propellant Staged-Coibustion System. There are two possible sources for •

energy release lose in the H 2 02 / Aluiaine-43 propellant system. The first

loss is caused by reduced availability of altminum, vhich occurs when the

temperature of zhe combustion flame is too low to malt the aluminum-oxide

coating on the aluinumn fuel particle. The other source of loss is attributed
to vaporisation and reaction rate limitations in attaining eoqplete combustion

and energy release efficiency.

(a) Reduced Aluminum Availability

(U) The energy release lose attributed to reduced

combustion enthalpy of unteacted aluminum may occur either because of insuffi-

cient chemical reaction ties or because of reduced aluminum availability. If
the loss occurs because of ntsufficient chemical reaction time, et increase in * *
temidence time (increued L*) will eventually eliminate this loss and will be
discussed in the following section. - owmver, if the loss occurs because of

reduced aluminum availability, i.e., the aluminum contained in the AlumiLine-4)

is not heated sufficiently to combust, a performance loss as great as 10Z can

occur even with an infinitely Long chamber. It has been found that the com-

bustion of aluminum is influenced by the melting of a protenttiw oxide coating.
The malting point of aluminum oxide is .41721 (.JANAF data), which is approxi-

mately the observed ignition temperature of aluminum. Thus, if the temperature
of the H2 0 zIN H reaction is kot above 4200*R, it io qute possible that the
nlurinum will not ignite. The theoretical combustion flame temperatures for

both the H2U2 N2 H 4 and H2 0 2/Al-43 re.ctLons art shown in Figure 98 as a function

of the rettalized propelLant mixture ratio from 0.5 to 1.0. Pretest anaLvsL.•
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indic..ted that at the lower and of mixture ratios, the H2 0 2 /N 2 H4 flaina

tcmperature (which neglects heat loss tc thu aswninum) was marginal for assurance

of Al2 03 malting based on the N2 H4 ccmbustion theory. Hoeoter, analysis of the

test data indicated that no perceptible i.%crease in performance loes could be

attributed to reduced aluminum availability down as low as 0.487 mixture ratio.

Therefore, it must be concluded that even with marginal H 2 0 2 IN2 H4 flea tempera-

tures, local ignition of the aluminuo occurs and provides sufficient heat to

p-rmit complete aluminum availability. Howver, it is also rsealied that some

lower mixtur%-ratio Ulit mot exist where the aluminum will no longer become •

available for combustion.

(b) Vaporisation and Reaction Rate Limited
Energy Release Loss

(U) Propellant vaporization rates have been cal- --

culated analytically for conventional propellant systems on the basis of injec-

tor design parameters which influence atomLiation, from propellant transport

properties which determine propellant volatility and from chamber design * *
criteria which determine propellant residence time within the chamber. The

energy release efficiency of such engines can often be predicted from vaporisa-

tion criteria within an accuracy of + IX. The oxidizer (H020) for the Advar.,.ed

Propellant Staged-Combustion System is decomposed in the primary combu.° ard

therefore its resultant energy release loss In the secondary combustor due ýo

unvaporized oxidiser is nil. On the other hand, the transport prop.rtios

(surface tension, viscosity, and heat of vaporization) of AliirOin6 are not

known with sufficient accuracy nor are the characteristics of uou-Ne•itonia

propellant etomiaation adequately known to permit calculation of Alumizine

ato•ization and vaporization rates. Therufore, the antrgy release effictency

of the Advanced Propellant Staged-Combustion Engine cannot be analytically

calculated and was determined as the difference between the l:,..orstical and

'pjcrimentally measured specific impulse less all other ,da?,ulable performance
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(U) The energy release loss determined by difference

in this manner is listed in Table VII and plotted versus mixture ratio in

Figure 99. Although the precise magnitude of the vaporisation races cannct be

analytically calculated, the vaporization model can, nevertheless, be used to S •

cxplain the observed experimental trends of engine efficiency as parameters

are varied.

(U) For examsple, the energy release efficiency

(ERE) can be defined by:

K EU x [ a (Z Fuel Yap.) x

[(100 x W) + (1001 x f)] X I ' 0/F

Where: O/F * Engine Mitxture Ratio, W /Wf

And: E Effective Vaporized Mixture Ratio, x O/F x 0 U
(Z Fual Vap.)

However, because the H 202 is completely vaporized vithiu the primary coubustor

the energy release loss can be attributed solely to the unvaporized fuel. T he

energy release efficiencies for various engine mLxture ratios are shove as a S •

functton of fuel vaporized in figure 100. The resultant fuel vaporizacion

rates which were inferred from the measured energy release losses wore then

plotted versus mixture ratio in Figure 101. The only sigtificant influences

observed to affect fuel vaporizetLon rates vere injector design (which

influences atomization) and chamber length (which determines propellant stay

time).

(C) The orizinal (Mod 1) 396-tube secondary ir. jetor

conSi•ted of about I-in.-Iong tubes which were bet.t Eo achieve a uniform Fuel S •

di•tribution betiuen the vanes as well as downitream of each vane.
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However. because of an excessive hydraulic pressure drop through the secondary

injector vanes and tubes, the Injection tubes had to be reduced in length to

0.05 l. to attain the required fuel flow rate with the available system

pressurt drop. However, when the tubes were shortened, the bent portions of

the tubxs vere cut off; this produced a configuration resembling that of a

showerhead, with fuel conocentration directly downstream of each vane and

oxidizer concentration between each vane and at the injector axis. Thua, the

nonuniform injection distribution of oxidiser and fuel resulted in a fuel

vaporisation rate of 90.2 + 0.22 and a corresponding 6.152 energy release lose

for the 70-io. LV chamber. To decrease the energy release lose, the fuel

injection tubes of the H&d 11 and Hod III variations of the 396-tube Injecto:

were replaced by tubes of larger dLamter. The larger tubes reduced injector

pressure drop permitting longer tubes which could then be bent to retain the

uniform fuel distribution. Furthermore, the larger tubes reduced the fuel K
Injecrion velocity and thus the fuel residence time within the chamber was

Licreased. The above modification increuaed fuel vaporisation rate by

approximately 32, which improves the energy release Officiency 2X.

(C) When the Hod IX and Mod III injectors were I
tested with the 40-in. L* chamber instead o! the 70-in. L* chamber, two tests

indicated a 2.52 decrease in energy release efficiency in sgreemert with the

greater loses which would be predicted by the propellant vaporization model if

atomization is assumed constant. However, Test Number 1.2-03-AAC-002 with S

the Mod III injector also at 40-Ln. L* indicated approximately 1.5% performance

improvement which, if real, Is contrary to what would logically be expected.

It is possible that there are factors other than those considered In the ¶

vaporixzatLon model that influence this performance. 4 •

(U) In addition to the effect of chamber length

(or L*) upon energy release loss, the vaporization model also prtdicts that

contraction ratio has an affect. For example, the Advanced Propellant *
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Staged-Combustion chamber has a 5:1 contraction ratio. If chamber characteristic

length were maintained constant and the contraction ratio were reduced to

approximately 2.0, the vaporisation model would predict approximately 1.6%

increase in energy release' efficiency for the same injector atomization

characteristics. This performance imrovemnt is predicted because as con-

traction ratio decreases, combustion gas velocities at every comparable point

within the chamber will be higher and uniform, thus resulting in increAsed

heat cransfer and mass transfer (vaporisation) rates for the propellant within

a given axial chamber length. However, other considerations besides performance

may determine selection of design contraction r4tio. for example, contraction

ratios of tour to five are normal for a high-pressure combustion chamber because

of other considerations, such as injector geometry, pressure drop, and

packaging.

(C) Overall engine efficiency for the original 44-

tube secondary injector on Test l.2-002-AAC-004 was 83.92. This low engine

efficiency resulted from 11.12 energy release loss and 832 fuel vaporization b 0
rate. The high energy release lovs (in a 70-in. L* chamber) was due to the

poor atomization characteristics of the reduced number of injection elements.

However, by modifying the element tips vith weld beads the atomization

characteristics were subs~antially improved, The modlifiction resulted in

noncircular orifice exits, which improved stomisation by the following Mech-

anisms:

(1) Decreased orifice area which increased

injection v•elocLty. (This assumes that the performance gain through Increased 6

atomization outweighs the lose resulting from reduced stay' time.)

(2) Lncreased dispersion through nonunitormn

*.at vulocity iuofi1e across orifice.
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(3) Increased effective orifice surface area

per unit flow area.

By thuz improving the atosisation efficiency, 90.22 engine efficiency was I

obtained with the modified 44 tubular injector. It should be noted that the

latter test was conducted with 902 R 202 instead of 982 11202; however, the per-

formance improvement camnot be attributed to the H1202 concentration because there

was no perceptible change in efficiency between Teasts 1.2-03-AAC-003 and -008,

which were basically setlar except for 11202 concentration. Furthermore, the

H 202 is decomposed in the primary cobustor eand umnot influence energy release

efficiency.

(U) d. Kaperimental Observations

There sere three tests conducted with 40.in. L* combuatlon

chambers thea produced data. Tvo of these tests were made using 981 11202 while

one was conducted with 902 R 202. Two teast produced performance below' that anti- p *
cipated for the uinxture-ratio condition, while one test produced the highest

performance achieved in the program.

(U) The ablative liners used in the high-performance 40-in.L*

test and a corresponding 70.in. L* test were compared in an attempt to deter- I
mine the distance from the injector face at which complete combustion occurred.

d It.was evident that the maximum material loss was at a station approximately

4 in. from the injector face for both La's. The chamber wall was smooth from

this station to the throat, thus indicating that the combustion gam was homoge- p

neous. It is hypothesized from the ablation experienced and high performance

that the 40-in. La chamber had sufficient volume to permit complete combustion

when tertfd with a high quality injector. The low performance tt•its with the

40-1n, [.* i,.h-hers, however, indicated unsymmetrical ablation and erosion of th,,
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lio.ra down to aid through the throat. This pattern seems to correlate to the

measured low perfor'mazce and may have been caused by injec'or deficiency. On

one of these teasts, two vanes were severely damaged, and on. the other, the

majority of the injector face tubes in the center were not used.

(U) From these observations, it is concluded that 40-in. LA

is sufficient chamber volume to obtain high combustion performance if a high

quality injector is used.

ea Correlation with Other Netallised Systems

(U) The combustion of heterogeneous and metal bearing fuels

differs from that of "neet" propellants. and significant differences have been

noted between the predicted and actual performance. A comparison was made

between the data obtained in the program and combustion data of other metallized

fuels. The performance of the 20K lbf thrust chamber was predicted by correlat-

ing test data from a number of mtalliaed propellants. The correlation param-

eter was the equivalence ratio (ratio of the stoichionstrie mixture ratio to

the mixture ratio under consideration). This paramater allows the comparison

of all propellent combinations In relation to the oxidizer balance. For

example: (1) an equivalence ratio (ER) of 1.0 refeor to complete oxidation of

all available Fuel (H 2 -.0 2 J, AlM 2 03, etc) ssuming no dissociation of the

producta; (2) an ER g*eater than 1.0 indicates a fuel-rich combustion; and

(3) an ER less than 1.0 indicates an excess of oxidizer in the combustion

producta.

(U) A correlation of the combustion efficiency of several

reprsesintative metall~zed propellant combinations (98% H2 0 2 /Alumizine-20, 2 0 /

A!'iziln,-43 emulsion, and air/propylpentaborane) with ER is shown in Figure 102.

cin be been that high combustion efficiencies are attained in a slightly
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fuel-rich condition, col repndiig to an ER of from 1.0 to 2.0. Combustior,

,- fio.iency begine to decline at an ER greater than 2.r,.

(U) The band shown in Figure 102 repreaents the estimate of

cc'nhustion efficiency for ihe 98% H2 0 2 /Alwmi:t.ne-43 popaLlant combination. •

The band wag draun above the majority of experimental data at the higher ER's

hecause combustion efficiency is strongly dependent upon !nJector configuration

and L*, and therefore, might be raised by applying unique design techniques.

(U) The specific impulse efficiency of the ancooled thrust

chamber was estimated by incorporating eimpirical, two-phase flow losses into

the combustion efficiency correlation. The result of the correlati.on, sho'.an

in Figure 103 as the crosc-hatched band, can thus be represented by: I
n n (combustion) x n(two.phaae flow).

Meanured performance data for N2 04/Alumitino-43 (Sel and emulsion) are plotted

foe comparison in Figure 103. L.owering of the band (dashed line band) b; 2% to

account for nozzle geometry losses provides an excellent agreemnt with the

* majority of the experimental data. Note that the speciric impulse efficiency S
shows a gradual rise ait th mi xture ratio approaches stoichiometric (ER from .

3.3 to 1.1). This rise corresponds to the rise in combustion efficiency shown

in Figure 102 and might indicate a higher delivered sa-Iafic impulse at higher 1
than theoretically optimum mixture ratios fnr 9A% H2O2 /02 umizine engines. d

(U) To examine the possibility that the un.ooLed thrust chaM- I
hvr might deliver higher pnerfnnmanre at a higher mixtitre ratio than the theo-

retical optimum, a plot of normalized specific impulse was made. The specific I
impille efficiency of Figure 103 was multiplied by the ratio

theoretical T @ mixture ratio I
th,.oeti,:al I Q JR 0.5.- 331.2 sec
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Figure 103. Estinmted arid Experimental Spen1fic Impulse Eftricency (•)
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IV. B. Technical Discussion (cont.)

to obtain the normalized efficiency shown by the cross-hatched band in Figure

104. The benefit of correlating the specifia impulse efficiency in tht nor-

malised faorm is that the maximum in the curve represents the aaximum delivered

specific impulse.

(U) The parformance data obtained in the present program are

also shoan in Figure 104. Note the excellent representation of the data if the

cross-hatched band is lowered by 2Z to account for nases geometry losses. Also

note that there appears to be no 0lftereoce within experimntal accuracy in per-

torfAnce between the 40. in.L and 70.in.L* chambers.
1.

(U) The concluaion go be reached frem both the analytical and

experimental studies is that the delivered I is practically constant from a

mixture ratic from 0.5 to 1.0 (viwh the possibility of being highest around

MRI-.0 and not at the theoretically highest 143.0.3). This unique characteristic

provides wide flexibility in engine design and also permits variations in mix-

ture ratio (because of propellant loading, propellant density variation) without

a resultart change in engine performace. 0 0

f. Extrapolated Perforaalce of 100,000 lbf Thrust Engine 6

(U) Based upon the demonstratced perforsance of the 20K

(20,000 lbf thrust) Advanced Propellant Staged-Coibustion Engine, the perforumcae

was extrapolated for a lOOK (100,000 lbf thrust) altitude engine. By separately

calculating the individual perforaance losses and by using the Interaction

Theory model, to extrapolate to altitude conditions, performance can be extrap-

olated to any other thrust level within +_1 accuracy. The study has shown that S

the 100K uncooled engine can achieve 93.8 to 95.22 of theoretical vacuum specific

impulse.
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i\, i, Technical Discussion (cant.) "

(U') The assumed engine operatin6 conditions are as follows: -

Propellants 981 H 2 02 /Al-43

Chamber Pressure 3000 peia t.

Hixture Ratio 0.6 through 1.0

Thrust 100,000 lbf (100K)

Nossle Exit Area Ratio 23il

Chamber Length 16 In. (comp.reble to 20K,
70-13. La. test) I

Furthermre, acaliu che 396-fuel-tube Injector at 201 would indicate a minisum

of 2000 equivalent fuel Injection tube" are needed on the 1001 injector to

obtain comparable euergy releae of ficiency. A decreased chamber contraction

ratio betveen 2 and 3 my further improve Aluumimne eombustion characteristics.

(U) Ad amplainad for the 20K engine, the v.eele heat lose,

ktnetic lose, end performnce loee due to mae diatributim effects were again

neglected for the 1001 engine analysli. The remaining app1cable performace-

losses are eumarleed In Table VITI at englee mixture ratios of 0.6, 0.8, and .. S *
1.0.

(C) A nozzle contour having an exit area ratio (Ae/IA) ofat.

23:1 was designed uaing Cosputer Program Job 447 for the 1001 ealine applica-

tion. Nozzle friction loan for thil design w"e evaluated using hArojet Comqut-

inl. Progran 48099. Nosgle performauce lossee due to frictional ead geometry

effects amounted to approximately 1.3 and 0.11, respectively. as, shown Ir

Table VIII.

(M) Chasmbev frictton and heat loss were evaluated by the

mo.,thodw described In Appendixes III and IV for both ablative end regeneratively

i,,I,,d conbiNtion chamberm. Becausa of the luw ratio of chamber eurface area

,,.,r mit wevl9 ht flow rate of hiRh-thruut enline*. chamber perfomnce 1o.n.•s

S
Page .
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Report 10785-F, Phase II

p ®
PREDICTED 100K ENGINS PEMPROlACZ•

ADVANCED PROPELLAXT STAGED COKIUSTION PRtOWiA (U)

Pc psia 3000 3000 3000

MR 0.60 0.80 1.00 41
F, lbf 100 1001 1001

AS/t23 23 23
Cblnber lmqtb, tn. 16 16 16

low* rteo, nc 350.7 344.6 346.4
I cb@mewr friction + hest 0.3 (0.2) 0.3 (0.2) 0.3 (0.2) S 6

a I oft 0 0 0

AI*, Goggle frLition, eec 4.6 4.6 4.6

A 610oossle heontry, eec 0.4 0.3 0.3

aIt , 2 plhe&, oec 1.9(e) L.7() 1.6(L)A

als ZR L, eec 14.4(b) 11.9(b) 9.9(b)

*xv, pred., ec . 329.1 3".8 329.7

Us, vac 93.94 94.61 95.16

2 R, 4.1 3.4 2.85 S 0 6

Z Fuel vaportsatiom 93.7 94.2 9M.7

( ) IeJgseatvely cooled cbAmer lose.
(a) Amesnuwi 2-sicrou particle else.
(b) Determined from extrepelated 20K .eiee date.

I
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"B, Technical Discussion (cont.) •

L,•h lOOK engine will be small. Chamber friction loss was calculated to be

0.2 sec of vacuum specific impulse for both ablative and regeneratively cooled

char.mbers and heat loss was found to be 0.1 sec for the ablative chamber only.

No performance loss occurs with the rogeneratively cooled chamber because the S

heat from the combustion gases is only transferred to the regeneratIve coolant

resultinR in a higher propellant injection temperature, and thus no decrease

results in overall chamber enthalpy from the engine system. Combined chamber

friction and heat losses result in less than 0.1Z perforuance loss.

(C) ?vo-phaee flow (ges-particle) performance losses will be

"smaller for the proposed 100K engine having a 23:1 exit area ratio nasals than

for the previously tested 10:1 area ratio 20K N 2 0 2 /Aluaisine angine. This

occurs because. the two-phase flow loss is almost at a maximum near the nasals

throat and decreases with increasing exit area ratio as shown in Figure 10S.

Effects of mixture ratio and particle eise ac the two-phase flow parforsmace

loss is shown in Figure 106. Performance loss, due to the particles, increases

for larger particle siste because of the greater heat retention(thermal la&) * *
'nd drag(velocity lag) effects. Two-phase flow loss also increased with decreas-

ing mixture ratio because of the higher mass fraction of particle flow rate.

The losses were calculated from Aerojet Computing Services Division Program

48067. At the 20K sngiue thrust level, analysis of the particle samples iadS-

ci.ted a 2.59-micron (w) mass median particle diameter for the 44-tube injector

-,nd a 1.83u diameter for the 396-tube injector. This indicates smaller par-

ticles are produced with a finer fuel injection distribution. A survey of the

,urrent literature also suggests that slightly larger particles have been

.ubswved for either increased engine thrust or larger throat diameters. Since •

S ... I..lntitative c'nnrlusonq could be derived from the literature; a Li mass

,rtivt* diameter was assumed for this prediction. The performamce loss due to

iS 1uted particle size is approximately 0.5% biut may ultimately prove to be

S ... I L'. v' mu(ch as IX.
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Report 10785-F, Phas. II

IV, B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

(U) It has been asumed that the secondary fuel injector for
a 1OOK lbf engine would be designed to provide a uniform fuel injection distri-

'utiot, across the injector face. This precaution would eliminate performance
'losses due to mixture ratio distribution effects. 4

(U) The energy releaso loss La the greatet potential per-
foumance lovs of the 100K Advanced Propellant StageodCombustion Engine. It is

assuned that the lOOK injector will be deasigne to emUlate the energy release

efficiancy of the Mid 1I end Hod III 396-tube injector. It will be necessary

to provide an injection tectmique equivolent to 2000 fuel Lnjecti.a tubes to
'3 achieve this performance. This energy release l has hee been derived from

Figures 99 and 100.IS4
I

I
I
I

I

* 4
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TV, B, Technical Discussion (cont.)

5. Heat-Flux Analyssl

a. Introduction

(U) Thmerochemical calculations have indicated that the heat

capacity of 981 H2 0 2 / 2 A sL= ine combustion system is significant. Little or no

data exist for thit propellant combination for which a reasonable heat-transfer

coefficient can be derived. It wea the Intent of this program to obtain heat-

flux data in the combustion chamber and throat of the 20,000-lbf-thrust 3000- •

psi combustion chamber.

(U) Heat-flux transducers were designed and fabricated from

silver-infiltrated ttmgsten rings in which theruouples had been buried to

measure the material temperature at vatious distances from the gas-side (inside

diameter) surface of the transducer. The design of these transducers can be

mean in Figure 44, and a detailed discussion of their design can be found in

Section IV,5,1.

(U) Temperature histories waer obtained from these trans-

ducers during four ataged-combustion tests, and th-. data war* correlated with

existing thermal models for determination of the heat-transfer coefficient.

The location of the tharmocouples for the two different heat-flux transducers

can be seen in Tables IX and X. The transducers were installed in the combus-

tion chamber and throat as can be seem in figures 44 and 48. Combustion

chamber heat-flux data were obtained in Tests 1.2-02-AAC-004 and 1.2-03-AAC-

001, 003, and 007. Thl, data obtained in Test 004 were previously analyzed by

a techniique which attempted to match ths entire operation of the combustion •

chamber, i.e., start, steady state, and shutdown. It became apparent that the

v;ariations existing in mixture ratio, pressure, and cnobustion efficiency dur-

inv. the start trensient made computer simulation of this transient vecy dif-

flulL. Aluo, Tout 004 resulted in very low performance efficiency, because * g

0,,rwo,;. fuel injection, as previously discussed.
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TABLE .

POSITION OF THERMOCOVPLE TIPS 7Oa HEAt FLUX TRANSDUCRSt4

TESTS 1.2-03-MAC-001, 003, AND 007

Area Thermocouple Depth From
Station MIifictlo% Surface. in.

Throat 1.0 4 0.101

3 0.251

2 0.501

1 0.751

SChamber 5.0 4 0.092

3 0.242

2 0.492

1 0.742

I TABLE X

POSITION OF THERINCOU•I TIPS FOR HUT TLU iDUC Za ( iIitt)
TEST 1.2-02-AA-004 1

Area Thermocouple Depth from
Station Ratio Identificetaton Surface, in.
Chmer 5.0 IVSCC3 0.086

TWSCC3A 0.210

TwSCC1 0.219

TWSCC2 0.468

TWSCC4 0.763

*e

i*
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., Tc;c.cal Discussion (cont.) I
(U) The data obtained during Tests 001 and 003 showed excel- S

lent correlation, and both tests achieved high combustlon offcifency. Data

from Test 007 have been included in the report but were not subjected to

further analysis, since the data from Tests 001 and 003 were considered to be

characteristic of the propellant systm.

(U) Table XI s" the observed and calculated parameters

representative of the steady-stats conAitions that existed during Tests 001

and 003. These parameters incl~ed combustion chamber pressure, axidirer and

fuel flow rates, and temperature of the oxidiser scram. Only the steady- "

state portion of the thrust chamber operetion was used to correlate the test

data.

(M) The thermodynsaLic properties of silver-infiltrated tung-

sten are shown in Figure 107 and were used an the basis for determning the

hest input corresponding to the temperature history obtained during the 'ests.

The temperature hitoreies obtained during all tests are shown in fligares 108,

109, 110. 111. and i12.

b. Method of Analysis and Assumptions

(U) In the thermal analysis, particular emphasis was placed

upon ccrrelating the data obtained at the chamber and throat sections of Tests

1.2-03-AAC-OOL &nd 003. since this data was representative of the syatem. The

tempeca:ure transienta of the three operative thermocouples (taken at the

throat section) of Tests 001 and 003 are plotted together in Figurs 113.

';inca the f.ring sequences of the two tests were identical, the respective

iqt temperature transients can 4e plotted together, by adjusting the timA to

!Ire S-oitch 2 (FS-2) so that both teats start their steady-state rise together.
U2 t r.1n.Ienct temperature data, as indicated by the thermocouoles, are in

,1,!, nL i'vt.fmrnt for the cwo testa. in addition, the te.peratutre results
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ENGINE OPERATION PARAME'rERS

* (STUADY-STATE VALUES) (U)

TEST .1•.2-03-MtC

4 Combustion tperataro, O1 6000 5900

molecular eiLght, lb/mole 11.7 14.0

randtil umber 0.4 0.41

S YViscosity, lb/ft/eec 5.8 a 106 6.1 x

SpcifiLc heat, Stu/Lb.-F 0."4 0.775
4 Chamber preossur, psi& 3000 3000

Oxidizer flow rate, Wb/ecW 29 30.5

Fuel flow rate9 le" 41 37.5

I Mixture ratio, 0.71 0.82

4 I

IS
I

I

I
!S
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Report 10785-F. Phase 11

IV. B, Technical Discussion (coat.)0

from Test 007 (Figure 112) are in fair agreement with 001 and 003. Therefore,

the analysis applying to Tests 001 and 003 would apply to Test 007.

MU During correlation of the data from the above toots, it

became ipparent that considerable tailoring of the theoretical conditions for

the start and shutdown trensimnts would be necessary in order to match the

experimental results. The correlation of theoretical conditions to actual

conditions conducted during the start and shutdown period for Test I .2-02-MAC-
004 wes inadequate and not sufficiontly accurate to determine thes heat-transfeor

coefficient. Therefore, the analyst* for Tests 001 sand 003 was based on the

establisluent of steady-state heat-transfer coefficients and fluxes and Ldi

not consider the start and shutdown portions of the dots.

MI) The merteristal results of Tests 1 .2-03-AAC-001. and 003

were quite reproducible (throat sect iou; see Figure 113). The data from
Test 001 wore analysed for the throat and chamber section during tits time

period corresposding to the steady-state portion of the test run. The tech- *
nique employed was to accept the temperature distribution that existed within

the thermocouple ring at the start of the steaidy-tate portion of the firing.

Heat-transfer calculations were then made using various heat-transfer cosfý'

ficients, and calculated actual co~maution temperatures in an effort to match

the transient portion ot the temperature curve@ corresponding to the steady-
state tiae period.

(M Temperature profiles were predicted within the thermo-
couple ring by usin~g existing comiputer programs which are based on a finite-

difference solution of the heat-con~uction equation. The vartation of thermal

cunductivity a&nd heat capacity with temsperature was Included in the analysis.
Hejat of tusion of the silver component in the thermocouple'ring was also

;1SNU~Iis'd to influence the tc~upersturq. gradient; however, the effect uf vaiport-

"t. Ln o f hilver was neglected. Tite validity of the latter 4ssuomption 1.j
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IVB, Technical Discussion (cant.)
®

Justified since the ring surface temperature is well below the saturation

LteMperature of silver at the operating pressure for the entire firing duration.

(U) Figures 114 sad 115 indicate the degree of correlation

obtained over the steady-state portion of the test rune for the chamber and S

throat sectiona, respectively. For examle, steady-state conditions for

Test 1.2-03-AAC-001 coimence at a time of about 6.3 sec. The theoretical

flame temperature during stable operation was calculatied to be about 6000R.

(U) Th steady-state See temerature and heat-transfer-

coefficilat predictions are beed on the mixture ratio, total flow rate, and

transport properties as shown in Table I1. The transport properties of the

chiamber g&see are based on the Zuken correction method as predicted by the

Aerojet 2871 Computer Program. These valuem were then used to determine the 5

heat-transier coefficients based upon the Colburn relationshipt

0.6 '1/3 0' 1/3
h 0-02 Pr Pr (9q 7) " • *

where:

D - diameter of chamber bore, ft

h a heat-transfer coefficient at chamber vial, Stu/hr-ft 2 -_F

k therme' conductivity of gee, Itu/hr-ft-F.'

Pr - ?randtl number of gas

Re - Reynolds nmber

*,T mass flow rate of propellant, lb/sec

a viscosity of chamber, gas, lb/ft-esc

.11 J,.- temperature was evaluated at a percentage of the theoretical value,

c-rinAsu#:- with the -* efficiency obtained in the tests during steady-state

.r ,*tjr,. .
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:V, a., Te'chnical Discussion (canL.)

c. Interpretation of Results

(U) In the early portions of thie program, results from the

first test, 12.-02-AAC-004, indicated a poor correlation between experimental

and analytical hset-tLnnefsr coefficients. From this work. it was later

determined that there was lack of sufficient data (e.g. flow characteristics)

to correlate the start &d shutdown transient@ to a meaningful Leat-trangfer

i €coefficient. to addition to the method of corelation. the low performance

and off-design operatloa of the thrust chamber during the test firing con-

ttibuted to the poet conrrlation obtained. Therefore, the present aaal/sis. 5

plaies major emphasis Oa obtaining only the eteady-etate heat-transfer coef-

ficioet and doese so by ignoring the start an shutdown transients. The heit-

tranafer coefficient existing during steady state is the moot Meaningful, from

the standpoint of future thrust chmbert design.

(M) The experitmtal ,thermocouple data for the steady-state

portions of the tests (l.2-O3-AAC-OL and 003) are shown In Fi•r•es 114 and

'.15. Superimposed on their respective graphs are the values of calculated

cherucouple temperature which were determined by making conduction-program

computer rums using various values of thermal resistance at the &as-wall

interface and selecting ,he run whose calculated thermocouple temperature best

matched the measured thermocouple temperature. The theTmal resistance at the

wall, R, W a/hobsA (ýwhee A is the heat-transfer arsa), determines the heat-

transfer coefficient, h which was assumed to be of the Colburn form excpc

that a "prefix" coefficient Is applied as shown below

(.023k 0.8 1/3hob. - (L/•) • Re"8t1
D R

I~e

. •
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. ,chinical Discursion (cant.)

a - the prefix coefficient

D - diameter of the Sam port, ft

h * heat-transfer coefficient at chamber vwal, fltu/hr - ft 2-F

k - thermal c7ndjctivity of gas. Btu/hr-ft-'F

Pr a Prandtl number of gas

Re - Reynoids number

(U) The value of i reflects the deviation from the theoreti-

Cal Colburn result. The calculations indicate that the experimental heat-

transfer coefficiente were about the same a the analytically determined

values.

(U) For this analysis, it woo assumed that the data were S

free of any anomalies. In relity, there were varioue effects which could

have influenced the result.. These weret (1) poor thersoccuple response (at

some test locetiuas) beemase of fabrication of instructetation; (2) Al 203

deposits -n the tranaducer ring surface; (3) and variable boundary effects

existing during the assumed steady-state perlod bsecuse of ablatiou of the

silica phenolic liner that composed the chamber. Thear effects should be

analysed In depth to find their separate Influences upon the data; however,

such a detailed analysis to beyond the scope of the progrks.
S

(U) The steady-state correlations £isow some deviation ror

tho innermost buried thermocouples. This is probably dui to side conduction

effects, since the analysis performed wev one-.iJsnsionol in nature and.

therefore, did not consider the heat input or rwjectLon to surrounding

m-aterlal. At the throat section it is quite 14k*ly that heat was transferrid

to the adjacent silver-infiltrated-tungeten throatr invert, since the inner

thcoru.ocouples indicate a lower temperature experlmentally r.han was estimated

inkl~ytiral calculation.
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(C) The heat-transfer characteristics flor the H2 OU'/

AiUw-,zine propellant combination can be summarized concisely In t;ýbular form

as:

Otint/.2,e.- Z of Colburn,

S-ct_ _i o _n T_, " h_ , A t u

Chamber 5540 3.9 x 10 65
(theoretical

j combustion
tr"Wratcue)

Throat 5"0 1.9 a 10-2 100
I (theoretical

re cow ry
toweraturs)

From the above met& (a) , it Ls clear that the Colbun eouatioa predLcts

reasonably vell the chdeer end throat haat-trmanfr cowftictentg for the

H2 0 2 /Alu•l•u•e43 system. For conservative preliumiary design utllizing

theme propellants, use of the Colburn equ•tij. am explained in this report

li recoimnded for the thrust choamer heat-transfer evaluation and musing of

all rejenerative, tranmpt:rtion, and/or uncooled chambers.

6. Test Zata AnalysisI
a. Combustion Stability Analysia-Test 1.2-02-AAC-004 p

*I ,
(U) Oscillations of 800 and 2.00 cps occurred on Test

1.2-02-A.4C-O04 bcveet a PSI + 6.9a and 1n1 I 7.40 smc, both in the primary

chamber and in the fuel feed system. Oecillations also occurred in the

omidiser mientfold but were insiguificant. During this time period, the TCA

was in Its start transient, with pressures in the secondary chamber ranging

from 50 to 70% of steady-state chamber pressures. The oscillations developed
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i: .d subsided very gradually, with no evidence of a pop or detonation to

;ýitilate or propagate them. The 3scillatilons in the fuel manifold had a pro-

dom.inant frequency of 800 cps at a peik-to-peak pressure of 110 psi, whereas

the two transducers on the preburner indicated pressure oscillations of

2400-cps, with so•e S00-cp osecillativn. at amplitudes of 125 psi (peak-to.-peak). b

(U) Test -004 differed from the first two staged-combustion

tests as follovw:

* (1) The fuel injector pressure drop was reduced 501 by

substituting the tubulat injector for the vane--type injector;

T'
(2) Thrust per *Ins-at of the tubular injector was a6

increased Len-fold; S

(3) Oscilldationes were prevent on Test -004, but did

not occur on previous tests;

*1 (4) Pressure drop through the turbine simu•ator woo

reduced significantly (Table VI). -

(U) Estimation of longitudinal acoustic modes for the corn-

* bination of the two chambers (preburnar and secondary combustor) indicated the -

existence of suach modes at oscillations of about 600 and 2400 cps. These

modes are difficult to calculate because of the complex interaction between

the resonance phenomenas i the preburner and secondary chamber. rho long feed

lines to the TCA were capable of resonance at a large number of frequencies in

thv.e two ransem. Since increaesng pressure drop In such a system can dJ4p

(;,(Illation@, the lowerin• of the pressure drop both through the turbine simu-

1,.t,)r dnd the fuel injector (as in Test -004) tended to increase the probabilitv
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Trechnical Diecueion (cont.)4

(0) The frequency at vhich the tubular injector would be

expected to reinforce acoustic oscillations vwa oustimated by using eapiriLal

correlationa compiled by Aerojet-Geueral. Theae correlations show the sensi-

tive time lag, t, as a function of chmber pressure and Injector orifice

diameter. The resonant frequency in related to T by

f.L

This frequency, which is a function of wen pressure and of the dieter of the

I injector elmnnts, was estimated to be 2500 cps at the presstre at which the

oscillatione occurred tn Test -004. This emplaine the occurrence of the 2400-

cps oscillations. As the chamber pressure continued to ris, the resonant

frequency during the combustion process also increased until coupling vith the

J chamber resonance was no longer possible. Therefore, the oscillations damped S

out. The 80-cps escillations my heve ben caused by a feed-systme mode

coupled vith a chamber mode, since they preceded the 2400-cps oscillations and

eaisted during preburner operation only.

(U) Oscillations in the feed system can be redu:ed or elimi-

nated, without Increasing pressure drop, by installing a side-branch resonator

one-quarter wave length upstream of the injector (Ref. 12). Koewver, such a

resonator would be effective only io Its-design frequency range. Other means

I of controlling the occurrence of oscillations are through the variation In

pressure drop and in chber dimensions. However, more analytical work would

have been required to successfully predict the effect of design changes on

system stability.

* (12) Since the pressure drop in the vane-type tnjecvnr was

lowered In the Mod III injector design, this injector wa also examined to

determine If combustton instability would occur. The stability estimates wer,,

4
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4-:od upon a more recent cotrelation si.milar to that given by Reardon (Ref. 12).

"t ýas assumed that the injection elements vith a diameter of 0.054 in. would

o•mi•ate since they carried about 901 of the flow. The folloving resulta were

obtained:

Chamber Pressure Combustion Resonant rreauency, cps

50% of stsady state 3700

75% of steady state 4200

1001 of steady state 4600

It was concluded that in the pressure range considered, resonant interaction

with 'the 2400-cps longitudinal mode would not occur and that interaction with

the 5600-cps first tangential mode of the secondary chamber was not probable.
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SECTION V

CoTCLUSIONS

(U) The analytical an& wcparinental programs conducted under this contract

have resulted in the development of a technology b•at from which an advanced

rocket engine system using 3202 and Aluilsine, or other heterogeneous fuels,

4 could be developed. The conclusions dram from these studies are categorized

according to the major tasks in the cQetract.

4 A. TRNIUT COOLIG A•MLYSIS

S(U) 1. A kemera;ively cooled thrust chamber assembly for on engine

using H202 and Alumisune can be safely started, shut doan, and restarted with

proper control of propollant phasing in the coolant jacket and turbine.

(U) 2. This thermal barrier coatings composed of niutures of metals

and oxides end having low thens" coaductivity show significast advantages

over thick tungeten coatingsa for coolent tubes, becauen the hea lsoak back

I tfre the thin coating is less promomwed.

(U) 3. The start en shutdown transients of a cooled a12 0 2 /Alumiuine

engine must be olditer rich to satisfy transient Cooling requiroments.
I
4

a. PUKMN.

(U) 1. A 98o 3202 preburner can be operated satisfactorily with

throughputs up to 110 pain and pressures in excess of 4500 psi. Significant

s reductioa in catalyst length is possible through the operation of the catalyst

pack at h6ih pressure.

(:) 2. The expe*rimental catalyst, Jeveloped by he FMC Corporation

und the Age catalyst Company, has both the activity and the high-temperaturt!

r,,.,Jt;ifce required for decomposition of hirh.-concentration 11202. S

rait, 247
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V, 3, Preburner (cont.)

(') 3. The decompesition temperature of 90 and 982 M202 'a only
slightly affected by pressure.

(U) 4. Pure silver ay beued as an active catalyst for 982 H202
provided it to included only in the entrance portion of the catalyst pack

where decomposition is initiated and pack temperature ts low. I
S

(U) 5. The unique peck construction, nu which uickel-mnases.
screens are interspersed between the active catalyst screse, prevent$ the

pack from losing Its precompactIon. I

(U) 6, The catalyst developed for use with 962 8202 is also satis- T
factory for the decomposition of 902Z M202.

C. STAIO •IlU3•TII

(U) 1. High specific Impulse efficiency can be obtained wItth staged I
combustion of 1H202 and Alu.maiuna.

(U) 2. High perforname with staged combustion using 91202 and I
Alumizino is obtained through the maxima dispersion of Alumisine Into the T ,

gaseous ox4diser stream.

(U) 3. Tungsten resists erosion satisfactorily when exposed to the I
* LI Products Of combustion Of 11202 and A.1u*±itie at mixture ratios up to 1.0.

Therefore, tungsten is applicable to an advanced H202 /Alunmitie combustion

chamber provided that a high performance, nonstreaking injector is used.

"4.. High-pressure staged combustion of 11202 and Alumizine has no
inherent combustion instability.
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V, C, Staged Combustion (cont.)
*

(U) 5. The staged-combustion cycle is applicable fnr use with this

propellant combination.

(U) 6. A pelfornimse level in enese of 932 of t&erstlcal 1. for
a lO0,O00-1bf-thruit engine is predicted an the basee ef the perfonkence

obtained In the 20,000-lbf-tbuslt tests.

(U) 7. Thbe eb.mebstei effiiency of %0 2 aed Alaw"L8s is ladependeat

of the .202 comeantrattie ever the cncentration reas fim 90 to 96Z.

* a

* 6

* 0
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SECTION VI

IrCOMIEDATIONS

(U) This section contains recommendations for further study that vould be

required to obtain the tIecholq~y for a high-ptessure staed-combusotin H202/

Al •nas e"&ine (or an englas based upon a related heterogeneous propellant

system). This discuseone ho bees organized according to areas of technology.

A. PI'POAW I

W) 1. The effects of mixture ratio, studied on a Uliited basis in

i this contract, should be further evaluated to optimize the operating mixture

ratio aM. obtain the umaim delivered to for a candidate rocket engine

j system.

(U) 2. The effeet of chesie in characteristit leogth (L*) has bee
investigated in this contract, The investigction of the effect of L om per-

formsece should be eut-sedsd to inVestigat L 'e loes than 40.

(M) 3. An objettiva of this contract wen to determine the feasibility

of hig-pressure staged comttust0ea of 1 2 /A0 idiL5o-4). This propellant con-

bLnattou should sloe be cesidored for low-pressure (preasure-fed) systems.

Consequently, an evaluation of tlb effect of combustion ch4aber pressure on

performance is reoiomudd.

Wi( g 4. Pos t a•alytical studles hve indicated that the alumlium
loadng o hydrazine should be optimize for % partiua anles system. Coo-

bustion esperiments should be A .',4 dater"ro.l h, px,*. - aluminum load- S
itu for an H202 and AluaLsine sysaem to obtain the maximm deli'ert•is with

the ux.imum propellant density.
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VI. Reconmmendations (coat.)

B. OO0LING

(U) 1. The.major objective of this programs In the ares of cooling,

was to investigate the re•geerative COoIinS characteristics of 962 N202 0

These studies indicated that a high-pressure regeneretively cooled TCA viii

require a 43000F thermal bWrier. To further evaluate this cooling technique,

thermal barriers capa:be of operating ast 4500f should be dqveloped.

(U) Other cooling techniques are promising and feasible but S
require further investigation. Tranepiratiua cooling with liquid X 20, and

decomposed M2 02 should be investigated.

(U) 2. The mt near-tern application of this propellent combination

to a rocket engine system would be through the uee of an uncoeled (heat sink)

type combuetion chamber. This type chnber would utilize tmugsten and silver-

infiltrated tuengten as the fleaw barrier. Lang-duration testing of a tungsten-

lined heat-mink type cauhustion chamber should be conducted to demonstrate the

feasibility of this approach. * .

(U) 3. A high-pressure staged-eombustion U2 0210 , /AlsaiaLne eanine has

availablo large qunaitites of high-pressure gas. Coaequently, the film
cooling characteristics of high-pressure, decomposed H20 2 should be investigated.

(U) 4. The cooling characterlstica of 1202 with rolling contact bear-

ings uhould be Investigated, because an engine system using this propellant

coabinction, or K202 in coubinatio with mother fuel, would use the H 02 as a

bearing coolant. S

S 6
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V1. 8, Cooling (cont.)

(U) 5. The most nsar-teim application of this propellant combination

should consider the use of 902 1 202 instead of 962 H 2 0 2 asinc the decomposi-

tion temperature Is lose than 14001Y3 current Curbiiie and catalyst tec~hnology

is directly applicable. The lower 1 2 02 ocSCOtratiazi. however, reduces the

specific Impulse by approxi~mately 12. Therefore, higher performiance can be

achieved with 962 832 02 as the oxidiser. The decomposition temperature of 961
H 2 02 is approximately 1600'?7, which will therefore requIre the use of high-

toomperature or -ooi*" turbine blade techaology. Turbine cooling techniques

and oxidiaer-reasi~teat higib-t~emrature materiels should be I~nvestigated.

C. CATALYTT

(U) 1. The decomposition of 90 mad 982 It20 at high~ pressure has been

accomplished wItL sn dvanced uatelyat material. This now catalyst material

has a high malting temprature md good activity. However, Indications are
that the activity of the catalyst wee reduced as a fumctliom of exposure to the

f ~ H0. Further investigation of this alloy end coatings for the alloy material0

is required to ensure long duration and restart capability for 12 0 2 osonp ro-

pellant Sa gafterat~tu.

(U) 2. The catalyst pack. construction, although unique, was based on

the dasign requirementa for small monpropelleet reaction motors.* A high-
pressure 202 /AlumiaIln& stAged-eckmbution engine would "equlire a Unique Cata-

I lyst housing volume. Consequsatly. further lmvestigotion of catalyst con-
struction, In particular tie radial flow ustalyet pack&, to required.
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VI, Recommendationa (cont.)

U. DESIOS : 
4

(U) Special de.tign techniques are required for the Alunizine componetnts

in an advanced rocket engine eyatem. Any heterogeneous fuil haa the potential

of deteriorating in an open system after use and thus producing a solid

residual material which must be considered in the system desig. Deeign tech-

niques should be developed for the Injectors and controls of a rocket engine

system using heterogeneous propellmta. Design of co'aseint having the cape-

bility of reuse without disassembly for cleaning should be investigated.

E. MISSION4S AND APPLCATION "

(U) This propellant combination should be investigated for its appli-

cation to advanced booster engine systems, upper stage, amd in-space propul- .

sion. Specifications should be developed for these applications that would be

used as a basis for the design of systems and components for any future candi-

date rocket engine.

* 0
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A. ENGINE FLOW MDEL

The objective of this portion of the analysis wui to develop an

analytical modal of a p7ototype engine capable of predicting fuel and oxidizer

flow rats during a variety of possible shutdown transients.
I

To keep this model am simple as possible, a number of simplifying

assumptions ware made. These aasumptiwAs and their justification are:

(1) Pump cavit:tion Is neglected and inzi oer-pump performance is

incl~uded in the mm~in-pump performance. Cavtation is sedoom a problem on shut-

Sdownsbecause decreaseig speeds and flov rates. Simlarly, inducer perfor-

mance on shutdown. starting from a steady-state operating point, should follow

the main pumps closely.

(2) Fluid inertisi are neglected. This Is justified because the

main error introduced will be in pressures umtream of the valves. The effect

on flow rates for reasoaeble lian le*gth. vill be small.

(3) Primary combustor Sas properties are assumed to be constant.

Thia is justified by the nature of the deoomposition process in tt%e catalyst

bed. Although temperature, will vary with oooling-jackat exit temperature, this

effect was neglected because one of the objectives of the thermal analysis is

to keep the exit temperature nearly constant.

(4) Propellant fluid densities are assumed to be ons tant with

tima throughout thr system. The justification for this assumption is the same

a above. S

With these assumptions, it is possible to represent engine perfor-

mance by only three differential eqations in three ,w.knowns: PPC, primary

combustor pressure; Psge secondary combustor pressure; and N, turbopump speed.
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Wddicional auxiliary equations, required to relate these three parameters, are

lised below in their usual fors; for computer solution there will be a further

combination of terms. The control parameters are Cov and C ,, oxidizer- and

fuel-valve resistance, respectively, which are input as functions of time.

1. OxidPzer Line and Pum (

2 W

PoD Ppc +TCo( CRp Ln)

oD 0o + Fo2 0 pl + Cop 2 (9 N op3  ' (0mp)

These equations will be combined to Sive a quadratic and W .
0

Valve resitance& are to be input am functions of time. It is triaonable to

assume that admittance (114c) varies linearly with tinm, thus:

oT w ov. Tv2

T ft2 T tfv

Subscripts

S - Steady-state

I - Closing starts

2 w Closing ends

S
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2. Fuel Line and 1um

2S

• * J d + 2 + C 2 (W 4 C - (Puamp)

These equations viA1 be emoblad to give a quadratic in Wt.

3 L
SI3. Caa-Uvatam Prmaure DfmiI

It io assumed that the ratio of the i.Mividual pressure drops

to the toal Ppc"o) remais aamstant. TW preegure ratio* are requaired S

CP ( for comutlag turbine weight flou, and Pg2 for mepltia turblee work).

A reaction turbine o assumd.

P P" e.- cv (P.. - ?.) 1 1)2,21 Pt - T pe-Pt

4. Thbimut W~eirh, Fla

II
Test for choked f1,w,

If P CId (" ' a

W. CT6  PC - C3 PC -%P. ,
S

S
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b.I~rbine Outnut

Zuentropic Spout1Ing Velocity:

V i. CTJT

4 ~Turbine Ifficimasyt

'T 1. VL+CT \

Turbine Torquat

W V.

6. L .~ m

0 0N P44.~ + cOP6(%M)] 
S

0~2 Icw
f f LP f?5~~ 0 r\.7

7. Seaondagy Co.ebua tor

"IRa WT/wE

c* a C al + C 2 (mu+ *Cs 3 (MR.)' + * s
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Flow at Noszle Throat:

IJ 8. Fov* s�lae, a% Turbine'

I dt OT oI'D f.

II dPw

10. C~ntimd-v k eJ fT S-,mmnaw Cadub tar

j I (€*1 " + -"T

C d?
W T +t

a. gu.zNl FLOW n OinVa T F

An Iimplict wumerical metbod using bacWard time differencea hae
bows progra•ed to solve the abov englne system model. The Inhere.t' atability,

fe4ure of an implicit umthod, coupled vitih the relatively smll inertial

effects of the present syste@, allou the use of large time r teps. This

advantage is gained at the cost of solving the system diffeors.e eqtuations

i sLimat•mnuuly at each time step. Mowever, a relatively * iu•le iterative pro-

cedure has been developed for this solution, and it appears to have good con'-

o Vergenzo chapacteristics.
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The primary or outer iterations adjust the primary and xecondary
combustor pressures simultaneously; an inner iteration loop determines the
fuel flow Wf for each outer iteration. Therefore, the iteration equations
given below for timo t are written in term of assumed preseurds Xp and X5 ,
calculated predauree Yp and Ya. an assumed fuel flow rate Xfs and a calculated

fuel flow rate Y.V

"- b
1. Iteration Procedure and Zeustions

7
With assumed primary and secondary combustor pressures, the

pressure ratios Pt& a. known and the turbine ueight flow WT may be calculated
froe Section A,4. The oxidizer flow rate is then datevuLned from

W8  -WT+ . (X - O)a T at Pp

in •hich P' .m the known primary pressure at the previous time step, i.e.,
pC

at tine t - At. In the inner iterations for Wf the assmed flow Xf is used
to evaluate the secondary combustor mixture ratio MR end thus c01 the calcu-

lated fuel flow is then given by r

Y " A (c)'A (t ( -;s)

in which P' is the secondary pressure at time t a •t.
sOc

After the inner iteration converges to Wf, the turbine speed
N is determined from the turbine force balance; the latter yields the following
quadratic in N: S
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(P o Col4 + f C fP4 m I + (C0 15 w W+ CgiPUf + iL 11 C ) ?N

C C
No + W 2 =W 2) +aj +)"At ws "-To Vi T €o O f f"

In vhch NI' Is the turbine speed at t1M t - At. Lach outer or pressure

Lterat4on is €opleted by obtaimin8 calculated pressures from the line and

pump pquations to Sections AI sd A92. Thus.

Tp 1 as +a Po0 C0 12 +C0 2 Wo S

. co.Cor T - %3 + (t).a

V2oT Tt + 3•C P 1 + Co i( O

2.1/

I° S

I lmuton's method il used to modify~ XJf In te Lmloo•set Iestlosag

thusT fo the (a 11 +2 UsCitraio

j IP

thu., for t ih ( f+ 1)st +teratton 
5

IV- Ye

with - (x s P' +

d X~ f s) c) t J 2X
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t10sc iterations are started using the fuel flow Wf from the previous outer

Lteration, or from the previous tine step in the first outer Iteration, and

arc terminated based on the convergence criterion

3. Outer Iteration"

A tvw-dimumiaonal version of Newtons a uothod to ued tv.
modify the assumed pressurae in the •Suer iteratioms. Thum, for the (a + !)at

iteration

x.. " %,ap. + p

with A and A from the si.mltaneous solutiou of [
p

m.u.. ,o ,.,-, , (,... ... ,.. -,
~ ~ 3 5  -Yo (13~3 + %1. I*,M) Y* T~ [ (I!*.- *O. + ) - Y-

in whichY * y X *X ) Y.

Y Yo (Xp,.X, 3 ) I"

-. S
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The perturbation increments 8X and 61 a ae selected as

px y
p p to xp'ju

wi.th the reaeritiCou tbat

iy

la'sI p %.ap~

3 ~These Itut~ious are stacted us~ft the prewe.,r from the preftoma time stop,
i.e., ZI a F'~ MW le a' ,P4 emt are tezulsted hused ou' the utmultaoeous

4 aonvergabcs criteria

p

C. LOCAL CIUMIk-MALL AVALY3SI

IThe equatloo for canductlos in the coattag. &*$mU conatan:

therual conductivity. Is

(00) - K 1±. (z4 1)
c cat c r at a
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which is subject to the boundary condition

K -4 h (T - T ), r -( 2)
c ar g r C (|

at the hot-gas surface and to heat-flux and tsmeragura-c<ntinuity. requireaents

at the tube-vall interface.

An approximate solution of the coating conduction equation

will bo used to smplify the analysis. Instead of solving the partial differ-

antial equation pointvisu, i.e., at each radial poeition r, an Integral forn

will be solved using an assumed temperature distribution. In this vay, the S 4

conduction equation is reduced to an ordimsry differentiel equation in tima.

This technique is analogous to the veil establiahed Integral methods of

boundary-layer theory. Its application to heat conduction is videly reported

in the literature and has proved to be surprisingly accurate using simple "

temperature distributions.

Integrating Equation I over the thickness of the coating yields

aT 1 T
00i1 r t K- ta

in which T is the area-weighted average temperature of the coAting. The

temperature distribution in the coatin8g is aseemed to be of the forn .

Tc (r.t) - Ti (t) + a(t) + b(t) C2

in which

r r
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Ju',;tLuging in the above Integral or energy-balance equation gives

r 62r 3 ()

a dt
c

The s--eLa bom• ry comuit.on (Iquatiom 2) require*

a1 (a,+2b) -T rT. ,b (B 4)
in whian,| i

K
Shi "- (im e $"-eide Uio mimer)

S-.CThe def.altise of T yilds

"T c T, + r1 j+ 2 b (24 5)

r +!

ComblaUS ia quations- 4 end 3 Styes

+ I,

2 !I + 1 -2
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2. Tubtl~ 1.dl.

The :ube wall will be t"teat~d in the same way as the coating.

The integrated conduc:ion equation or energy balance ii s

(PC),jr~dW at Ku I4  r ar % ;r r rr- ri-rr. r L , |'

The tube-vall te•perature distribution io asused to be

TW, (r,t) - TL(t) + s(t)n + d(t)n2  [

in which

na .1. .S 0

6 w

I.
I.

Subutitutiu4 Lu the enety-balance equtiso give

_, a I
.. L -sq:4 d 7r

The eioaamt-eide boumdavy couditis require. p

K6, jr- hL (TW -TO) r' rL

from which •

BLcm TL~ (Eq 8)
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in which

B3e (nv6vrae coolant-s14a flot rmnbar)

The defin.ttm of TV Sivea

* 4
-W T + a + a Eq9

In which

r +

t ~2" 3rw'i "

Combling I9quatios 8 and 9 yields

4 Th- (a Ad(sq 10)

3. Intprfpeu (ndfrmann * 4

At ti. lnterfaoe of CoaCtng and tu. wall, Continuity of
temperature and heat flux rapire

Tt * TL + c + d (9q 11)

.ad

Ka - c + 2d (Eq 12)
rewpectlvely, in which KU K C 6 W/ L 6C.
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From Equations 10 and 12

C TW - 2 (Eq 13)

co, + 'A)-a - -T Z 4
2(01 + Y -5 2

Expressing Equation 11 1o terms of Teand s

- aa 8- ý• + ( - 0) c •4 U(1 o2)d

Substituting Equations 6, 13. and 14 for b, c, a;d d "ives

+ 2 1 2(oi 'L +O 1
T r -Tb - 2 (T r-f) 2a(W T

a~~~ 2.14-L2.)

20~ ~ ~ ~ 115)a2 B+

*

Use of Equations 6, 13, 14, and 15 in the energy balances
(Equations. 3 and 7). eliminates the auxiliary parametes a, b, c, and d and

defines T Cand Yin terms of the boundary-condition variables Trh . h LO
and 2

4. Boundary Conditions

The gas-side boundary-condition variables are related to ýhe

flow.-systutu variables as folloiw.:
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T Cr + r+ ÷ ir (MR) + Cr2 (Mkj + Cr3 (MR) 3 + Cr4 (n*4!'•

n 3

• I "r5

ha Cz+Ci(M)+C2(l 2 + 73OR

in which the fuaction Z (T Ci/TV) is tablei4nput end is evaluated at the begin-

*j nmng of a time btep so that Equations 6 sad 15 my be solved *.vplicItly for a

and b. N•tie that

I
Tc aT c + (1- 1 ) (1-U 2 ) b

4 I
The coolest-aaide boundary conditions ares

In

. 4 " o (based on electrically heated Laboratory teats)

Tb The a as a first approxanottios, or

SI 7Tb S Tb (t) fra a coolant teiperature-rise analysis (described

in Section E) if a more accurate solution is needed.

I D. (MU1I-WALL aOUTER PEOGIAM

4I BUcb.ard time differences are al8o used to solve the chamber-wall

energy balances (Equations 3 and 7). Therefore, in difference fotu these

equations become
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r"- -5 2r
C(Tc -T + ma+ IabS c c 6

(+ dw t V

itt which Tc and Tw are the coating and wall average temperatures at time

d- t; the quantities a, b, c, and d are defined by Equatiuna 6, 13. 14, and

15.

For given wall boundary conditions the above energy balance differ- "

ence equations rapresent, a pair of linear simultaneous equations in Tand Tw .
dowever, the ga-aside convective coefficient h is dependent on the coating

surface temperature Toe and thus on f and Therefore, iteration on Tl is

necessary In saolving the energy balance difference equations. Each iteration

is accomplished using a trial Tg. designated Xca saolving for Tý and . and
the difference equations and then calculating the resultant coating surface

temperatura Y from "cg

I,.

Yca c +(1 - 1a+ (1 - a2) b

Newton's method is used to modify X for the next iteracion; thus,cg
for the (m + 1)st iteration

Y -x
x za +1 x +81
Xcg, n +1 Xcg,m IdY

\ CS/
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-,,J-iv.•itve is calculated by perturbing X., i.e..

y TdcaY (z ++61 Yen

6X

with

ax S aClem - 'C4SU

excspt for the requirment

I. -AI I'X41"'9'40

The iterations are started usift Tel from the ptreL0 d.ime step, and are

"terminated based on the coaverllce criterion

5

C scg

-. COOLAMIT-TZ ATu AM•L•SZ S
0

The coolant energy equaCLom ay be proximated an

0o cP A f b + W° a -C (X, (tq 16)

The heat-input rate q is asumed to be space-time *eparable over large sections

of the tube bundle; thus, in section J

C (t)
q (x.t) - s(x)
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-(t) defined by Equations 13 nnd 15 fric the 0oc3l chamber-wall arlaia

of a point in the section.

Because the transient temperature Increaee of the coolant must be

limited as one ot the zhutdowa criteria, a quasi-steady solution may suffice

for most of the analysis. In that case, the energy storage tern involving the

time derivative can be dropped from Equation 16. .HoVever, thie assumption

should be checked by comparison of the quasi-steady solution and the exact

solution of Equation 16, as determined by the method of characteristics.

Ciartacte tic
ia 0

t Retio

"Region I

III

Characteristic Curves

Solution of Equation 16 along characteristic curves, as illuatrated

above, yields the folloving:

IR5212n I (A' *o)

0x
W dt o A ds (Eq 17)

0

0 x

S

Tb T ( c c W Wt)
P v s0
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DL '.hitch L(x) is &lven by Equation 17.

R~IoenQ II (t' > 9
6 *0)

f W 0 dt 0 oA ,if (ES 18)

t 0

6 T - Tin a~ dT ' j

ci 0 t

in which t(x) is givs by rquaCio 18.

Note that z' and t' are dumy parmter wbich metaly serve to

define the startin point of ay characteristic auiv. Thus, for a givn xK

Sand t of Interst in legion 1, Iiquatli 17 defians x'; miatlrly, Equation 18

defines t'.
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SF. :NOMNCLATURE

1. Enal iah Letter.

a(t) Coefficient in coating temperature distribution 1
A t Secondary combuator throat area

A Coolant flow area
b(t) Coefficient in coatLng-tesperature distribution

I Inverse Hlot number, K/hd

c(t) C.4efftilant it tube-vail te~eratuze distribution
c* Seaondary co•bustar characteristic velocity

Co',C f Oxidiz•r- d =4fuel-valve reuis coos i
COT-Cf" Oxidizer- and fut-eystem resistances

CoPI_ 6  Oxidizer-pump constants

C fuel-pump constantsCfpl'-6 .¶-p on at
fp-6 Turbine cozotants 

1

CS1_5  Secondary combustor constants

Pr1 rimary combustor or preburner constant I
Cp Ozidizer specific heat

CS,* Hleat-transfer-coafficLent multipliers I

C Recovery temperature conscantsro-5
Cho-3 Heat-trenafer-coefficieant constants for mixture-

ratio dependence 1
d(t) Coefficient in tube-veil teperature distribution

D Secondary combustor dismster S.
9 Gravitational co•stant

h Convective-heat-trans fer coefficient

I Total tuzbopump inertia L

W Thermal conductivity

MR Secondary combustor mixture ratio I
N Turbopump speed

11 1-. Exponents T

P Pressure

- •
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Enslish Lstters 'cGnt.j

P1,2 Turbine pressure ratios

"q Coolant heat-input rate per unit length (product of
0 and heated perimeter)

r tadi~us

t Tim

T Local coating or tube-wall temperature

T Average coating or tube-vall temperature

Tr Secoadary combustor recovery temperature

Tb Coolant bulk tqmprature

V Coolant velocity

V1 Turbine spouting velocity

W flow rate

x Azlal coolat-flow coordinate

X Assmed or trial valttsfit* Ltserarton variables

Y Calculated vaLuc Nf ite•t&on v.l.aibles

2 Film-temperature ce, ...t.1on fsetor for h
£

2. .GruJk LattS

0 Thermal dfusivity

81,2 Coating gsamstric Constants

Y Lower limit on eb•olute perturbation increment
magultudes

6 Coating or tube-wall thickness

6X Perturbation increments for calculating Nevton'a

Gothod derivatives

A Iteration Increments on system pressure trial values

At Tim. step increment

SConvergence parameters

n D~iwa'nionleas radial coordinate (r-r L)/1
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Greek Letters (Cvnt,)

nT Turbihe efficiency I
A, Chamber-wall parameter K C6/Kw 6¢

Upper limit on relative perturbation increment
magnitudes

u Torque

Dimensionless radial coordinate (r-ri)/ V

Density

(PC) Volumetric heat capacity

a12 Tube-well geS~ ttic constants
T Valve-closing chara teriatic times

Heat flux to coolant

c Coating

f Fuel (fS-fuel auction, fD-fuel discharge)

g Can-s•d coating surface

£ Coating-tube wall interface

L CooliLnt aide of tube waill

a Interation index

0 Oxidizer (OS-oxidizer auction, OD-oxidizer discharge)

PC Primary combustor or preburner

ac Secondary couwuator I
S Steady state

T Turbiue

W Tube wall

4. Supercrip

Value at previous time step, time t - At
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(U) Interaction theory (Ref. l)* was used for analysis of injector

performatuc for the Advanced Propellant Staaed-Combustion Evaluation Program.

Trhiq nmethod is unique in that interactions between the Lnjector/chamber

performance and the nozzle expansion process are considered. Interaction

losses iLcluds the effect of the level-of-energy-relaase efficiency (injlector/

chamber performance) on nozzle efficiency, the interaction between injector

mixture-ratio distribution and nozzle performance independent of the overall •

level-of-energy-relesse efficiency, and the interaction between mixture-ratio

distribution and kinetic losses.

(U) The method Involve@ determination of the actual performance

6 potential of a specific injector/chamber based on the local mixture distribu-

tion at the injector face. The degree to which the potential wll be achieved

is detser•ned by estimating the magnitude of varioua thrust-chamber perfonnance

losses. The follo•tng ton performance losses are the losses which are

important in describing the performance of a given liquid rocket engine:

1. Nozzle friction Loss

2. Nozzle Geomatry Loss

3. Nozzle Heat Losse* O
4. Cnamber Heat Lose

5. Chamber Friction Loss

6. Energy Release Loss (ERL Loss)

7. Mi'ture-aatio-Distribution Lose (HRD Loss)

8. Kinaetic Losses

9. Gas-Particle Flow Effects

10. Mas Distribution Effect&

4
*A list of references is given at the end of this appendix.
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It :;ay be noted that the first three of these losses are specific to the nozzle

expansion section, whereas the other seven losses have both a chamber and

nozzle component. Thus, it can be seen that nozzle performance La not ands- ,>

pendent of chamber performance. Therefore, any separaticn of chamber and

nozzle performance which assumes that one is independent of the other (e.g.,

the c* - CF method) wil.1 not only lead to incorrect inference of the possible S

source of low performance but will also result in significant errors when

extrapolating performance from. thu low-area-ratio toot configuration to the

high-area-ratio flight configuration.

*

B. PERFORMANCE LOSSES FOR THE 982 H2 0 2 /ALUMIZINE-43 STAGED-
COMBUSTION SYSTEM

(U) Not all the performance luessee lited ia the previous section are

germane to the Advanced Propellant Staged-Combustion System. The magnitude 4

of the nozzle heat loss is estimated to be only about 0.1% or less of vacuum

specific impulse and is neglected. Because of the high chamber pressure,

kinetic losses are negligible. Mase-distribution effects are also considered

negligible since an approxie.,tely even mas distribution exists at the

secondary injector. Thus, only nozzle friction and geometry, chamber heat

and friction, mixture ratio distribution. gas-particle, and energy release

performance losses are considered potentially significaut for this analysis.

1. Nozzle ftiction Loss 4

(U) The viscous effects between the gaseous boundary layer and

the nozzle wall will result in a shear force which degrades nozzle thrust.

Viscous effects may also be considered its sloing the valocity of the main- *
stream gases in rhe boundary layer, thereby lowering the total exit momentum

from the nozzle. The effect of frictional drag on nozzle performance is cal-

culated by use of the Aerojet Comptuting Services Division Program P-133, which

is based upon the extended Frankel-Voishel Expression (Ref. 2) for avorage skin

friction. Friction loss calculated by this method will be valid for tho casmc S

of .i smooth riozzle wall.
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2. Nozzle Geometry Los4®
(W) Nozzle geometry loss may be attributed to the loss In thrust

due t3 the discharge coefficient of the throat and the loss in thrust resulLing

from the fact that part of the gases leaving the nozzle exit plane are not

parallel to the nozzle axis. The geometric performance loss is determined

from AGC Computer Program 10036 by comparing the performance of the three-

d.imensional axisymmetric nozzle with a one-dimensional configuration.

3. Chamber Heat Loss

(U) Heat loss from the combustion products to the chamber wall
results in a lose in total combustion &on enthalpy. This loss in onthalpy

reduces the available nozzle expansion work performed by the combustion games.

Chamber heat loss in one of the Interaction losses. The method used to

calculate chamber heat flux is described in Appendix III.

4. Chamber Friction Loss

I(U) VVicous shear drag on the chamber wall results in a los0

in thrust for the total engine system. On most h.tgh-thrust engines having
practical utility the chamber friction loss can justifiably ýe neglected

because of the low subsonic gas velocities in the chamber and the low ratio

of chamber surface area/engine weight flow rate. However, for the 20,O00-lbf-

thrust hardware of the Advanced Propellant Staged-Combustion Evaluation Program

j this loss was separately identified because, if this lose is neglected and

lumped together with the energy release lose and extrapolated to large thrust

engine systems, excessive losses would be predicted. The method used to

evaluate this loss is described in Appendix IV.
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5. Mixture-Fa io-Di bution Loss

(U) Irregular mixture ratio distribution at the secondary injector

face can result in a change in the performance potential of a thrust chamber

when compared to the ideal performance calculated from the o,'irall mixture

ratio. The effect of the irregular mixture-ratio diotribution on performance

is determined by a stream-tube analysis. In this analysis, the flow is

separated into regions of common mixture ratio. The fluid streams issuing

from the injector in each region are presumed to mix, combust, and expand

through the nozzle without mixing or interacting with any other stream from an

adjacent region. Thus, although thes stream tubes may change relative size

during the expansion throu&h the nozzle, they are assumed to retain their

identity and specific mixture ratio. The stream tubes can take on any

geometrical shape as required by the mLxture-ratio distribution at the

injector face. The number of stream tubes can vary from one-for the case of

even mixture-ratio distribution--to *s many as can be defined without any

stream tube being smal ler in width than the typical lateral dimension of

turbulence. The minimum sixe is obviously that of the smallest mixing unit,

or element. However, in the case of very small elements, or a high degree

of turbulence. the smallest meaningful streaw tube may cover many elements.

6. Gas-Particle Two-Phae Flow Lose

(U) Two-phase flow losses are associated with the presencs of

either liquid or solid particles in the gaseous flow stream of a rocket engine.

The Chemical Composition Program (Ref. 3) considers Le presence of the con-

densed phase and its inability to expand in the rocket nozzle, but it assumes

kinetic and thermal equilibrium between the condensed/gaseous phases. In

actuality, a thermal lag exists in which the particle temperature remains

idghlr than that of the expanding combustion gases. Heat thus retained by the

particle results in a decrease in the a&@ enthalpy available to accelerate the

,xpanding gaseous phase in the assumed shifting equilibrium performance.
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Furthermore, the slower moving particles create a drag on the accelerating

gases and decrease the mainstream momentum. Therefore, the deviation from thu
assumed kinetic and thermal equilibrium condition is what constitutes the two-

phase flow lco. The computer program used to determine the loss Ln specific

impulse due to particles in the flow stream is Aerojet Computing Services

Division Program 48067. This program computes the onq-dimansional flow of

I a gas-partitie systen through a parabolic nozzle in both the subsonic and

Ssupersonic regions.

(U) The "tent of the deviation from kinetic and thermal equilib-

riu•z. A tdictated by the absolute particle sisx. It is therefore mandatory that
4 the particle-cixe distribution be known. As part of this evaluation program,

particle samples ware obtained for the two basic injector design concepts and

their six* distributions were determined.

4 7. EAersy Releoge LostI
(U) The energy release loss of an engine represents the difference

j in performance between complete and incomplete energy release. For the Advanced

Propellant Staged-Combustion System two mechanism@ for energy release loss are

possible. For most conventional propellant systems the propellant vaporization

rate (Ref. 4) is the controlling mechanism of the combustion process and the

energy release loss can be attributed to the combustion anthalpy reduction and

gaseous phase mass reduction that results from the unvaporized propellant.

However, with Alumisine-43 the basic assumption that vaporization is the rate-

j controlling mechanism may not be valid. That is, the degree of aluminum

chemical reaction may also be responsible for energy release loss. This may

j occur either because insufficient aluminum reaction time wa- allowed or

because the aluminum was not adequately heated to its ignition terupernturn

(Ref. 5) resultinS in reduced aluminum availability. Since neither of these

losses was analytically calculable for the Alumizine-43, the energy release

loss was determined as the difference between the theoretical and experimentally

measured specific impulse less all other calculable performance losses. •
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(U) rho Sam-side heat-tranafer coefficieut was determined from Bartz's 6-
equation

0 '.1.644 d 0.2 10

2
wh~Aere h a Ia-m-ide heat-truanfer coefficinut, Stu/ln .- eec-*R

d - diameter, in.

a viscosity. Iba/ft-eec

C a specific heat, Itu/lbm-OR.

"Pr a Prtadtl number

" T p.s flow rate, IWsec

A a Area," In.

T f " fre.-trem gas emperature, " +

T a - arithmetic nao teperature, "R()

T r Sa recovery temperature, *1

T S gas-slde 4ll tmperature, oRvs

and where the transport propertles are evaluated at the arithmetic mean

temperature.

(U) Mavan calculated the heat-trassfer coefficient by Iquatics 1, the

coefficient was used to determine the dimenisioless Blot number

S

Al - (h5 r 2/k) (tq 2)

where: r 2  - outer radius of chamber well, in.

k - wall thrmal caoductivtty, Atu/Ln.-sec-oR

L

1
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(U) The time variable is £15o made dimensionless by introducing the

Fourier number

D

F a t/r2 (Eq 3)

2where: 'm wall thermal diffusivity, in. /sac

t * t ime see

(U) One additional parameter, the ratio of inner vall radius to outer vall

radium, is required to graphically determine the inner wall temperature usind ..

the Blot and Fourier numbers.*

(U) If the wall temperature thus calculated does not agree with the

assumed mall temperature used in Equation 1, further iterations may be required '-

until convergence is achieved. It should be noted that all transport properties

are temperature-dependeat. -

(U) The heat flux in the convtergant ostle section was calculated by r
dividing the zone into five megmauts, by calculating the heat flux at each I

section, and by multiplying the calculated flux by its corresponding surface

area. 0

(U) The total chamber heat lose was then calculated by sueming the local

heat flux and the incremental chamber surface area.

Qc 0 Ehi (Tr "T Va)i A 
.

(U) To evaluate the effect of chamber heat loss upon engine specific-

impulse, the reduced t..peratuz.e option of the Chemical Composition Program**

•Temperature Chart. for Integlially Heated Hollow Cylinders, Aerojet-Ceneral
Technical Memorandum 165 SRP, July 1961.

**Crit~an, P. A.,Goldwasser, S. R.. and Petrozzi, P. J., A General Computer
Program for Calculatl4on of Rocket Pelformance Parameters of Propellants
Contiainx the Atomic Species g. H, 0. N. F. and CU, Proceeding of a
Propellant Thermodynamics and Handling Conference, Special Report 12, •
June 1960.
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-,,; used 'o determine the effect of enthalpy decrease in the chamber (at Mach I
niumber zero) to reduced flame Lp.birature (AM/AT).

"4TChan. lt. Loss, b.l. (Eq 4)

Wb.l. (/AT)

here: Wbl - propollant flow rate within the thermal boundary layer.
WIbm/e1.

aTChsm. lit. Losab.l. 0 mean temperature reduction of flov vithin

the thermal boundary layer, *1

(U) The tmgine performance lose r, matins from chamber beat-tranafer

effects is proportional to the fractional masa flow rate of the thermal

boundary layer and to the reduced epecifc timpulse of the boundary layer

corresponding to the temperature reduction of Equation 4. for purposes of o

thia analysis, it was amsimd that the boendary layer flow rate expanded co

the exit-art" ratio of the englne. Since the spectfic-Lop.l-e loss increases

in the noaxle with Lncrceasig exLt-area ratio for a given temperature reduc-

tion, chamber heat love Us one of the Lnteraction losses. * *

(U) The approxisatioa was made that the thickness of the thermal boundary

lAyer eas equal to the velocity boundary layer divided by the one-third power

of the Prandtl number.

QS
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(U) The velocity distribution of an incompremsible fluid in a pipe for

nonfully developed turbulent flow is

when R - 8' r I I (1q 1)

S~and •l * 1 hq 0rR- •I-
U

0
I

vwter: u(r) - axial gas velocity at radius, r S

j 0 free-steam vilcity

R W chamber radius

a W velocity boundary layer chickness

S-. velocity profile exponent

(U) The velocity profile expone•t (n"] ) to depemdenCt upoin ".~olds nmber

ams howm In tta follotiAg tabulation:!
HIGH VZTIILDS NUMGK FLOWS*

Reynolds Number
5 5 5 5 6 6

Velocity tr l)ale 

5

lEponent. n 7 8 9 10I
(U) The displacemnt boundary layer thickniesa. in an axisymetric pipe

j is defined by

* ~ 1 ... IXZJ~ dr(Eq 2)
S0 u

UU
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Report 10785-F, Phase II, Appendix IV

SWii . c I. z utioin of Equation I into Equation 2 yields

_ 2 (Eq 3) 0

n + 1 2R (2n + 1)

(U) Similarly, the nmmentum boundary layer thickness, *. In isytmuetric

pipe flow is defined by

R
Sid 1 -. . [-K dr (Eq6 4)
ua u

0 0 0

(U) Solution of the integral uslng r4uation 1 yields

__ _ 1 "~
n 6In

0+) (+ 2) 3' (n+1) (2n+1) (Eq 5) .
(n-

(U) The cumulative chamber va•l drag. D, is taken to be equal and opposite ..

to the drag upon the fluid in the cylinder so that

R
S- f [u - u(r) o (u.(r)] 2wr dr (Eq 6) -"

o S *

where p - fluid density

(U) Equation 6 can be rearranged to S

*(2W R) (Ou 2  f LM))[-IL2 ~dr (Eq 7) -

0 0

(ij) But the integral in Equation 7 is simply the momentum boundary layer 5

thicknees, Therefore, the following relationship was used to calculate chamber

drag:
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D - (2W11) (Ou2) 2 (Eq 8)
S

(U) Equation 8 shows that the drag is only a function of chamber wetted

perimater, dyanamc pressure, and momentum thickness. Furthermore, it should Y')
be noted that the free-utrean velocity, us, varies in its relationship to the

mean velocity, u. vith the velocity boundary layer thickness:

J+
2

M(U) Pr the parpo*.l of this preliainary aalysia, one additlona eisplifying

assumption was made; i.e., that the velocity boundary layer grov* t .the sam

j rate a& for the velocity profile with the one-seventh power low (validity

of this assumption requires further evaluation).I -0).2

6W 0.37 z Ia. (Sq 9)

Ix
Were:

IR K U

4

1 V viscosity

i - 2Ou W./71R

I
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(0) Equation 9 was therefore rearranged in the form S
S0.37 0 -0.6 0.8

R (Eq 10)

(U) The velocity boundary layer thickness calculated by Equation 10 was

then substituted into Equation 5 to determine the momentum thickness for

Equation 8. The boundary layer was assumed to start (x - 0) at the injector

face.

(U) Evaluation of the chamber gas-flow conditions for the 98% H202/ 4

Alui•isine-43 syatm indicated a Reynolds number range corresponding to a one-

tenth power-law (n - 10) velocity profile.

(U) Frictional drag in the convergent portion of the nozzle was evaluated

by dividing the convergent portion into five conical frustums. A mean 4

diameter was selected for each frustum and treated as a cylindrical section.

men gas densities and gas velocities were *alerted that corresponded to the

mean contraction ratio of each section. Incremuntal drag due to each sagnent

was then calculated in each convergent zone by determining a pseudo starting 4

length so that the ratio of relative velocity boundary layer thickness to

cylindrical radius at the start of the. convergent zone was equal to the ratio

at the trailing edge -f the oegment located iamediately upstream. The pseudo
drag was calculated at the leading edge and subtracted from the drag at the

.trailing edge to determine the drag increment of each convergent zone. The

total chamber friction loss was calculated by summing the drag increments of

all segments from the injector face to the nozzle throat and dividing the

cumulative drag force by the total propellant fl-w rate to determine specific-

impulse loss. 0

(U) Although incompressible-flow equationts were used, the error is not

expected to be significant if the densities in each of the convergent segments
are adjutsted.
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Is Asoymac, The major objective of this program was the definition of
problems associated with the use of 982 hydrogen peroxide (11202) and
A lumizins-43 in a staged-coubuntion rocket engine system. In the
cooled version of the engine conceived, all of the H2 02 is used to
Legeneratively cool a secondary combustor (in which Mtumiuins-43 is
o urned) before the H202 passes through the preburner catalyst pack and 4
the tuzbins. Conditions associated with operating this engine cycle
that require investigatlon are (i) the ability of H2 02 to coo1 the

Ssecondary combustor, (2) integrity of the catalyst (activity, dura-
bility) ar higher tempetature, (3) heat-transfer characteristics of 98%
peroxide, and (4) the effect that thermal decomposition of H202 vapor
may have on the engine design. The program was divided into two
phases, Phase I (of six months duration) consisted of design and S
analysis. 98% H202 experimental technology, and critical hardware
procuremrent tor Phase II. Thiu phase of the contract was conducted
from June to December 1965. The results of Phase I indicated that 98%
H20 2 would ba a satisfactory coolant and oxidizer for an Alumizine-
tueled engine.
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UNCLASSIFIED ABSTRACT (cont.)
s

Phase II was initiated ismediste~y following the conclusion of
Phase I and consisted of A series of 20,O00-lbf preburner and staged-
combustion evaluatlon tents. The Phase 1I technical achievenwnts
included the completion of a H202 experiaental heat-transfer program,
a preburner test program, and a staged-combuttion test prog-.,3m. Sat-
isfactory operation of a 98Z H202 preburner vwas damonstrated at
throughputs from 48 to 108.2 paim for two catalyst configurations.
Staged combuation at 3000 pamt with 98% H2 0 2 /Alumlsina-43 was demon-
strated satisfactorily with two secondary injector eoacapts. Heat-
transfer data on critical areas of the :hamber and throat were obtained.
The experimental performance of the propellaut combinAtion war deter-
mined over 4 range of mixture ratios with two different L* chambers.
The performance uf 90% H202/Alumieine-, wva ueterained and compared to
the 98% H20 2 /A.Lxiaine-4• propellant combination.
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